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How Many Facets? 
As Dizzy Dean might have said it, ‘this is the third straight consecutive 
issue in a row”’ to surpass the size of the previous issue. Yes, we're growing, 
but a growing Games isrr't simply more of the same in a bigger package. As 
we expand in size, we are also trying constantly to broaden our horizons— 
and sharpen our focus—to take in more and more facets of the world of 
Play. 

This issue, for example, features an article on the high rollers at the 
recent World Backgammon Championship in Monte Carlo. Topflight back- 
gammon is a glittering spectacle of fast action, glamour, the luck of the dice, 
hard-earned skill, and big money. We asked Roger Dionne, who was up to 
his neck in the action, to try to capture it all for you, and he came through 
in more ways than one, winning not a few bucks there himself. 

For sheer playful flair, one event at Monte Carlo, quite incidental to the 
tournament, deserves to be recorded here. In the course of the auction 
dinner, which Roger describes on page 13, I casually offered a business card 
to one of my dinner companions and invited him to look me up on his next 
trip to New York. He fumbled in vain through the pockets of his tuxedo for 
a card of his own, then shrugged his shoulders apologetically ... and pre- 
sented me with a blank check instead. 

In a similarly plucky spirit, you'll find a new department in this issue 
which we call Great Moments in Ingenuity. We won't say more about it 
here because its success depends on surprise, as you'll see when you get to 
page 74. But we’d be interested to hear your reactions to this new offering 
and to receive your nominations for future Great Moments. 

Still another new departure for us is our Crystal Ball contest on page 35, 
in which you are invited to predict the great and preposterous events of the 
coming year. It won't do to simply pick the Super Bowl winner or guess the 
price of a gallon of gas. It’s inspired prophecy we're after, as you'll see. 
And finally, in totally superfluous tribute to the 50th anniversary of the 

crash of ‘29, we present television’s Bob Barker in a new kind of game: it’s 
called “The Price Is Right’ as you might have played it back in the days 
when the price really was right (page 29). 

If all these new developments leave you wondering whether we’re going 
off the deep end, be assured that we are. But rest easy, because you'll still be 
seeing plenty of your old favorites: a new and vastly more complicated 
Calculatrivia Marathon revealing Wayne Schmittberger in all his depravity 
(page 18), a second annual Postmaster’s Nightmare culled from the depths 
of Ira Zweifach’s oddball stamp collection (page 84), the best of reader-sub- 
mitted Eyeball Benders (page 98), a long-awaited Ken Robbins Photocrime 
(page 26), and the most stunning feat of crossword construction we've ever 
seen ... anywhere (page 48). We've also included a collection of holiday 
party games expressly for those of you who hate party games (page 22). 

But if you get the feeling we like what we're doing, you're absolutely 
right. We had a great time putting all this together, and we hope it shines 
through bright and clear. 

Michael Donner 
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LETTERS 
Private Games Go Public 

I had to laugh when I read “Private Games” 
(Editor’s Message, July/August)—I’ve been 
playing them all my life, and it’s nice to know 
I have company. Two of my favorites are 
counting syllables in a sentence I’ve just 
heard, and speaking in initials (a common 
household expression like ‘Pass The Salt’’ is 
P.T.S. at our table). Finally, a few years ago I 

played a game in which my left hand had to 
do what my right hand did (I am right-hand- 
ed). Suffice it to say, it did not leave me ambi- 
dextrous. 

Patti Duncan 
Winnepeg, Canada 

I'd like to enter this in the Farthest Traveled 
Letter category of ‘’Private Games.”’ 

While walking, hiking, jogging, etc., esti- 
mate the number of paces to some object 
ahead, which lies on or near your path. Count 
the actual number of paces and make a mental 
note of the error and whether it is long (+) or 
short (—). (Pencil and paper are permissible.) 
Continue the game, keeping cumulative totals 
of both the positive and the negative errors. 
Does the absolute value of each successive er- 

ror tend to decrease? That is, does your eye 
improve? As your ability to estimate distances 

improves, you can increase the challenge by 
choosing more remote objects. 

John A. Herbolsheimer 

Papeete, Tahiti 

Another entry for the Farthest Traveled Let- 
ter, and a Private Game for the kitchen. Peel- 
ing apples and pears for canning gets very bor- 
ing very quickly. To keep the dulls away, I: 

see how few strokes of the peeler it takes to 
peel each fruit; see how long a peeling I can 
get; peel an apple around the poles, thus mak- 
ing a double keyhole formed by the blossom 
and stem end indentation; and finally, I form 
letters by peeling. 

All of these take more time than just plain 
peeling, but they’re certainly more fun! 

Nan Herbolsheimer 
Papeete, Tahiti 

Look for more Private Games in future issues 
of Wild Cards.—Ed. 

An Open Challenge 

If Scot Morris (Letters, September/October) is 

still in search of the longest name chain, 
might I offer the following: Hal David Wayne 
King William Ellery Queen Anne Frank Buck 
Henry Aaron Burr Tillstrom. This is an open 
challenge, and I hope I’m beaten: I’d love to 
see a longer list. 

Henry Hook 
East Rutherford, NJ 

Wacky Wordies 

Loved “Wacky Wordies” (Pencilwise, July/ 
August)! I’m still working on a couple of 
them, but each time I look through the issue I 
solve another of the toughies. Here are two 
that I made up for you to puzzle over. 

Dennis Wade 
San Francisco, CA 

Here are some ‘‘Wacky Wordies” that I've cre- 
ated over the past four years. Your magazine 
has provided many hours of enjoyment, and I 
hope these puzzles reciprocate the favor. 

JUS 144 TICE. 

Mike Martinek 
Grand Island, NY 

Answer Drawer, page 103 

Yet Another Lewis Carroll 

I found “Curiouser and Curiouser’’ (‘The 
Games and Puzzles of Lewis Carroll,” July/ 
August) very interesting. The author men- 
tions the “two selves’’ of Charles Dodgson, 
that of the writer Lewis Carroll and that of the 
Oxford mathematics don who so bored his 
students that he drove them from his class- 
room. 

While Dodgson was no doubt both of these, 
he would probably prefer to be remembered 
in the role of his third ‘‘self’’: that of one of 
the finest mathematical logicians of the late 
nineteenth century. His contributions to logic 
include several paradoxes that caused his con- 
temporaries to examine more closely the rules 
of symbolic logic. Dodgson’s ‘‘Barbershop Par- 
adox,”’ first published in the journal Mind in 
1894, is a classic example of his work in this 
field. For a description of the paradox, readers 
should see ‘‘Lewis Carroll's Lost Book on Log- 
ic’ by W.W. Bartley III (Scientific American, 
July 1972). 

Robert Megginson 
Bement, IL 

Tardy Thoughts 

In ‘Late for Work,” (Pencilwise, September/ 

October) your answer states that John took a 

shower before grabbing a towel. I don’t know 
about you, but if I took a shower before grab- 
bing a towel, I’d end up wandering down the 
hall dripping wet in search of a fresh towel. 

Sandra Froats 
Lyndhurst, NJ 

One-of-a-Kind Pangram 

I haven't noticed any pangrams in Games 
lately. Here’s one I’ve come up with that uses 
only fairly common English words and con- 
struction: xv Bc fjord whelk quiz gyps t-man. 

Ray Smith 
Daytona Beach, FL 

This pangram (remarkable because it uses all 
the letters of the alphabet once and only 
once) actually does make sense—sort of. For 
a translation, see Answer Drawer, page 103. 

—Ed. 

The Two-Tone Telephone Touch 

Here’s another melody to add to your Touch- 
Tone repertoire (‘Telephone Tunes,” July/ 
August). The sequence below will give you a 
good rendition of ‘‘Mary Had A Little Lamb.”’ 
The trick to getting good tones is to depress 
two buttons at the same time (which will also 

prevent you from dialing out). Therefore, in 
the list below, (7-8) indicates that you 

should press the 7 and 8 buttons simulta- 
neously. Also, notes that are underlined 
should be held a little longer. 

(7-8) (4-5) (1-2) (4-5) (7-8) (7-8) (7-8) 
(4-5) (4-5) (4-5) 

(7-8) (7-8) (7-8) 
(7-8) (4-5) (1-2) (4-5) (7-8) (7-8) (7-8) 

(7-8) (4-5) (4-5) (7-8) (4-5) (1-2) 
And for a finale, try this: 

(1-2) (4-5) (7-8) (4-5) (7-8) (1-2) /(9-# 

Robert Holley 
East Quogue, NY 

Science or Satire? 

Some readers may have thought that Dr. Ger- 
trude Schmeidler was serious in her article 
“Was it Luck? or ESP?” (July/August). It was 
luck—bad luck. Here we have an interesting 
test of mass ESP ability in which 79 persons of 
the 4,543 respondents would be expected to 
get 10 or more of the 25 symbols right just by 
guesswork. Only 75 were in that class. But 
that kind of result, far from dampening the 
enthusiasm of the parapsychologists, only of- 
fers further challenge to their ingenuity in ra- 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

ALLTHE KINGS MEN" 

Strategy at its best 
from Parker Brothers. 

The beauty of ALL THE KING'S MEN is that 
the rules can be learned in minutes, it can be 
played in under an hour, and its degree of chal- 
lenge is directly related to your strategy game 
expertise. 

It works like this. The object is to capture 
your opponent's King. To move a piece, it must 
follow one of the arrows that lead from its 
square. Kings and Archers may only move one 
square at a time. Knights can move any number 
of squares in one direction. 

To capture, simply move onto a square 
that's occupied by your opponent. Prior to cap- 
turing the King, however, you must warn your 
opponent on your prior move by announcing 
“threat’’. He then has three choices: he can 
move out of the ‘threat’ position (if you haven't 
sufficiently blocked his exit), he might move a 
piece in the path of your move, or he might cap- 
ture your threatening piece. If he can do none of 
these, the game is over. 

One of the unique features of the game is 
that the arrows can be played offensively and 
defensively in the same move. For example, in 
the illustration below, the white Knight has just 
moved to a “threat” position. The brown King 
responds by moving to a position where he not 
only defends himself, but at the same time, 
attacks the threatening Knight. 

Question: Now that you know the ground 
a tules, if you were the white King 
in this ‘threat’ position, what would be your next move? 

A B C D E 

(Game partially illustrated) 

“(1D) 4ayduy ay1YM pue (Liv) 1YBIUy ayy ayy Aq pax20\q 
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©1979 Parker Brothers, Beverly, MA 01915 
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tionalizing the evident fact that ESP was sim- 
ply not demonstrated in this experiment. 
Such a finding is, by the usual rules applied in 
psi-research, inadmissible. This is the only 
field of research accepted by the American As- 
sociation for the Advancement of Science that 
seems not to require regular criteria demand- 
ed by other ‘‘sciences.”’ 

Most interesting to me, as a longtime psi- 

watcher, was the hilarious manner in which 

Dr. Schmeidler sought out various categories 
in which significance might be found. Oldest 
or only child—a whopping 3 percent more 

answers were reported by these 
folks!—and those who omitted answering 
one or more of the biographical questions 
had .8 percent higher results than those who 
did not omit any answers! Wow! Another 
point—that those who omitted some answers 
did better than those who withheld personal 

data—can on/y originate with a parapsycholo- 
gist. These conclusions are typical of the kind 
of flummery that passes for genuine scientific 
research. 

I've been looking into these things for a 
good 35 years myself, and I have clairvoyantly 
looked over the responses to this experiment. 
I discovered that those respondents with an 
odd number of letters in the family name 
tended to have 1.2 percent better resuits than 
those with an even number of letters. Mathe- 
matically inept respondents (those who in an- 
swering wrote a wrong street number for the 
Games address) tended to miss on the plus 
sign and the circle symbols 1.6 percent more 
often than the others. 

One final observation clinches the case. If 
we take the names of the author of the piece 
under discussion, the editor of Games, and 
this author (known usually only by his last 
name), and reduce them to digits using the 

number of letters in each name, Gertrude 

Schmeidler gives us 8 and 10, Michael Don- 
ner gives us 7 and 6, and Randi gives us 5. 
Refer to the chart of the correct answers for 
the ESP cards, and we see that these digits re- 
fer to the circle, the wavy lines, the plus sign, 
the star, and the square respectively. Statisti- 
cally speaking, the chances against this dis- 
covery are billions to one! Not one of the five 
symbols is repeated, and all are included! Let 
the skeptics explain that! 

—James Randi 

DR. SCHMEIDLER REPLIES: Fun’s fun, but 

let's be fair. ‘Genuine scientific research" is 
not, as Randi seems to think, always a flashy 
demonstration. It can be a slow process, 

which will repeat, repeat, repeat before it 
comes to a conclusion. A one-shot try, like 
the Games ESP Experiment, may properly 

suggest a pattern, but we conclude the pat- 
tern really exists only after it shows up again 
and again in successive tries. Besides, even 3 
percent can be worth attention, like 3 per- 
cent cyanide in the food or 3 percent fine 
pearls in a bushel of oysters. 

Another Joke-in-the-Box 

Lewis Carroll's ‘‘Puzzle Poem” (Wild Cards, 
September/October) reminds me of a joke my 
mother used to tell. She was born in 1875, so 
you can see it’s really an old chestnut. 
A mean little boy asks a sweet little boy: 

“Do you want a box with five nails in it?’’ 
The sweet little boy says, “Sure!’’ So the 
mean little boy gives the sweet little boy a box 
in the ear. 

Frances E. Holmes 
Montpelier, VT 

LAUNDRY BASKET 

The rules of the game—it is a game, isn't 
it?’—are: If a reader finds a mistake that af- 
fects the play of a game, or a significant error 
of fact, and we agree the slip needs to be 
laundered, we'll publish the first or most en- 
tertaining letter that points it out. If we pub- 
lish your letter in the Laundry Basket, we'll 
thank you with a Games T-shirt. 

Mistakes: July/August 

%& In “A Drinking Problem” (page 28), you 
refer to a “Yorkshirian.’’ As an English 
emigré, I can state categorically that a man 
from Yorkshire is a Yorkshireman, never a 
Yorkshirian. Heavens, you'll be calling me an 
“Englishian”’ next! 

Dr. Charles Davies 
Calgary, AB 

September/October 

¥% I found 114 thirteens on your cover! To 
locate the one you missed, start in the lower 

right-hand corner, go up 19 characters and 
one character to the left, then read down diag- 
onally. However, had you printed ‘‘Can You 
Find 114 Thirteens,” there would then have 
been only 113! 

Emile Caron, Jr. 

Jaffrey, NH 

%& I truly enjoyed Wild Cards, your new ma- 
ga(maga[ magazine ]zine)zine. However, your 

“Magic Pentagon’’ (page 39A), while indeed 
remarkable, is also incorrect. The numeral 
“10” appears twice in the outer ring, and I 
believe the one in the lower right should be a 
16." I am certain that this is only a typo- 
graphical error; after all, I have your ma- 
ga(great faith)zine. 

Raymond Rebholz, 
Copiague, NY 

% The Answer Drawer solution (page 75) for 
Chess Problem C (page 60) states, in part: ‘‘If 
1. ... Ng8xd6, 2.Qg7xe7.’’ This should have 
read: "If 1. ... Nc8xd6, 2.Qa7xe7”’. 

Bill Edwards 
Newland, NC 
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EVENTS Othello 
The logical move for chess lovers. 
Othello is the new board game that’s as challenging as chess, 
as simple as checkers and as exciting as backgammon. 

Othello takes only a minute to learn, but a lifetime 
to master. Discs are black on one side, white on the other. 
The strategy is to surround your opponent's discs and 
flip them over to your color. 

At quality toy and game departments everywhere. Othello. 
It's like the best of all board games rolled into one. 

Before making plans to attend any of the 
events below, write to verify dates, times, 
places, and to find out about entry fees and 
other requirements. Send a stamped, self-ad- 
dressed envelope with your request. 

Blackjack The Sahara World Championships 
will be held simultaneously in Las Vegas, Ta- 
hoe, and Reno, December 9-12. Contestants 
will compete for $200,000 in cash and prizes. 
Call toll free (800) 854-2003. 

Bridge The Fall North American Champion- 
ships in Cincinnati, November 16-25. The 
schedule includes the Reisinger Trophy race, 
a contest for one of the top four places in 
North American team bridge. Contact the 

American Contract Bridge League, 2200 Dem- 
ocrat Road, Memphis, TN 38116. 
Chess The Pan American Team Champion- 
ship, one of the important intercollegiate 
tournaments, December 26-30. The location 
is not definite yet, but likely to be U.C.L.A. 
Contact the Intercollegiate Chess League of 
America, c/o Robert Sutter, Jr., 24112 Caver- 

hill Drive, St. Louis, MO 63136. 
Colonial Gaming Games Days at the Gover- 
nor’s Palace gardens in Williamsburg, Virgin- 
ia, December 22 and 27. Visitors are welcome 

to participate in 18th century games such as 

quoits, lawn bowling, and greased pole climb- 
ing. Contact the Travel Department, Box C, 
Colonial Williamsburg Foundation, Williams- 
burg, VA 23185. 
Contesting A ‘‘How To Win” Weekend, to 
be conducted by Gloria Rosenthal, profession- 
al contester and Games contributor, at the 
Mohonk Mountain House in New Paltz, New 

York, November 9-11. Contesters will receive 

instruction on how to write winning contest 

entries. Contact Carolyn Fiske, Mohonk 

Gabriel® Othello. The game of games. 
© 1979 CBS Toys, A Division of CBS Inc., 41 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010 

COUNTER 
A game of metho ical defense and 

Move 
over 

backgammon. 

Here comes 

Mountain House, Mohonk Lake, New Paltz, 
NY 12561. 

Cribbage The International Cribbage Associ- 

sudden, slashing attack. A game 
of skill and the cold,cold chance of 
dice. A game that brings out the 

ation Tournament in Los Angeles, November 
10-11. This annual tournament is open to all 
cribbage players. Contact Leilani Wade, 1947 
West 80 St., Los Angeles, CA 90047. 
Golden Age Olympics Olympic events for 
senior citizens, held in Sanford, Florida, dur- 

ing the second week of November. Senior ath- 
letes compete in decathlon events as well as 
horseshoes and croquet. Contact the Golden 
Age Olympics, Box CC, Sanford, FL 32771. 

Monopoly The U.S. Monopoly Champion- 
ship at the Palace Restaurant in New York 
City, November 19. Winners of the four re- 
gional competitions will be given a ‘‘Real Es- 
tate’’ tour of New York City before competing 
for a chance to play in the World Champion- 
ship in Bermuda. Contact Monopoly Tourna- 

ment Director, Parker Brothers, 50 Dunham 
Road, Beverly, MA 01915. 

Wargaming Winter Con VIII at Oakland Uni- 
versity in Detroit, November 16-18. In addi- 
tion to a wide range of wargaming, fantasy 
gaming, and miniatures tournaments, Winter 

Con VIII will feature tournaments of Monop- 
oly, Risk, go, backgammon, and other games. 
Contact Metro Detroit Gamers, P.O. Box 787, 

Troy, MI 48098. 

worst instincts in you, from 
avarice through 
downright « s* 
treachery. 3" 
(Youll love trans 
every rotten minute of it.) For 2 players—Adult to age 8. 

Copyrignt © Essex Game Company 1978 

LOUNTER WWWX. runs circles around backgammon. 
Ask anyone who plays. 

At toy and department stores, or from 

Essex Game Co., 1123 Broadway 
New York, N.Y. 10010 
My check is enclosed. Please send me: 

COUNTERSTRIKE™ (shown) Street 
dice games @ $12.00 each 

INSTANT COUNTERSTRIKE City 
dice games @ $7.00 each 

Add $2.00 for shipping & handling. 3 
(New York residents add 8% sales tax.) State/Zip 

Name 
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Illustrations by Bill Smith 

GAMEBITS 

ASTROLOGICAL DEDUCTIONS 

Nearly one third of the U.S. popula- 
tion believes that their lives—the way 
they think, feel, and react—are gov- 
erned by the position of the celestial 
bodies in our solar system. Meld that 
with the current popularity of elec- 
tronic gizmos that do everything from 
balance a checkbook to remove lint 
from your clothes and the result is 
Astro, a hand-held calculator that 
doubles as an astrological computer. 
In its “‘astro’’ mode, it plots an indi- 
vidual’s daily horoscope based on the 
positions of the Sun (Purpose), Mer- 

cury (Mind), Venus (Love), and Mars 
(Style). Two birth dates can be en- 
tered and compared for compatibility, 

and then a series of 16 questions 
along the lines of, ‘‘Do you under- 
stand the way I think?” can be asked. 

The computations are based on the 
position of the planets on the date of 
birth, but not the exact time of birth 
necessary to compute a complete as- 
trological chart. Still, Astro offers 
much more information than horo- 
scopes in the daily newspapers, and it 
comes with a handbook that provides 
an excellent introduction to the an- 
cient science of astrology. 
Whether you're fanatical or skepti- 

cal toward astrology, Astro can pro- 
vide lots of entertainment. Take it to 
a party and you'll have a crowd 
around you all night. 

—P.M.W. 

U.S. OTHELLO ASSOCIATION 
FORMED 

Good news for Othello fans: a group 
of top players have organized the 
United States Othello Association, 
whose purpose will be to serve the se- 
rious Othello player by sanctioning 
tournaments, establishing a national 
ranking system, and publishing The 
Othello Quarterly. Containing game 
analyses, articles on strategy, and 
tournament news, the Quarterly is 
edited by Jonathan Cerf and George 
Sullivan, who co-authored an article 
on Othello for Games (May/June). 

Mark Weinberg, the Association's 
president, stresses that the USOA 
wants to attract beginners as well as 
seasoned players. It is his hope that 
players will use sanctioned tourna- 
ments and the Quarterly as forums 

for teaching and learning from each 
other. The ultimate goal: to win the 
world championship title away from 
the Japanese within the next five 
years. 

For information and a free reprint 
of a recent Othello Quarterly article 
for beginners, write: USOA, P.O. Box 
342, Falls Church VA 22046. —R.W.S. 

PE OR | 
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A CROSSWORD CLUB FOR 
THE STOUTHEARTED 

There is a new gathering ground for 
anagrams, charades, homonyms, and 
five hundred intellects who relish 
this sort of play. It’s the Crossword 
Club, organized a year ago in England. 

Each issue of the Club’s monthly 
newsletter, Crossword, contains a 
British style puzzle that is more diffi- 
cult than any you would find in an 
American publication. Unraveling 
the cryptic clues is only part of the 
challenge. One month solvers were 
asked to remove the Roman numerals 
from the answers before entering 

them in the diagram. EESAST, thus, 
stood for ECCLESIAST (without CCLI); 
USOTE was MUSCOVITE (minus MCVI). 

Another memorable month the an- 
swer diagram instructed the solver to 
enter all words containing s sounds 
with TH instead, as if spoken with a 
lisp. The catch-22 was that you 
couldn’t read the instructions until 
you had already discovered this trick. 

Answers are published in the issue 
following the puzzle so that members 
can submit their solutions in a prize 

competition. The winner (chosen in a 
random drawing from the correct en- 
tries) receives a Compact Oxford En- 

glish Dictionary. Each Crossword 
also contains puzzle news, comment, 
letters, and a clue-writing contest. 

For a year’s membership and a sub- 

scription to the newsletter, send $10 
to Club Secretary, Brian Head, Hilberry 
Farm, Awbridge Hill, Romsey, Hants, 

SO5 OHE, England. —WS5S. 
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THE SNACK, 
AND HOW TO GET IT 

Gambling, it is said, is illegal almost 
everywhere in America. But has any- 

one so informed the manufacturers of 
vending machines? Their thrill-a-min- 
ute dispensing agents—'‘no arm ban- 
dits’’ in the vernacular—disgorge the 
proper product and/or change at only 
the most random and tantalizing in- 
tervals. 

A sad fact of modern life. But not 
one to daunt a dedicated creative sci- 
entist such as Les Earnest, assistant di- 

rector of the Stanford University Arti- 
ficial Intelligence Lab. Some years ago 
Earnest decided to gain control of the 
slot machine down the hall. Writing a 

simple program, and using a few spare 
seconds of the lab’s KLI0 computer’s 
time, he hooked the office vendor 
into his electronic brain. The result? 
A, “‘smart’’ machine, renamed ‘‘The 

nected to a handy teletype terminal. 
The Prancing Pony will, when giv- 

en the proper password, sell apples, 
sandwiches, yogurt, and such, on 
credit. Each authorized customer is 

assigned a password, and receives an 
itemized bill at the end of the month. 

Prancing Pony”’ (after a Tolkien-creat- 
ed tavern in Middle Earth) and con- Beer is also available if the computer 

en a free selection. The second—for 
hardened gamblers only—allows you 
to ‘flip’ the machine for your selec- 
tion. By typing ‘‘F’’ into the computer 

terminal, you activate a ‘‘coin flip” 
program deep inside the machine’s 
cybernetic innards. If you win the 
toss a bell rings, the teletype types 
“You won!”’ and your eats are for 

free. If you lose, the machine charges 
you double. 

A sporting proposition few can pass 

up for long. “It seems, though, that 
musicians (who use the computer lab 

to create synthesized music) are 

much more willing to gamble than 
the computer scientists,’’ says Ear- 

nest. And then there are the poor 
souls who become addicted to the Po- 
ny’s charms. 

“One fellow,” says Earnest, ‘‘was a 

volunteer worker who had no money. 
He flipped the machine every time— 
and after a while, found himself $100 
in the hole.”’ 

So does the machine, we asked, 
then dispatch pinstriped R2D2s pro- 
grammed to break a few arms? No, we 
were assured. It just cuts off the big 
loser’s credit, and charges 1.5 percent 
vigorish—er, interest—per month. 

‘recognizes’’ you as over 21. 
But this is not the most exciting 

part. Built into the program are two 
ingenious elements that make each 
trip to the snack bar an adventure. 
The first feature guarantees that ' 

one in every 128 vendees will be giv- —A.M. 

The Frosty 
Gin & Ionic 

Tall, clean-tasting, icy-cold. Made 
with Gilbey’s Gin, of course. The famous 

frosty bottle pours a gin that’s made 
for mixing. With tonic or juice, ina Martini or 

Collins, the smooth flavor of Gilbey’s 
always comes through. 

S Smooth 

Gilbey’s Gin 
[amialomicesinvmere)alcy 

= 
The Frosty Bottle with the diamond label is an official trademark registered with the U.S. Patent & Trademark Office. Distilled London Dry Gin. 80 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W. & A. Gilbey, Ltd., Distr. by Nat'l. Dist. Products Co., N.Y.C. 
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Wherever you are, youre never too far to spend a few moments with someone 
special, someone who's waiting to hear from you. You can make your day 
by sharing it with faraway family and friends. Call to express your care, even 
if it's just to say hi. It means so much to keep in touch. So reach out. Reach out 
to those who make you feel good. You'll both feel good. With a phone call. ©) Bell System 



Bis Money 
an 

Little Voices 
The World Backégammon Championships 

have $5,000, a pittance for Motak- 
| hasses, who’s a steal at twice that 

Price. a." 

The auctioneer’s amplified British 
voice—wry, cajoling, with a touch of the 
sophisticate’s ennui—whined over the 
glittering Salle des Etoiles at the Sporting 
d’Eté in Monte Carlo like a relentless 
hornet prickling to sting. 

“Surely you're not going to let such a 
bargain escape. The great Iranian master, 
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in Monte Carlo 

by Roger Dionne 

a two-time winner at Biarritz, the man 

who listens to the little men inside the 
dice. ‘Ven the dice don’t vant you to 
vin,’ Motakhasses says, ‘you don’t vin.’ 
Do I have $5,500 for the great Kumar 
Motakhasses?”’ 

$5,500!" came a cry from a covey of 
tuxedos at the right of the room. Whis- 
pered conferences intensified among the 
syndicates. The voice from the stage 
leapt a note. ‘‘Who’s going to bid 

$6,000? The pick of many to win it all. 
Do I hear: ...:.” 

The hornet spiraled toward the stars 
above the huge, open-air pavilion. It 

wheeled, hovered, and plummeted to 
pluck more money from a thousand gam- 
blers’ pockets, hoping in this first Merit 
World Backgammon Championship ever 
to be held in Monte Carlo to make the 
“Calcutta’’ auction the biggest in back- 
gammon history. 

The opening-day Calcutta dinner and 
auction have been backgammon rituals 
ever since Russian emigré Prince Alexis 
Obolensky staged the first modern-day 
backgammon tournament in the Baha- 
mas in 1964. There were only 40 entries 

(Top left) Tournament director Lewis 
Deyong conducting the Calcutta auction at 
the 1979 World Backgammon Champion- 
ships in Monte Carlo. The 347 -players 
were sold for a total of $196,000. 

(Bottom left) Speculators vying for atten- 
tion gave the auction the frenetic aura of a 
busy commodities exchange. 

(Center) First-round matches at the Sport- 
ing d’Hiver were played only to 19 points, 
partly accounting for a number of up- 
sets. 

(Right) Kumar Motakhasses, “the man who 
listens to the little men inside the dice;’ 
seated with his wife Rosemarie. He was auc- 
tioned off for $5,500. 

in that first world championship, virtual- 
ly all of them American. But while the 

Vietnam War raged, Prince Obolensky 
persevered in promoting his ‘‘little war.” 
(Bach, in Welsh, means ‘‘little,’’ and 

cammaun means “‘battle.’” Many other 
derivations for the word backgammon 
have been suggested, some going back to 
the ancient Persian empire.) Prince Obo- 
lensky’s Bahama tournaments attracted 
more players each year, including a 
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growing number of Europeans, and in 

1967 he added a second annual tourna- 
ment at the Sands Hotel in Las Vegas. 

Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, 

French backgammon enthusiast Marquis 
Guy d’Arcangues became fascinated 
with the strange, new approach to the 
game of his British friends. ‘The Anglo- 
Saxons developed an attacking style,” 
the debonair Marquis recalled on auc- 
tion night in Monte Carlo. ‘‘They devel- 
oped a style offensif ... as opposed to 
the more conservative European style 
where we'd pile up five or six checkers 
on one point.’’ In 1971 the Marquis 
d‘Arcangues organized an international 
tournament at Biarritz, near his chateau, 

which effectively introduced the aggres- 
sive tactics of English and American 
players to Europe. 

The Société des Bains de Mer of 
Monte Carlo looked with great interest 
at the Marquis’ Biarritz tournament, the 

(Right) London expert Joe Dwek, twice 
winner of the European Championships, 
was auctioned off for $6,000, the highest 
price paid for any player this year. 

(Bottom) A powerful trio of young New 
York backgammon experts, sitting with 
friends at the Calcutta dinner. In the fore- 
ground are Jason Lester (left) and Roger 
Low (right). Low was eliminated in the 
quarterfinals. Seated beyond Low is 1978 
world champion Paul Magriel. 

(Far right) Lee Genud of New York, one of 
the best women players in the world, will 
do almost anything to distract an op- 
ponent. She reached the quarterfinals of 
the Second Consolation tournament be- 
fore being defeated. 

first of its kind on the Continent, and in 
1972 launched its own tournament in 
the capital of European gaming. Two 
years later, the Philip Morris Company 
sponsored the first Bavarian Champion- 
ships, won by British expert Lewis Dey- 
ong. Philip Morris then allied itself with 
the Société des Bains de Mer (and later 
with the World Championships in the 
Bahamas and numerous other tourna- 
ments). Lewis Deyong became a princi- 

pal tournament director, and the annual 
Monte Carlo event became the European 
Championship. The final piece fell into 
place this year: the European Champion- 
ship absorbed the Bahamas event and be- 
came the official World Championship 
of Backgammon. 

So at midnight, July 9, 1979, there 
stood master backgammon politician 
Lewis Deyong on stage at Monte Carlo’s 
Sporting d’Eté. He waited once, twice, 
then slammed his gavel on the podium. 

“Motakhasses—sold for $5,500.’ 

Deyong paused briefly, shuffled his 
papers, and went back to work: ‘‘On to 
Field 4—Almagore, Hattu, Caliari, La- 

Brosse. Do I have $2,500 for this excel- 
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lent field? Hattu—a finalist in the Swiss 
Championships. Do I hear $2,000? I'll 

open the bidding myself. I'll bid $2,000 
on Field 4. Do I hear $2,200? ...” 

Through the early morning hours, 
Deyong would sell all 347 entries in the 
World Championship, building up a Cal- 
cutta pool of $196,000—smaller, it turns 

out, than the $211,000 raised in the Cal- 
cutta auction at the European Champi- 

onship in 1978. However, with the play- 
er pool, based on a $350 entry fee for the 
Championship Division and __ lesser 
amounts ($100 and $50) for the Inter- 
mediate and Beginner Divisions, the to- 
tal purse at the 1979 tournament 
reached the hefty sum of $361,000. In 
the Calcutta, 32 seeded players were auc- 
tioned off individually, while the re- 
mainder were sold in fields of eight. Any 
seeded player had the right to buy back 
up to 50 percent of himself from the per- 
son who bought him; unseeded players 

could purchase a 10 percent share of 
their field and would win if anybody in 
that field were to come into the money. 

When you bid on a player in a Calcut- 
ta, you are gambling he'll finish in the 
money. This year, if your man happened 
to win the World Championship, you 
stood to win $69,732 minus whatever 
percentage of your purchase you might 
have sold to the player or others. Once 
knocked out of the championship, he 

still had a shot at the money in the con- 

solation tournaments; if he managed 

only to be runner-up in the Last Chance, 
you'd still win $5,811. 

Bidding on seeded players was most 
frenetic, occasionally giving the Salle des 
Etoiles the aura of a busy commodities 
exchange. But backgammon cognoscenti, 
who knew the abilities of players deep in 
the ranks, looked to the eight-man fields 
for the best buys, sometimes negotiating 
with other bidders behind the scenes to 
land relatively unknown fields at the 
cheapest price. Take Field 35, for in- 
stance. Not up for bids until the early 
morning hours, when most of the specu- 
lators had left the Salle des Etoiles for 
the gaming tables or more pulchritudi- 
nous sport, Field 35 sold for almost noth- 
ing; yet it produced not one but two 
semifinalists in the championship 
flight—Karl Laubmeier of Germany, 
whom, if you kept track of such things, 

you'd recognize as having been a finalist 
both at Geneva last December and at Di- 
vonne-les-Bains last May, and Moham- 
med El-Zanaty of Egypt, who is reputed 
to have been playing backgammon since 
the age of two. Both Laubmeier and El- 
Zanaty narrowly lost their semifinal 
matches to seeded players Luigi Villa of 
Italy and Geoffrey Westheimer of the 
United States. Nevertheless, they were 
worth a total of $23,244 to their field’s 
lucky purchasers in the Calcutta. 

“Tf you can consistently buy a 50 to 1 
shot at a 100 to 1 price, you’re bound to 
be a winner eventually,” explained the 
brilliant young American backgammon 
pro Roger Low, who, in league with a 
group of wealthy New Yorkers, spent 
several thousand dollars in the Calcutta. 
Unfortunately, Low failed to bid on 
Field 35. He himself reached the quarter- 
finals of the championship, only to lose 
to Laubmeier when he failed to roll a 
crucial one (the odds were 25 to 11 

against him). Low’s winnings for his ef- 
forts: nothing. 

“T’d guess that roll represented about a 
$50,000 swing for me,’’ he commented. 
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Ah, yes. As Motakhasses says, “Ven 
the dice don’t vant you to vin... .” 

Turning Pro: 
The Lure of the Dice 

Money is just about as inseparable from 
backgammon as it is from poker. With- 
out a stake, the game becomes merely an 
exercise in checker movement, while the 
doubling cube, which gives the game so 
much of its drama and complexity, be- 

comes utterly meaningless. With a stake, 
on the other hand, whether it’s $1 a 
point, $100 a point, or a five-figure tour- 
nament prize, the game has become an 
insatiable passion for untold thousands 
of club players and tournament follow- 
ers, many of whom not so long ago con- 
sidered chess or bridge the on/y game 
worth their attention. 

For the best of these players, backgam- 
mon has become a livelihood. The new 
1979 world champion, Luigi Villa, 34, 

earned a doctorate in political science 
from the University of Milan, then 
worked for an insurance company for 
many years. He was a quiet, unassuming 

man, balding prematurely, unmarried, 
conscientiously doing his job and relax- 
ing once or twice a week at his bridge 
club. Five years ago Villa discovered 
backgammon, and last year, after coming 
in the money in several European tour- 
naments, he gave up work for play. 
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“Tt’s better not to work,” Villa said af- 
ter his dramatic, come-from-behind vic- 
tory over favored Geoffrey Westheimer 
in the final of the World Championship. 
“T earn more money playing backgam- 

mon, and it’s more amusing.”’ 

For his week of play in Monte Carlo, 
Villa earned nearly $80,000—$42,336 in 
the player pool and $36,866 in the Cal- 
cutta since he had wisely bought back 
the maximum 50 percent of himself. He 
also had a chance to win an additional 
$5,000 in a 7-point match if he defeated 
Aristotle, alias the Gammonoid, alias 
Merit I, a sophisticated backgammon 
computer programmed by 1978 world 
champion Paul Magriel and artificial in- 
telligence expert Hans Berliner of the 
Carnegie-Mellon Institute. 

Defending world bridge champion Bil- 
ly Eisenberg of Los Angeles sat with 
friends watching the excitement. over 
Luigi Villa’s victory. Eisenberg had been 

(Top left) Tournament winner and new 
world champion Luigi Villa of Milan, 
Italy, gave up working a year ago to he- 
come a full-time backgammon player. 

(Top right) Geoffrey Westheimer of the Uni- 
ted States led Villa in the final 21-13 before 
Villa came back to win 25-22. 

(Bottom left) Dressed more casually than 
most at the black-tie dinner are Billy 
Eisenberg (left), the 1976 world back- 
gammon champion; Dominique Foucarde 
of Paris; and Hugh Sconyers, winner of the 
Second Consolation tournament this year. 

(Bottom right) Villa shakes hands with 
Aristotle, alias “the Gammonoid? prior to 
their $5,000 challenge match. 

there himself, having won the backgam- 
mon world championship in 1976. “It’s 
the best gambling game there is,”’ Eisen- 
berg said as he toyed with a drink, ‘‘be- 
cause it has the best blend of skill and 
luck. If it were pure luck or pure skill, it 
wouldn't be a great gambling game. But 
in backgammon, the mix is so complicat- 
ed it never becomes clear when you're 
lucky and when you're skillful.’’ 

‘Backgammon is the only sport,’’ says 
Prince Obolensky, ‘‘where you can beat 
Jack Nicklaus at his own game. That’s 
really what got people going to tourna- 
ments. Ten to 15 years ago we experi- 

mented a tremendous amount with 
matches of different lengths—good play- 
ers against average players, average play- 
ers against bad players, all kinds of 
things. We found out that the moment 
you go over 25 points per match, the 
luck factor drops right down and the 
skill part takes over. That’s the reason 
we always ran tournaments with 
matches of 25 points or less. Otherwise, 
tke average player would say, ‘Why get 
involved?’ ”’ 

Following this 25-point principle more 

or less established a decade ago, matches 
in the championship flight at Monte 
Carlo were 19 points in the early rounds, 

increasing to a 25-point final. While an 
average or slightly above-average player 
might have gotten lucky in one match 
against a Magriel or a Motakhasses (both 
were eliminated in early rounds this 
year), he would have had to parlay that 
win into eight straight victories to reach 
the finals—not a likely prospect. Still, 10 
of the 14 prizes in the Championship Di- 
vision were in fact won by unseeded 
players, though most of the winners 

were, like Laubmeier and El-Zanaty, ex- 
perienced tournament competitors. 

The Humanoid versus 
the Gammonoid 

No one placed much stock in Aristotle, 
alias the Gammonoid, alias Merit I, 
when the computer made its first, hesi- 
tant appearance at the Calcutta auction, 

spinning around the stage out of control 
and spending much too much time to is- 
sue in five languages its $5,000 challenge 
to the winner of the World Champion- 
ship. But on the night of its 7-point 
match against Luigi Villa, it quickly won 
everyone’s respect when it built up a sol- 
id 5 to 1 lead over the new world cham- 
pion. The computer was, after all, the 
product of one of the best minds in back- 
gammon and one of the best minds in 
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the science of artificial intelligence. 
What’s more, though it could generate 
its own random dice rolls, the computer 
had as its ally for this match none other 
than Kumar Motakhasses to roll real dice 
for it. Halfway through the match, Mo- 
takhasses had warned Villa: ‘‘Tonight I 
can feel it. Tonight I can roll any num- 
ber I vant.”’ 

Down 5 to 1, Villa doubled the Gam- 
monoid early in the next game, the Gam- 
monoid accepted, and when Villa started 
bringing his men home against the Gam- 
monoid’s poorly timed backgame, things 
began to look bright for the new world 
champion. There was even the possibili- 
ty of a gammon, a double score, which 
would put Villa right back in the match. 
Motakhasses rolled a double two for the 
Gammonoid (the position is shown at 
bottom), and in a move that amazed 
even Magriel, the Gammonoid aban- 
doned its backgame, now that its timing 
was lost, to stack up its men on an ad- 
vance point in an effort to save the gam- 
mon. The game had been a tactical battle 
to that point, but now the dice took over 

as the two opponents—the humanoid 
and the Gammonoid as Magriel playfully 
called them—raced toward home. Villa, 
however, could roll nothing but deuces 
and aces, while Motakhasses rolled a se- 
ries of high numbers and doubles for the 
Gammonoid. Still, Villa was the favorite 
to win the game right up to the last roll 
since, with four men left, the Gammo- 
noid needed double fours or better (an 
11 to 1 shot) to clinch the game—and 
the match. Motakhasses shook the dice 
cup calmly. He spilled the dice on the 
board. 

Double sixes! Bedlam! Reporters and 
well-wishers swarmed around Dr. Berlin- 
er, Paul Magriel, and Kim Brand, the 
young Indianapolis entrepreneur market- 
ing the $2,500 toy, to offer their congrat- 
ulations. Dazed, unable to believe it, 
Luigi Villa wandered among the throng 
that seemed to have forgotten he was the 
world champion, the man who had just 
collected nearly $80,000 in prize money, 
despite whatever might have happened 
in this short 7-point match. 

“T was 40 pips ahead,” Villa said in 

Italian, ‘40 pips ahead,’’ he said in 
French, ‘40 pips ahead,” he said in En- 
glish, to anyone who would listen. No 
one listened. They had heard it all be- 
fore, the endless horror stories about the 
perfidy of the dice. 

Kumar Motakhasses stood aside from 
the ballyhoo, staring abstractedly into 
space, a slight smile on his face, as 
though he heard little voices, little dia- 
bolical voices inside the dice, whispering 
words that, for all one’s skill, for all 
one’s hours of positional analysis and 
tactical studies, for all one’s years of ex- 
perience moving the checkers and turn- 
ing the cube, could not in the end be 
gainsaid: ‘‘Ven the dice don’t vant you to 
vin, you don’t vin.” 

Even the Gammonoid must have 
known that. 

Roger Dionne, whose fiction and nonfiction articles 
have appeared in Playboy, Sports Illustrated, The 
Los Angeles Times, and many other publications, 
reached the finals of the First Consolation Tourna- 
ment, Intermediate Division, at the 1979 World Back- 
gammon Championships in Monte Carlo. 

Villa Considers Whether to Double 
In winning the 1979 World Backgammon 
Championship, Italy’s Luigi Villa showed 
remarkable tenacity. Down 18-14 in his 
21-point semifinal match against German 
expert Karl Laubmeier, he came back to 
win 21-18. In the 25-point final against the 
United States’ Geoffrey Westheimer, Villa 

was behind 15-5 and later 21-13, but 
came back to take a 22-21 lead. West- 
heimer tied the score at 22 all, and in the 
next game the American doubled early and 
Villa accepted. After a furious exchange of 
hits, Villa (white) ended up in command, 
owning the cube at 2 and having devel- 
oped the strong position shown. 

With Villa on roll, the question was 
whether to double Westheimer out, taking 
a 24-22 lead and needing to win only one 

of the next two games to win the match, or 
to play for the gammon, which would have 
given Villa the match 26-22, but which en- 

tailed the risk of losing the game. 
Paul Magriel thought Villa should play for 

the gammon: “You don’t even have to as- 
sess the exact chance of a gammon be- 
cause there’s nothing that can go wrong 
on the next roll. If Villa gets in trouble, he 
can doubie the man out. No big problem. 
Westheimer’s behind the prime and going 
bust. It’s a perfect free-shot situation to 
play for the gammon and end the match.” 

Villa opted for the bird in hand, the two 
points, and doubled Westheimer out. 
“There was maybe a 50 percent chance of 
a gammon,” he said, ‘‘and a 10 percent 
possibility I'd lose the game. If he rolls an 

ace or makes ace-six and brings one man 

out, | don’t have time. | prefer two points.”’ 
Villa won the next game. Had he lost two 

in a row instead, he might still be wonder- 
ing about his decision. 

24 23 22 21 20 19 

The Gammonoid Gives Up Its Backgame 
Leading 5-1 in its $5,000, 7-point chal- 
lenge match against Luigi Villa, Aristotle 
(‘the Gammonoid’”’), a backgammon com- 
puter programmed by Paul Magriel and ar- 
tificial intelligence expert Dr. Hans Berliner, 
accepted an early double from the new 
world champion and then found _ itself 
forced into a poorly timed backgame. 

In the position shown, Aristotle (white) 
rolled a horrible double two. Some players 
might at this point try desperately to hold 
onto their backgame, moving one man 
from 22 to 20 and abandoning the 6 point 
on their home board. White’s timing is pret- 
ty well lost, however, and holding onto the 
22 point seriously risks being gammoned, 

16 

which with the cube at 2 would make the 
score in the match 5-5. 

What was particularly interesting and 
surprising to the experts watching the 
match was that the computer made a sira- 
tegic decision. It moved three men from 22 
to 20 and one from 3 to 1, giving up its 
backgame and presumably its chances of 
winning in order to save the gammon and 
preserve a 5-3 lead in the match. Aristotle 
was rewarded for its play. With Kumar Mo- 
takhasses rolling doubles and large num- 
bers for it, the computer quickly narrowed 
Villa’s 38-pip lead in the race. Villa, who 
began rolling ones and twos with uncanny 
consistency, remained ahead until the final 

roll, when Aristotle got a crucial roll of dou- 
bles, winning the game and the match. 

23 22 21 «20 19 18 17° «16 «15 
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It's an invisible fourth ball, and its 
precise location is known only to your 
opponent. But now, you have enough 
clues to find it yourself. 
THE CLUES: Notice how the 

colored chips seem to emit “rays” 
with predictable paths: 

1. Rays either score a direct hit or 
ticochet away from the balls ata 
right angle. 

2. Ared chip means the ray has 
scored a hit, directly or by ricochet, 
and has been “absorbed” by the ball. 

3. An orange chip means the ray 
has scored no hit, and has passed 

through to an exit point marked by 
another orange chip of the same design. 
THE ACTION: You furrow your brow 

as you study the remaining clues. 
Mentally, you see the rays that have, 
led to your discovery of the first cE 
three balls. When you figure the : < 
paths of the remaining three chips, <— = 
you will discover the fourth bail, and 
solve the mystery of BLACK BOX*. 
You will also have received yout intro- 
duction to the Ultimate Game of Hide 
and Seek. 

THE SOLUTION: To confirm your 
success (or failure), refer to Page 62. 

OF HIDE AND SEEK. 

SOMETHING'S HIDING IN THE 
BLACK BOX. 

*(O\BARKER BROTHERS 
©1979, Parker Brothers, Beverly, MA 



First Prize 
Mattel Electronics’ INTELLIVISION In- 

telligent Television, the computer-based 
family entertainment and information 
processing system. 

Four Honorable Mention Prizes 
The Casio FX-501P Programmable Mem- 
ory Calculator. 

Exactly one year after the First Calcula- 
trivia Marathon made its infamous debut 
(November/December 1978) and to our 

utter amazement became our most popu- 
lar contest ever, we are mercilessly pre- 
senting yet another ‘‘nice little equa- 
tion” for our readers to solve. 

To enter this contest, all you need to 
do is determine the numerical value for 
each of the 45 unknowns (represented 
by English and Greek letters), which are 
defined on the next page; then substi- 

Clip or copy this entry blank and mail to 
Calculatrivia Il, Games Magazine, 515 

Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022 

Entries must be received by 
December 3, 1979. 

Name 

Street Address 

City State Zip 

All entries become the property of Games Magazine. No 
submissions will be returned. 

a Veetace : 

6(a-a) (h+j) 

eo: 

tute these values (very carefully!) for 
the corresponding letters in the equation 
on this page and solve for X. Please bear 
in mind the following: 

1. In determining the unknowns, do 
not strain to find unusual ways to inter- 
pret any of the definitions. Some may be 
tricky, but we believe that there is only 
one correct answer for each, and it is in 
all cases the most literal and straightfor- 
ward one. 

2. Wherever a square root radical ap- 
pears in this contest, evaluate it as yield- 
ing the positive square root only. Stan- 
dard mathematical usage is in effect 
throughout the equation. 

3. The value for X that appears on 
your entry blank must be expressed in 
simplest form. If your answer were !%/,, 
you should write it simply as 2; if your 

Jabal wales Aq suoljeusn||| 

21/, (and not as °/, or 2?/,). 
4. The winning entry will be the one 

that correctly states the value for X. If no 
entry correctly states the value for X, 
then the entry with the greatest number 
or correct values for the 45 unknowns 
will be the winner. In either case, ties (if 

any occur) will be broken by random 
drawing from among those entries that 
tle. 

5. The entry blank on this page, or a 
facsimile, must be filled in completely, 
including not only the value for X but 
for each of the unknowns as well. You 
may enter as many times as you wish, 
but each entry must be mailed separate- 
ly. Entries submitted by telegram or Fed- 
eral Express are acceptable, telephoned 
or hand-delivered ones are not. Entries 
must reach us no later than December 3, 

answer were !°/,, you should write it as 1979. —R.WSS. 

X = 
a= n= A= n= | 

b = p = a= 6é= 

c= q = B = —— | 

d = — B= p= I 

e = s = = & = 

t = t = y= oc = ! 

g = u = A = Y= 

h = v= 6 = od = | 

i= w= €= v= 

p= ¥= cf = = 1 
k = 2 Se 2 eS o= 

ee a 
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THE QUESTIONS 
Sum of the zip codes of Santa 
Claus, Indiana, and North Pole, 
Alaska 
Year in which, by order of 
Governor Bradford, the Pilgrims 
celebrated the first Thanksgiving 
Temperature at which Fahrenheit 
and Celsius thermometer readings 
are equal 
Babe Ruth’s Yankee Uniform 
number 
Number whose name, in English, 
is an anagram of the common 
name for C,H,,O 
Number of pence in a pound 
under the current British system 
minus number of pence in a pound 
under the previous British system 
Rent for landing on Marvin 
Gardens with three houses 
B.C. century in which King Tut 
lived 
Number of moons of Jupiter 
which are larger than the planet 
Mercury 

During the decade of the 1980s, 
the number of Fridays that will 
fall on the thirteenth of the 
month 

Sum of the numbers that complete 
the following titles: 
Dalmatians (an animated Walt 
Disney film); The ___ Steps (a 
classic Hitchcock thriller), ___ 
Anos de Soledad (a novel by 
Gabriel Garcia Marquez); The 
__— Orange Pips (a Sherlock 
Holmes adventure) 
A baker’s dozen 
The smallest of the following 
numbers: 27/,, $55/,,3, 7, VIO 
Number of states admitted to the 
Union since 1900 
Number of letters in the name of 
the state with the lowest high 
point 

The most points that can be 
earned in a Scrabble Crossword 
Game by playing the word 
GAMBLED, not counting points 
scored for any other words formed 
in the same turn 
The product of all whole numbers 
less than 100 whose English names 
contain no letters of the alphabet 
other than E, F,G,H, I, N,T,R 
Number of intersections 
(including junctions on the edges 
of the playing area) on a standard 
go board 
To the nearest century, the 
number of centuries which 
elapsed between the building of 
the Hagia Sophia and the building 
of the Taj Mahal 

Longitude of Timbuktu (Mali), to 
the nearest degree of West 
Longitude 

November/December 1979 
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Half the number of pecks in three 
dry quarts 

Number of states that the 
Mississippi River touches 

Sherlock Holmes’ street address 
B Baker Street 

Sum of the code numbers of the 
secret agents played by Don 
Adams and Barbara Feldon in Get 
Smart 

Number of consecutive years in 
which Ty Cobb batted over .300 

Under NFL rules, the minimum 
number of field goals that could 
have been kicked in a game whose 
final score was 15-9 
Toa multi-lingual European, 
quatre-vingt-dix divided by 
tjuesju 

Scott Standard Catalogue number 
for the ‘‘World’s Rarest Stamp” 
(issued 1856 in British Guiana) 
Most recent year in which there 
was officially no September 10 in 
England 

Number of times the numeral 1 
appears on the faces of the 52 
cards of a standard deck 
Sum of the edges on the following 
geometric figures, whose names 
have been scrambled: BUCE, 
ALTERING, SHROUMB, COOGANT, 
MUZIATERP 
A.D. century in which the T’ ang 
Dynasty commenced 

Number of items in the following 
list which are types of animals: 
sponge, sea urchin, foxglove, 
Venus’ flytrap, kiwi, vampire bat, 
amoeba 

Shortstop, to a baseball scorer 

Number of Hawaiian Islands 
larger than Molokai 
Number of radians in 360° 

Number of squares onto which 
pieces may legally move in a game 
of Polish (or international) 
checkers 
Number of humans who are killed 
in the movie Alien 
Score needed to achieve a double 
eagle on a par-5 golf hole 

Number of different King Henries 
in titles of Shakespeare’s plays 

Number of Muses, in classical 
mythology 
Value of this cribbage hand: 05 
(upturned); 06, 04, O10, OJ 

Sum of the telephone digits 
corresponding to A, E, 1,0, U 
Number of the last manned flight 
that brought back moon rocks, 
Apollo 

Number of countries with 
populations larger than that of the 
United States 

Gnecibely ght 
fot pont duno 
quite pnectselly 

If youre a real fine writer, 
Ultra Fine Flair is for you. It 
comes in 4 famous Flair ink 
colors. ..blue, green, red & 
black. And its metal-point 
collar helps keep the line 
ultra fine, every time! 

ULTRA FINE FLAIR 

4 uz uta ——S) 

| 
A, 

lise 
FLAIR 

19 



_Sweepstakes, 
Benson & Hedges 

style... La 
100 sweepstakes...and the 
stakes are yours to choose. 
Will you go for 100 hours in Transylvania? 
100 pairs of argyle socks? 100 inches of 
Ford Mustang Ghia? Maybe you have a 
taste for gold, 100 grams of it...or 100 
gallons of sour crear. Or one of our 
95 other prizes. 

You can even change your 
mind at the last minute, and opt 

for 100 feet of dollar bills ($200) 
in exchange for any prize you win. 

Enter as often as you want. Just 

remember, enter only one sweepstakes per 
envelope, with the number of that sweepstakes 
marked in the lower left corner. 

This year’s 100 sweepstakes has an especially winning 
look. It just might have you saying, “B&H, I like your style?’ 

VA z > 

‘ 

hand puppets 

: s é yy, 
ASSL a Jao = 5) { £ & 

bonsai tree 

*Plus travel and accommodations for two. 
tin Western Hemisphere: 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

Lights: 11 mg ‘tar,’ 0.8 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, by FIC method. 
100's: 17 mg “tar, 1.1 mg nicotine av. per cigarette, FIC Report May ‘78. 



—— | 
s & video recorder 

© 
uquets of fi 

LA 
ice bucket — 

gas & barbecue grill 

_100~ 

eggs & omelet pan 

~ 100 

on Broadway* manicures 

baskets of berries 

Pes. 

playing cards 

t rs 

ers F flies & fishing rod 

OFFICIAL RULES—NO PURCHASE REQUIRED 
1. Write the number of thesweepstakes you wish to enter in the space provided on the official entry blank, oron 
a plain piece of 3x 5” paper. 
2. Hand-printyourname, address and zip code onyour entry, include with it the bottom panels from twoempty | 

bottles of wine & wine rack 

packs of Benson & Hedges 100’s or Benson & Hedges Lights, Regular or Menthol or the words “Benson & 
Hedges 100's” hand-printed on a plain piece of paper. 
3. Enter as often as you wish, but you may enter only one sweepstakes per envelope, and each enveiope 
must be mailed separately, to: Benson & Hedges 100s, PO. Box 2644, Westbury, New York 11591. Entries 
must be postmarked by February 11, 1980. 
4. IMPORTANT: You must write the number ofthe sweepstakes you are entering onthe outside ofthe envelope 
in the lower left-hand corner. 
5. Winners will be selected in random drawings from entries for sweepstakes by National Judging 
Institute, Inc., an independent judging organization whose decisions are final. Winners will be asked 
to execute an affidavit of release and eligibility. All prizes will be awarded. Only one prize to a family. 
Liability for taxes is the sole responsibility of the individual winners. In lieu of any prize, winner may 
elect to receive a cash award of $200. 
6. Sweepstakes open to ail U.S. residents over 21 years of age, except employees ana their families of Philip 
Morris Inc.., its advertising agencies, Don Jagoda Associates, Inc., and National Judging Institute, Inc. This 
offer is subject to all Federal, State and local laws. Void in Utah, Michigan and wherever prohibited 
restricted or taxed. 
7. Fora list of winners, send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to Benson & Hedges Winners’ List. 
RO. Box 2581, Westbury, New York 11591. Winners’ list will be available by May 16, 1980. | 

aes L oy 
pieces of stemware 

= “desia Ocha 

ae SSS ii 
J te er S : 

down-filled pillows chinchilla fling fruit & juicer 

Benson &Hedges 100’s, PO. Box2644, Westbury, New York 11591 
I've chosen the following sweepstakes and I’ve 
read the rules carefully. The sweepstakes 
number is____and the prize is 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY. STATE ZIP. 
IMPORTANT: You must write the number of the sweepstakes you are entering on the 
outside of the envelope in the lower left-hand corner. 
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‘Transcendental 
Party Games 
Holiday Diversions 

from 
the National 

Puzzlers Leasue 
by Will Shortz 

Answer Drawer, page 103 

HAA’ ww ADORODAA + 

“DIRECT CONTACT- MOS’ FUN” 
That was the stated object of the National Puzzlers’ 
League’s 140th convention last July. It also happens to be 
an anagram of where the convention was held— 

STAMFORD, CONNECTICUT: 
This sort of play with words is the very essence of the 

NPL, a 96-year-old organization dedicated to the art of 
word puzzles (see also ‘Alphabet Tales)’ January/February 
Games). Fifty-five devotees traveled from all over the 

country to entertain each other at this year’s three-day 
affair. It was the perfect test-kitchen for new and puzzling 
games—the very ones that may well be sweeping back 
across the land by year’s end. 

Most of the games played at the convention are ideal 
for parties—indeed, these games are as good a reason as any 
to have a party. We've selected the most popular to present 
here, and we'll risk recommending them even for those 

who hate parlor games. Try them yourself or save them 
for friends. Either way, the experience is transcendental. 

vk a ao 

h&h44 

PUZZLE RELAY 
The most popular game of the convention was the Puzzle 
Relay, invented by mathematics teacher David Rosen 
(who uses the nom de jeu “Senor”). To play it, you needa 
large, amiable group, and one person to prepare ques- 

tions beforehand and serve as referee. 

HOW TO PLAY 
1. Divide the group into teams of equal size—five per 

team is a good number. The first member of each team 
sits in front with successive members behind him. Pre- 

pared relay puzzles are then presented in writing, face 
down, to the participants— puzzle #1 goes to the first 
member of each team, #2 to the second, etc. An answer 
sheet is given to the first member of each team. 

2. When the signal is given, all participants turn over 
their puzzles and begin work. Only puzzle #1 is designed 
to be solvable as written. The subsequent puzzles require 
the previous team member's answer before a solution 
can be attempted. 

3. When member #1 solves his puzzle, he prints the 
answer in the first blank on his team's answer sheet 

- and passes the sheet to member #2. 
4. Member #2 uses the answer given him to replace the 

phrase “Answer #1” that appears in the wording of his 
question. He then solves his puzzle, prints the answer in 
the second blank on the answer sheet, and passes the 

sheet to member #3. Play continues in this manner. 
5. Every two minutes a whistle is sounded by the 

referee. At the whistle, the team member sitting in front 

of the person who is working may turn around to help. 
(If member #1 is still working, the last team member may 

come to the front. If, on subsequent whistles, two team 
members are already working together, the next person 
in front may join to help. Members return to their re- 
spective places when that leg of the relay is completed.) 

6. When the final member of a team answers his ques- 

Each team scores as many points as there are other teams 
left working when it finishes. The team with most points 
at the end of all heats is the winner. We recommend 
preparing five or six heats, because one good race calls 
for another. 

SAMPLE RELAY 
Here is a five- leg puzzle illustrating the style of ques- 

tion used at the NPL convention: 

Question #1. Start with one of the letters below, and 

read consecutively—clockwise or counterclockwise—to 
form an eight-letter word. Write this word in the first blank 

of the answer sheet, and pass the sheet back. 

(Answer: EMERITUS.) 

Question #2. Drop the first letter and last two letters 
of Answer #1. A synonym of the resulting word sounds 
like a type of vessel. Print its name in the second blank of 
the answer sheet, and pass the sheet back. 

(Answer: URN, sounds like‘earn’, asynonym of “merit’’) 

Now you try the remaining three legs: 
Question #3. When you delete the three consecutive 

letters of Answer #2 from a seven-letter synonym of 
“equip, the result is a four letter word meaning “angle” 
Print the four-letter word in the third blank of the answer 
sheet, and pass the sheet back. 

Question #4. Rearrange the letters of the word 
GARDYLOO(an old Edinburgh cry), with the second letter 

of Answer #3, to form a nine-letter word having to do 

with X-rays. Write this word in the fourth blank of the 
answer sheet, and pass the sheet back. 

Question #5. Think of a six-letter word in which every 
other letter is the fifth letter of Answer #4. Print this word 
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IF YOU CAN BEAT THIS MACHINE, 
YOU SHOULD BE ON THE NEXT PLANE TO VEGAS. 
Just how cool and calculating a 

gambler are you? Well, now you've got 
a chance to find out with Toshiba's 
new Blackjack Calculator. 

The rules are the same as you'd 
find in an actual Vegas casino, the 
object being to beat the dealer. Both 
dealer and player hands are visible, 
and you can choose to split, hit or stay. 

Bet double if you feel daring, or play 
it safe by buying insurance. 

The machine will even shuffle 
the deck for you, and accumulate your 
winnings and losses. Plus it's a full- 
featured 10-digit calculator. 

So now you can play anytime, 
anywhere, with Toshiba's Blackjack 
Calculator. Odds are you can’t beat it. 

Toshiba America Inc. 
Business Equipment Division 

280 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10017 

Please tell me more about the Toshiba Blackjack Calculator. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY. STATE ZIP. 

> TOSHIBA 
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ONIN NIN NINN IIHR RIE IIH EH IHN ICICH SICH I IACI NCIC It if 2 SSNNNANALAN AANA UTE EEE OEE OEE RUE R EE oi! 
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ON If “Famed Legal Battler” is “F. Lee Baily,” and “Cartoon Boy” is “Charlie Brown? who are the ten famous Ne 
hod people described below? aA 
ood 
3 4 Ns N 1. Little Men Author 6. Created Dombey Ne 
iy, a’ 2. Suffrage’s Beloved Advocate 7. Telegrapher, Afterward Electrician 4h 
ah ON 3. Partner To Bailey 8. Lyricist, He \: 4 
JO4 \ 4. Bonney, Trigger-happy Killer 9. America’s Extraordinary Numbskull Ns! 
Wy iy iv 5. Amour, Beheaded 10. Super Pitcher N°: 

IVI Y Michigan puzzler Loris Curtis (“Larry”) developed this quiz from a game popular in the nineteenth century. N: Ma 
hod Creating a set of ten or twenty Characteristic Initials for your friends to solve is as much fun as L ‘4 

wh solving them yourself. Ne Cy 

LOO nogzsooxwooyoyy ; IRWIN \ A a * A ALA & 7 A 7 A B29 vag ACA a aay » As re 2 a ee vo a ah S54 4" 28 SSSSANANANA AANA AAA RAAT NaN a isi einer anANEE “f 
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Games. 
The fun gift for everyone. 

There’s no need to puzzle over your holiday gift You can gift shop right now— and save. Complete 
lists this year. The answer’s easy... Put GAMES the attached card and pay only $5.97 for each 
in every stocking. one year gift subscription. (That’s a 20% saving 
A gift subscription to GAMES Magazine gives off the newsstand price). We’ll even send special 

a whole year of fun — six big playful issues GAMES greeting cards so you can personally 
packed with puzzles, teasers, quizzes, fascinating | announce your gifts. 
articles... all kinds of anusement EVERYONE GAMES. The gift that’s as much fun to give, as itis 
can enjoy. to receive. Almost. 

MOTHER HUSBAND UNCLE 

POSTMAN FRIEND 
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AN ILL-FATED FOURSOME 
story and photos by Ken Robbins 

Old man Metternich is one of those guys who loves to ‘em off balance. Swell guy. 
gamble and hates to lose. As senior partner in the law This particular day he rousts the young turks at dawn 
firm of Metternich, Cromwell, Talleyrand and Disraeli, for a little command performance at his country club. 
he gets a kick out of manipulating the junior partners, It’s going to be match play, with partners — Metternich 
young guys he lures to the firm with big bucks. Then he and Disraeli, Taleyrand and Cromwell. And it’s going to 
muscles them into living over their heads — just to keep be for real dough — a thousand smackolas per hole. 

Nee’ See a ] 

1. The sky is unpredictable as the four men prepare to tee off. All f 

hit decent drives and make the green in two. It looks like it’s going to be 

no blood, but Cromwell gets overanxious and three-putts, for a bogey-five. 

2. Talleyrand’s second drive is a zinger— 200 yards 3. Disraeli recovers nicely, hitting the green with a well- 

down the middle of the 310-yard par four. Metternich placed two-iron. Metternich makes the green in three, 
hooks a long drive into the rough, and Cromwell hits a and Talleyrand hits with an eight-iron. Cromwell loses a 

hefty one into the woods on his right. Disraeli tops his penalty stroke in the woods and then catches a bunker 

ball, winding up just 90 yards down the fairway. by the green as a light rain breaks out. 
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4. Just as they get to the third tee it begins raining 
harder, and Talleyrand suggests packing it in. But 
Metternich, the only one with an umbrella, says no, 

they'll wait it out in the carts. Sure enough, in about ten 

minutes the rain stops and they tee off for a long par 

five that drops down over a steep hill. 

5. Disraeli drives over the hill to the right, Metternich 

hooks into the woods on the left, and Talleyrand skims a 
grass burner just short of the crest. Cromwell smashes 

a beauty smack down the center, but as they start off he 
remembers that he left his wedge on the last green, and 

heads back to get it. The devil himself couldn’t have 
arranged it better, because for just that little while every- 

body is out of sight of everybody else. 

6. Metternich and Disraeli meet up in the fairway on the 
far side of the hill and wait for the others. A call from 
Cromwell brings them running back to a gruesome 
scene, Talleyrand unconscious and bleeding profusely 
from the temple. Cromwell claims he found Talleyrand 
as they see him; Disraeli and the old man both claim 
they didn’t know a thing until Cromwell’s shout brought 
them running. 

‘7. And Talleyrand, the poor fellow, he knows nothing. 

He comes around for a couple of minutes but is unable to 

tell the police anything about his attacker. “I never saw 
what hit me? he says, and then he dies. 

One thing’s for sure. 

Talleyrand was killed with a golf club, and one of the partners did it. 
Can you figure out which one? Answer Drawer, page 103. 
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In Saronno we have 
a special way to show our love. 

In Saronno, we are fiercely proud that the 
drink of love, Amaretto di Saronno, was 
created here in 1525. 

And today there is still only one 
Amaretto di Saronno. It’s the original. 
It’s true love. 

And you'll know it, because it’s made 
the same way today as it has been made 
for centuries: slowly, patiently, allowing 
the flavor to develop, so that it is at once 
soft and full. 

For us a drink created in the name of 
love must delight the tongue and caress 
the throat. 

Love must always be gentle. 
Sip Amaretto di Saronno by itself or 

chilled on ice. Or try it in an intriguing 
mixed drink.* 

But make sure the Amaretto is from 
Saronno, because for true love, there 
can ben no o substitute. 

*For free food and drink recipe 
booklets, write: Foreign Vintages, Inc., Dept. 40, 
333 Jericho Turnpike, Jericho, N.Y. 11753 
Liqueur 56 proof. Imported by Foreign Vintages, 
Inc., Jericho, New York. ®1979. A unique product 
from IIlva Saronno, Italy. 

ORIGINALE 
ALiGreUR PRODUCED Be 

¢ ILA SE NG 
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AN 
A Return to the Good Old Days 

Before the Crash 

“Hi! I’m Bob Barker and Id like to welcome you to this special, 
at-home edition of 

1929 prices of the items we have 

selected. That's right, what did 

these items cost fifty years ago 

today, just before the great 

Stock Market Crash on Octo- 

ber 29. 
“Our four contestants today 

are Louis Fredrick of Brooklyn, 

New York; Mrs. Gloria Rosen- 

thal of Valley Stream, Long 

Island; Mrs. Bella Freedman of 

North Miami, Florida; and each 

of you at home who'd like to find 

out how you would have done 

against the other three. Louis, 

Gloria, and Bella have already 

made their best guesses of the 

1929 advertised retail cost of 

each item. You can compare 

your guesses with theirs, and 

with the actual 1929 cost, in the 

Answer Drawer. There's no 

penalty today for going over the 

retail price. The closest guess 

wins. 

“Okay, now on to the first 
item. Answer Drawer, page 105 

YOU all know how to play the 

game, don't you? Contestants 

try to win prizes by guessing 

closest to the actual retail sell- 

ing price of commercial prod- 

ucts. Today's format is alittle 

different from our usual pro- 

gram, however, in that contest- 

ants will not be guessing the 

current prices, but rather the 

i : 
#1 Louis Fredrick. #2 Mrs. Gloria Rosenthal, 
high school student professional contester 

#5 Mrs. Bella Freedman, #4 You MA 
grandmother Credit permission by Bob Barker and Price Productions, Inc, 
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1. Ladies, you'll love these new Barefoot 

Fashions from Saks-Fifth Avenue. This 

pair of high heel Le Touquet Oxfords are 
made of pierced white suede and beige 
kidskin. A comfortable evening shoe 

that's right in vogue. 

ANTACID 
CORRECTIVE 
LAXATIVE 

‘THE CHAS MPHILLPS 
CHEMICAL CO. 

3. For that occasionally 
upset stomach or acid in- 
digestion, a 5-ounce 
bottle of Phillips Milk of 

Magnesia works wonders 

as it coats the stomach 
with soothing protection. 

6. Next we have a one-pound 

box of Whitman's Prestige Choco- 

lates, a scrumptious assortment 

of Prestige specials, decoratively 

packaged in a metal chest. Whitman's— the 
company famous for their fine candies for 87 years. 

30 

A popular new 

SIEEIIN WAY 
THE INSTRUMENT OF THE IMMORTALS 

2. Here we have a beautiful Steinway Ebonized Baby Grand Piano from 

M. Steinert & Sons. Only five feet seven inches long, this new piano retains 
the tone and response of a true grand piano. 

4. This standard model 

vacuum cleaner from 

General Electric has all 

the detail of construction 

necessary to clean the 

house thoroughly 
with minimum 

5.A one-mile ridein NewYork City in a brand 
new Paramount Taxi Cab is luxury at its 

finest. Paramount takes you right where 
you want to go in both comfort and style. 

7. Here we have a round-trip ticket for 

two between New York and Los Angeles 

by Transcontinental Air Transport. For 

comfort, take the TAT air-train service 
from coast to coast — plane by day, train 

by night—and cut your travel time in 

half...to 48 hours. 

8. One can of delicious Camp- 

bell’s Tomato Soup — what 
could be more nutritious or 

economical than a steaming cup 
of soup served with lunch? And 

who makes it better than 
Campbell's, makers of 21 
different soups. 

November/December 1979 GAMES 



10. Two rolls of famous Scot- 

Tissue, the completely absorb- 
ent, chemically pure bathroom 

tissue from the Scott Paper 
Company. 

13. And now a package of Lucky Strike cigarettes 
from the American Tobacco Company, who blend 

2 fine tobaccos using their 
unique "toasting" 

process for that extra 
special flavor. 

GAMES WNovember/December 1979 

11. Here's a ten-digit electric calculator featuring a 
new key mechanism which virtually eliminates errors 
due to incomplete key strokes. From Burroughs, the 

Adding Machine 
Company. 

14. From Westclox. makers of 
fine pocket watches and 
elegant clocks for 40 years, 

we have the Pocket Ben, a 
nickel-plated timepiece of 

distinguished reliability. 

9. The new, full-sized Plymouth Coupe from 

Chrysler, featuring a "Silver Dome" high- 
compression-engine and hydraulic brakes on all 
four wheels. Its smooth ride and abundant power 
make this car a dream to drive. 

12. For keeping up-to-date on 
politics, cultural events, and 
the sporting and fashion 
scenes, there's nothing 
better than a current copy of 

The New Yorker magazine. 

15. Our last item today is a 10-ounce bottle of Vitalis. A dry 
scalp is often the cause of baldness. To prevent this and 

also relieve dandruff, use Vitalis, from Lewis Brothers. 

scalp is often the cause! 

Cy poor hair. falling heir and pre- 
mature baldness. Take care of your 

scalp with VITALIS~ a pure vegetable oil 
preparation that retards falling hair. 
relieves dandruff and dresses the head 
in a youthful way. The smartest men and 
women in New York are using — 

LEWIS BROS, = Chemists ~ NEW YORK 
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The Bose 901'Series IV: - | 
AW a aE) 0) 0) (or-\e: ah Coy core) tak-\eve luc (ex-fer (ore |(-1-) 

_amajor advance in performance. 
It’s well known that living cipal effects can be isolated to - than conventional electronics, These innovations combine - 
room acoustics are a major specific types of frequency Fale ait-l.¢om ofes=s-]] 6)(- B10] o]-1 40) with proven Bose concepts to 
factor in how any speaker will | unbalances. performance in almost any create a dramatic advance in 
sound in your home. Recently, Based on this research, the home listening room. performance: in practically 
an ambitious Bose research electronic Active Equalizer of OM aT-s-t-Wal-\ a corelaamereyal ice) is) any listening room, with vir- 
program analyzed speaker the new Bose 901® SeriesIV_—alsoletusdevelopabasic - tuallyanyamplifier,largeor 
oX=\aco)gaat-laler-mlane(ey4-\alcne) | speaker system has been equalization curve with no small, the 901 Series IV sets a 
actualhomelisteningrooms. _totally redesigned. Newcon- _ compromises for room new standard for the open, 
The study showed that, while _ trols allow greater capability effects, allowing still more spacious, life-like reproduc- 
rooms vary greatly, their prin- for adjustment of room factors accurate tonal balance. In tion of sound that has distin- 

EYofolit(o)arar-Uanlan) ele) ac= Ua) guished Bose Direct/Reflect- 
improvement inthe design of —ing® speakers since the first 
the 901 driver makes possible 901. 
even greater efficiency and 
virtually unlimited power 
handling. 

 -// 7 = 
The Mountain, Framingham, 
Mass. 01701 
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Devils Fold 

Beelzebub is the name given by Milton, in Paradise 
Lost, to a fallen angel who ranks second only to Satan 
himself in infamy. To those who are prepared to meet 
him ‘‘square on,” he poses two diabolical challenges, 
one difficult and one extremely difficult. 

First, the (ahem) warmup: Prepare a sheet of paper as 
shown in Figure 1. To make this problem more manage- 
able, better letter both sides of the paper, but take care 
to mark each square with the same letter on front and 
back. Use a large sheet of paper and be sure the boxes 
are perfect squares. Your task is to fold it along the 
lines, in any sequence and in any direction, to form a 
packet whose nine leaves spell, top to bottom, B-E-E-L- 
Z-E-B-U-B. 

Oh, so you noticed? Three B’s and three E’s. “The 

GAMES November/December 1979 

devil,”’ you say! “It ought to be simple.” It isn’t. 
Figure 2 is the more fiendish challenge. The same 

rules apply, but this time you'll need to reverse folds 
already made, and even tuck one part of your fold into 
another. 

Fair Warning: If you value your sanity, don’t take the 
second problem too seriously. (Save it for a cocky 
friend.) It is solvable, but we just can’t imagine that 
anyone is going to get it, and we present it here simply 
as a curiosity. In fact, you'll be ahead of the game if you 
can even follow the folding instructions given in the 
Answer Drawer. 

These puzzles were created by—you guessed it—a 
professor of theology, Robert Neale. Oo 

Answer Drawer, page 103 
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Lenny Little! Or was it Lucy 

Tumble? Or was it one of the 

other 17 suspects? When you 

play Electronic Detective it’s up 

to you to find out. 

© Card Pary 

wos 

The electronic display shows you the suspect’s 

answers. 

Electronic Detective is the 

computerized who-done-it game 

that combines advanced com- 

puter logic and human deduc- 

tive reasoning. And this game’s 

sophisticated computer can 

create over 130,000 different 

mysteries. So you're virtually 

guaranteed a different game 

every time you play. 

© 1979 Ideal Toy Corporation 

LENNY LITTLE 
Bartender 
Married to #11, ivy Littie 

1. Did the murderer go to the EAST SIDE? 

2. Did a MALE do it? 

9. Were you on the EAST SIDE? 

43. Are an odd-numbered suspect's PRINTS on the 387 

14. Are an odd-numbered suspect's PRINTS on the 

e 

Each suspect card contains vital information 

which will help you to identify the murderer. 

Like any good detective you 

solve a case by analyzing a tan- 

gled web of information. In 

Electronic Detective you gather 

clues by using the computer to 

grill suspects, and just like a real 

detective you keep your notes 

on a Case Fact Sheet. Some- 

times you get lucky and the sus- 

pects give you just the informa- 

tion you need, other times 

they’re much more tight-lipped. 

Nevertheless, opportune ques- 

tioning and solid logic should 

lead you to the solution before 

your opponents. But, before you 

make an accusation, be careful, 

You have the questions and it has the answers. 

The computer becomes the 

suspects as you §rill them one by one. 

Then the killer had 
tobe... because if you’re wrong, two 

shots will be heard and you're 

out of the game. But if your de- 

duction is right, the computer 

will sound the international 

police siren, and you’ve won the 

game. 

Win or lose, the crime stays in 

the computer’s memory bank 

until the game is turned off. You 

can improve your detective 

skills by going back and recheck- 

ing clues for as long as you like. 

The Case Fact Sheet helps you to logically fol- 

low the tangled web of evidence. 

So if you’re the kind of person 

who always thinks they know 

who-done-it, get Electronic 

Detective. (And here’s a 

hot tip: you can get 

Electronic Detective 

wherever Ideal 

Toys are sold.) 

DETECTIVE” 



TIME CAPSULE 
The Great 1980 Prophesy Competition 

Name 

Address 

City State Zip 

| 
| 
| 

| 
| 

| My prophesy is 

| 

| 
| 
| 
| 
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Five Grand Prizes 
A crystal ball from Tiffany’s. 

Who could have predicted that two 
popes would die within two months and 
the third be a Pole!? that a young heiress 
would run with terrorists and rob 
banks!? that a hit movie about.a ‘‘Penn- 
sylvania-size’’ nuclear disaster would 
open a few days before Three Mile Island 
made news!? or that the whole Water- 
gate cover-up would turn out to have 

been recorded on tape, and by the chief 
himself!? 

In retrospect, these events are plausi- 
ble simply and only because they hap- 
pened, if anyone had seriously predicted 
them in public, he’d have been ignored 
at best, and more probably tarred, feath- 

GAMES November/December 1979 

ered, and straitjacketed. 

As the New Year looms ahead of us, 
we can’t resist wondering what incon- 
ceivable new surprises may be in store. 
Gazing deeply into our crystal ball we 
can see it all now: Reggie Jackson is elect- 
ed President on the moderate anarchist 
ticket and Billy Martin is drafted as his 
VP; Québec secedes from Canada and be- 
comes an overseas province of French 
Guiana, which itself was liberated early 
in the year during the two-day Loincloth 
Rebellion and Foodfight; Southern Cali- 
fornia earthquake reveals vast new oil 
deposits and creates sea-level canal clear 
to Brownsville, Texas—nobody is hurt, 
cleanup brigades reduce unemployment 
to .001 percent; finally, and inexplica- 
bly, there is peace on earth and every- 

All entries must be postmarked by midnight, December 31, 1979. 
Clip or copy this entry blank and mail to 1980 Prophesy Competition, Games Magazine, 515 Madison Avenue, NY, NY 10022. 

body is happy for two weeks in August. 
Those are our predictions for 1980. 

How about yours? Fill in the entry blank 
on this page and see that it is postmarked 
by midnight, December 31, 1979. We'll 
take all the entries, still sealed in their 
envelopes, to a safe deposit box at Citi- 
bank, Park Avenue and 53rd Street, New 
York City, and leave them there for the 
duration of 1980. On January 5, 1981, 
we'll retrieve the entries as soon as the 
bank opens for business, no doubt with 
great public fanfare. Grand Prizes will go 
to the five people who, in our opinion, 
most successfully predicted outrageously 
surprising events that actually came to 
pass in 1980. A full report, with a lot of 
honorary booby prizes, will appear soon 
thereafter in Games. 
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THEGUN 

Kenner’s exciting new game 
of shapes and numbers. 

THE PIECES. 
Like the Snake, the Gun, 
the Door, and others. SKIRRID™ 
playing pieces are different 
from any other game in the world. 
Unique shapes with unique names. 
Each piece resembles its name 
and allows you a different 
strategy with each move. 

THE GAME. 

Skirrid is a game of numbers. You 
score by selecting and placing 

ie. i a... 

your pieces over numbered 
. squares on the board; 
highest score wins. 
Very simple. But 
the strategy is 

— 

THE ROD 

THE DOOR 

a 

THE ACTION. — 
Block your opponent’s next move! 
Special pieces let you multiply 
your score as many as three times! 
Work out to the corners of the 
board where you can score as many 
as 100 points in a single move! 
For a more reckless game, Skirrid 
can even be played with dice! The 
options and action are endless! 

Skirrid™ A game of shapes 
and numbers, from Kenner® 
© CPG Products Corp. 1979, a subsidiary of General Mills, Inc., 
by its division, Kenner Products, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202 



Double-Crosties 
And the 

xrand Old Ladies 
Who Made Them Famous 

adult life that I am not particularly 
good at doing the Double-Crostic. 

When I was growing up, I thought that 
being able to do the Double-Crostic was 
an adult attribute, not unlike buying 
hardcover books, and that eventually I 
would grow into it. My mother, who was 
indirectly responsible for this 
misapprehension, was a whiz at Double- 
Crostics and taught me how to do them. 
In those days, the Double-Crostic was 
available through three sources: every 
week in the Saturday Review, every 
other week in the New York Times 
Magazine, and twice a year ina Simon& 
Schuster anthology containing fifty or so 
new puzzles. The first two puzzles in 
each anthology were geared to 
beginners—to idiots, to be more 
precise—and I could usually solve one of 
them in about a month, using an atlas, a 
dictionary, a thesaurus, a Bartlett’s, and 
an occasional tip from my mother, who 
would never have been caught dead 
using any source material at all. There 
are many things I will never forgive my 
mother for, but heading the list is the 
fact that she did the Double-Crostic in 
ink. 

Back then, the Double-Crostic was 
called the Kingsley Double-Crostic after 
Elizabeth S. Kingsley, who invented the 
form and eventually passed the puzzle- 
making on to Doris Nash Wortman. I 
had a very clear idea of what Mesdames 
Kingsley and Wortman looked like: jolly 
fat gray-haired ladies with large bosoms 

| t is one of the great surprises of my 

and cameo brooches and voluminous silk 
dresses covered with little flowers. As it 
turns out, I was right. Mrs. Wortman 
was succeeded in 1967 by one Thomas 
H. Middleton, and until I began 
researching this article, I had always 
imagined that he was Mrs. Wortman’s 
loyal disciple, a faithful fan who had 
spent years corresponding with her and 
sending in his own constructions to be 
printed in the fans section in Double- 
Crostic anthologies. Presumably he had 
been rewarded upon her death with the 
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puzzles. As it turns out, I was wrong. He 
got the job by being Norman Cousins’ 
brother-in-law. 

I called up Thomas Middleton the 
other day to find out about his life. He 
told me that he lives in Brentwood, in 
Los Angeles, that he is an actor and can 
currently be seen in a Life Savers 

commercial, and that George C. Scott 
loves Double-Crostics. He said he 
constructs 175 puzzles a year himself 
and in addition writes a column on 
language for the Saturday Review in 
which he has twice tackled the subject 
of ‘‘hopefully.”’ ‘‘My feeling is that 
‘hopefully’ is here to stay,” he said. In 
short, it wasn’t much of a phone call, 

Elizabeth Kingsley’s first 
Double-Crostic (1934) appears 
on page 42, 

and I came away with the impression 
that Middleton regards the making of 
Double-Crostics as a job, not a passion. 

This made perfect sense—ever since he 
took them over, I have regarded the 
solving of Double-Crostics as a job, not a 
passion—but it hardly seemed fair. In 
any case, I got quite sentimental about 

Elizabeth Kingsley and Doris Nash 
Wortman, about whom I knew next to 
nothing, and set about learning a bit. 

Elizabeth Seelman Kingsley was born 
in Brooklyn in about 1878 and grew up 
working scrambled-word puzzles in St. 
Nicholas magazine; after graduating 
from Wellesley in 1898, she became an 
English teacher until her marriage. 
During the national crossword-puzzle 
binge of the 1920s, she worked several 
crosswords and then remarked: ‘‘How 
futile! There is a certain fun in the thrill 
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of the puzzle, to be sure, but what is the 
goal?’’ A few years later, at a Wellesley 
reunion, she became so disturbed at the 
undergraduates’ enthusiasm for James 
Joyce and Gertrude Stein that she 
determined to do something about it. 
“Suddenly it dawned upon me,” she said 
years later, ‘‘that a puzzle which 
stimulated the imagination and 
heightened an appreciation of fine 
literature by reviewing English and 
American poetry and prose masters 

would be a puzzle with a goal.’’ Thus 
was born the first Double-Crostic, and in 
1934 Mrs. Kingsley sold her first 
puzzle—and the rights to the name—to 
the Saturday Review of Literature. Her 
puzzles relied heavily on the works of 
Shakespeare, Keats, Defoe, and the like, 
and utterly shunned Joyce, Stein, and 
any other writer she thought of as less 
than a master. 

Mrs. Kingsley, who was widowed, 
lived for many years in the Henry 
Hudson Hotel in Manhattan, where she 
worked out her puzzles using anagram 
blocks on a piece of felt. She earned 
about ten thousand dollars a year—not a 
great deal, even for a small-scale literary 
heroine, which in a way she was. She 
was often referred to as Queen Elizabeth, 

and various Double-Crostic fans fussed 
over her; Arthur Hays Sulzberger invited 
her to lunch at the New York Times, 
and Philip Hamburger profiled her in 

The New Yorker. 

38 

She told Hamburger that /’s were the 
bane of her existence, with /’s and w’s 
close behind, these letters were 
constantly left over and she was 
constantly forced to do something with 
them. ‘‘Powwow” was a favorite answer; 
“tow-row”’ set off a terrible fracas among 
her fans. Once, a reader wrote in to 
accuse her of an overwhelming affection 
for Vedic divinities. ‘Vedic divinities are 
not a spontaneous choice for 
definitions,’’ Mrs. Kingsley replied. 
‘They are a godsend after hours of 
juggling. If you were constructing a 
puzzle and had letters left over and they 
made a Vedic divinity, what would you 
do?” Mrs. Kingsley carried a notebook 
with her and was constantly jotting 
down words that might someday come in 
handy. She told Philip Hamburger: 
“Here's a ‘wow-wow.’ A lovely thing! 
Four w’s! ‘Hiwi hiwi.’ What a word! 
Means a small marine fish in New 
Zealand. And ‘chiffchaff’—just an 
English bird. All my people need do is 
look up ‘chiffchaff’ under ‘willow wren.’ 
Ah, yes! ‘Dingdong.’ And ‘omoo,’ a 
romance in the South Seas. Don’t tell me 
people aren't better educated for 
knowing these things!’’ 

In her later years, Mrs. Kingsley 
became a small-scale prima donna. 
According to Margaret Farrar, the grand 
old lady of the New York Times 
crossword puzzle, she talked of nothing 
but Double-Crostics. She dropped the 

names of her famous fans, who included 
Elmer Rice, Ogden Nash, and Frank 
Sullivan. Helen Barrow, who designed 
the puzzle books for Simon & Schuster, 
saved several of Mrs. Kingsley’s letters; 
in them she complains about her harried 
life: she was constructing some 200 
puzzles a year, and it wasn’t getting any 
easier. Finally, in 1952, Queen Elizabeth 
retired—she died in 1957—and she was 
succeeded by Princess Doris. 

Doris Nash Wortman, born in New 
Jersey in 1890, was a Smith graduate and 
past president of the National Puzzlers’ 
League. She worshiped Mrs. Kingsley; 
she had been proofreading Double- 
Crostics for her since 1939, when she 
had submitted an extremely complicated 
construction—a valentine to her 

husband, Elbert—to a fans section. On 
the evidence, she appears to have been 
among the most good-natured of women 
who ever lived. Her puzzles had a light- 
hearted quality Mrs. Kingsley would 
never have tolerated; she introduced 
modern writers and witty quotations and 
definitions. Her fans sections contained 
lovely tidbits about each of her 
correspondents; she was a gracious, 
chattering den mother to her troop. Her 
letters and book introductions are 
positively ebullient. ‘WOW! What an 
ad!!’’ she wrote Helen Barrow when the 
fiftieth Double-Crostic anthology was 
published. ‘Everyone thinks Series 50 
utter, especially I!’ 

Mrs. Wortman lived in Jackson 
Heights, Queens, with Elbert, a 
sometime advertising man, and 
according to her daughter, DeNyse 
Pinkerton, she worked all the time. ‘‘She 
started at five A.M. and worked until 
eleven P.M.” said Mrs. Pinkerton. ‘It was 
ghastly. The worst part was my father. 
He had one glorious failure after 
another. She really paid the rent, and he 
made her make him a three-course 
dinner every night.’’ Mrs. Wortman 
earned about fifteen thousand dollars a 

year. 
Doris Nash Wortman had only two 

problems. One was Elbert. The other was 
that she occasionally irritated her 
puzzlers by using made-up expressions 
in order to use up the left-over letters. 
Once, for example, she printed a 
definition reading, ‘‘The corn is 
evidently higher than Hammerstein 
thought.”’ The answer was “‘giraffe’s 
eye.” Also, Mrs. Wortman had an 
unfortunate tendency to let her politics 
seep into her puzzles. Laura Z. Hobson, 
the novelist and author of Gentleman's 
Agreement, was a Double-Crostic solver; 

one day, while having lunch with 
Saturday Review editor Norman 
Cousins, she brought up the subject of 
Mrs. Wortman’s leanings. 

As Mrs. Hobson recalls it: ‘I said, 
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was ‘blacks and tans.’ He blanched. For 

was to have the definition indicate a re | $3 75 | 
noun though the answer was a participle. 
Once, for instance, she had used ‘A gift an save a | 

asked me to edit the puzzles, and I have : _ 

a John Masefield poem on the death of 

as good as Mrs. Kingsley.”’ 

was not equipped to do. He began 

threatened to sue. “It was somewhat 

husband, and asked him to take a crack 

Middleton does a bang-up job, and so 

comedy references, and too many quotes 

falls together, you see what the quote is 

Diller’s Marriage Manual. 

isn’t fair. ] still like Double-Crostics. I sit 

eye or two, and I remember the time ounces each of four distinctively different scents—original 

‘Say, Cuzz, doesn’t anybody edit those & { & 
things?’ ‘Why, L.H., what’s wrong?’ he 
said. I told him that that very week there ive im a 
was a Clue that said, ‘Describing some of 
the people in the South,’ and the answer & 

the Saturday Review to talk about akye earehs $ as 
blacks and tans! I gave them other 
examples. One thing she frequently did 

for an institution’ and the answer was 
‘endowing’ instead of ‘endowment.’ It 
was just sloppy. Cuzz was appalled and 

done it ever since. Twice I asked her to 
kill puzzles completely. One of the 
quotes was anti-labor, and the other was 

President Kennedy. I don’t think that’s 
what you expect to come across in a 
puzzle. In my opinion she was nowhere 

After Mrs. Wortman’s death, Elbert 
decided to carry on the puzzles— 
something even his wife had thought he 

lurking in the offices of the Saturday 
Review with sample puzzles. He claimed 
he had done all his wife’s work. He 

sticky,’’ says Norman Cousins. A few 

fans had submitted tryout puzzles; in 
addition, Cousins contacted his sister’s 

at it. Laura Hobson judged the entries, 
voted for Middleton, and that was that. 

Mrs. Hobson thinks that Tom 

does Margaret Farrar. I think he prints 
too many definitions that require 
looking up, too many arcane musical 

that are not as felicitous as he thinks. 
There is a glorious point in the working 
of a Double-Crostic when the puzzle 

going to be about, and you realize who 
the author is—and that moment is not so 
glorious when the quote is from Phyllis 

I see that I am on the verge of blaming 
Thomas Middleton for my ineptitude at 
his puzzles, and I suppose that really 

with my dictionary and my atlas and : : . eee i : : eventually I solve them. In pencil. Any man on your list would love this smashing, splashing 
Erasing a lot. Still, I long for a giraffe’s collection of English Leather After Shaves. He'll get two _ 

eo iat a definition a wee ; English Leather,® Lime, Wind Drift® and Timberline®—so he 
ee ee ey ee can choose the scent that suits his mood. Plus introductory- the answer was ‘‘laundry.’”’ That was 
ice. Laicea. size Racquet Club After Shave and Cologne. Crisp, exhila- 

rating Racquet Club gives a man the physical advantage. 
Double-Crostics is from the book Scribble, Scribble The English Leather Collection, a regular $12.75 value Ne ron. ight © 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978 ; = : ; 4 7 ; Ey Nova Ephrot. Rechinied by narnscon ated A is specially Christmas priced at just $9.00. Look for it at your 
Knopf, Inc. This story first appeared in Esquire Maga- favorite store. MeEMcoO.,iNc Northvale, NJ 07647 ©1979 zine. 
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Edited by Will Shortz Illustrations by Mary Tiegreen 

X-Word Puzzle 

A Cryptic Crossword 

by Will Shortz 

The answer to each clue is a six-letter 
word, and it is to be entered in the dia- 
gram in the shape of a cross. We have 
filled in the answer to number 1, HUMBUG, 
as an example. The word starts in the. 
box corresponding to its clue number, 
proceeds from upper left to lower right, 
and then crosses upper right to lower left. 
Words will not otherwise be formed in the 
diagram. 

Each cryptic clue, as usual, contains a 
definition or direct reference to the an- 
swer, and a-second description of the an- 
swer through wordplay. For the example 
filled in, HUM is “To sing,” BUG is ‘‘To an- 
noy,’’ and ‘So says Scrooge’ suggests 
the whole, HUMBUG. Other words may or 
may not break so neatly into two equal 
parts! Answers include one uncommon 
word (no. 4) and one variant spelling (no. 
16). 

Answer Drawer, page 103 

: ) | 
: CLUES | 

1 “To sing? To annoy!” So says Scrooge. 10 Resort city is rebuilding saunas. 19 Sailor with a light brown plaid. i 
2 The lower part of banner’s front and back 11 Poor Clara's knave. 20 Note from the landlord? j 

reading, e.g., ‘Don’t Tread on Me.” 12 Burn $ to start company (in the end I will 21 Left in a tossed salad east of Fort Worth. } 
3 Tidy bite misses tail ends of morsel. leave rich!). 22 From northeast a cardinal approached. 
4 Twice Tom returns the tropical bird. 13 First tennis player put head of racket into 23 Beat for the leading parts in Rock | 
5 Male is female—he is tagged ‘‘unsuitable chop. Hudson’s young Thomas Hardy movie. ! 

person.” 14 Wrongly revile the woman who covers her 24 Athletic girl’s vault gets a ‘‘zero”’ at the } 
6 The monks have chickens for barbecuing, face. athletic center. 

I hear. 15 Reverse a pastry’s layers. 25 Fragrant medicine for a lamb’s injury. 
7 Ma sang rock ’n’ roll to the meter reader, 16 Anaesthetic for the ear infection. 26 Non-expert in Malay manners. 
8 Physician way out around Connecticut. 17 Oddly, Peter Lawford’s first bird. 27 After April 30th, hel-l-Ip! 
9 TV program shown in nurseries. 18 Finland’s mostly away from the ocean. 28 Listener enters thirsty and cheerless. 
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The First Double-Crostic Ever 
by Elizabeth S. Kingsley 

The puzzle below, the world’s first published Double-Crostic, 
appeared in 7he Saturday Review of Literature for March 31, 
1934 (see story on page 37). To solve: Answer the clues for 
words to be entered on the numbered dashes. Transfer the 
letters to the correspondingly numbered squares in the puzzle 

1A |2G 
A 

Boul 
61C 65E 

44X 145F 47L 48D 49 

67S |68R 

Pe oe 

70Y 47 

80D 82H 

oes 102G |103X 

ae alee 

Lae 142F 11430 |144G |145B 

160V }161S ee 164F 11650 

1040 }105N cae 108T ea 

124W 1125Q |126S 

146C |147V 

Pees 

ie fa oe 
22V |23A 25J j26U 27C |28B j29V 30P |3iE |32C 340 

T 
U5 D 

A 

1271 ]128P }129L J130L ee | 

148Q |149F |150R Peles 1530 

grid to spell a quotation reading from left to right. Black 
squares separate words in the quotation. Work back and forth 
from grid to word list to complete the puzzle. When you are 
done, the initial letters of the words in the word list will spell the 

name of the author and the source of the quote. 

12R |131 |14A 15M |16P |170 18X |19C 

T 

a eel 
eae 
77C 178Q 79C 

See 
Li 

ae ae 
Pee 

135K 1136M ]137B |1381 }139L 

154Y |1550 156Y ]157X |158Q ]159U 

172E |173F 174R |175K eee 178W 
~ 

Answer Drawer, page 105 

See 
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B. Child's game played with cards and numbers... +45 5 a a ee 
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G. Material for bandages....................... Wa 0 3 a 
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illustrated Word Search 

by Edith Rudy 

Santa Claus has just visited the modern-day Cratchit family usual word list. Identify the presents, and then find them in the 
and deposited 32 gifts beneath the Christmas tree. The good- _ letter grid. Each item may appear in any direction—horizontal- 
ies include a computing device for Bob, a pet for Tiny Tim, _ ly, vertically, or diagonally, forwards or backwards, but always 
and—what's this?—a subscription for the whole family to a ina straight line. TOY AIRPLANE is circled as an example. 
magazine of puzzles and games? The actual gift list appears on page 103, if you would like to 

In this word search puzzle, the picture takes the place of the __ refer to it. Answer Drawer, page 105 

ISSAMTSIAVRROTALUGCELACHDMEAGATOY 
OTUFMORDALLUSOFTAGRMAEASAANUDF 
FOUMDITHRHOBBYHORSEEANNMDXKIEN 
OWAFFLEDRONRUDPY BEMT - DES TOH CAT 
ObLSFHES FOCRAHARRPAHP S YAOB GE LE 
TOAS TEREATSEONCBUTLGOGOEHY CLC SES 
BATBMEDROTDAROAYDPCALT CHUL RAK AS 
AOTRTCAAKENMFERACUHESRSSRASWAE Sif 
LCTHIOSNNALFOFFEERPOTTDWOULTSE 
E DE Ab 10 SoS a F O- ON OSS VE LE TT we  AA 
LLSLEDGFAEMMESHOBEBYHPORSERSIC 
CENRSKATPESAMODEPLTRYAINMDUSIC 
BOwXNE COKE NAL PRR RAY O DEA CERO PEP 
OM.O DE LT AAS! NOSNS PE TSE CAB 1 CYC L EP Ue 
PYOP PSU ER DEANE CK E ACE OR COD TRE AU 
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Challenger Maze 
by Wayne Williams 

A mighty maze! but not without a plan. Alexander Pope, Essay on Man 

START 

HSINId 

Answer Drawer, page 106 
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Diet Substitutes 
by William Lutwiniak 

42 On____with 17 Stubborn, like 
(equal to): 2 wds. Francis 

1 Penny __ (small 43 Verdi opera 18 Troubles 
stuff) 44 Radio interference 22 Pretty, in Perth 

5 Spiral shape 47 In____ (while not 23 Cheeky 
9 Discombobulate present) 24 Ceremonial veil 

13 Drudgery 51 Put on a feast, 25 BLT ingredient 
14 Washington Zoo diet-wise! 26 Kind of day to 

attraction 53 Brainstorm — save for 
15 Sherbets 54 Turnpike turnoffs 27 Ushered: 2 wds. 
16 Flatter, diet-wise! 55 Part of QED 28 Confuse 
19 Summer pest 56 Golf gadgets 29 Suave screen star ' 
20 Crystal-like 57 Sail the Charles Et les ae eee as 
21 Arm bone seven —__ 31 Tuck’s title 
22sLiberty 58 What Simon does 32 Bright lusters tee 
23 Amen: 3 wds. 34 Sews on 37 
26 Betsy, of the DOWN 35 Make numb Pee Bs a eae 

“Stars and Stripes” 40 Barbecue rod Boe 
Where test tube 
babies come from? 

30 Islands off Galway (Agnew’s plea) Charles 
31 Aficionados 3 Evens the score 43 Drives the 
32 Go back tosquare 4 Orator’s forte getaway car, e.g. 

one 5 Magna 44 Saturday Night 
33 Golddigger’s 6 Progression Live piece 

dream, diet-wise! 7 Ms. Lupino 45 Time’s partner 

36 ____ gin fizz 8 Generosity 46 Sheltered 
37 Itsy-bitsy 9 Ultimate 47 Inter ___ (among 
38 Roman official 0 Cards up one’s other things): Lat. 
39 Coin, in Kyoto sleeve? 48 Scarlett’s real love 
40 “__ As Sweet 11 Most Olympian 49 ‘‘Now .__me 

As You Are’ Olympian down .. ."’: 2 wds. 
41 Worse than 12 Notice 50 Fores’ opposite 

Narcissus — 14 Wet ____ sign 52 Tiverton’s river 

1 Einstein subject 
2 ____ contendere 

Passport stamps 
Muscle man 

Answer Drawer, page 106 

Blacklist 

by Gene Traub 

If black is beautiful, this is the prettiest puzzle we’ve ever run. 
Answer each clue with a name, phrase, or familiar expression 
that contains the word ‘‘black.’’ For example, ‘Former Su- 

preme Court justice’’ would be Hugo Black; and ‘‘Fictional 
horse’ would be Black Beauty. 

Answer Drawer, page 106 

1. Disreputable family member. 10. English pirate 

2. Vegas card game 11. Extortionist’s crime 

3. Side dish in the. South 12. Midwestern hockey team 

4. Formal wear. 13. Exclude from the club 

5. Judoist’s goal 14. Bachelor’s roster. 

6. A/rport actress 15. “Shiner” 

7. \llegal trading 16. ‘Shiner’ by profession 

8. Mount Rushmore range SFA SEAMEN CR ANDRO Mites shasta ee 

9. “Bewitching’’ Arlen-Mercer song 18. Spider with a bite 

SSC 
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Science Games IOI: Final Exam 
by David Webster 

So you haven't a notion how photosynthesis works, and you've — ence quiz on the evident workings of nature requires only good 
forgotten the formula for acceleration due to gravity. No mat- horse sense and an observant eye. At least, that’s what Ein- 
ter—you won't need such textbook knowledge here. This sci- stein would have said. A perfect score is 100 points. 

Answer Drawer, page 106 

Z 
‘4 = ships. 9 

fl =/) a AEs 

SSE Zt BLA 

Question 1. (10 points) The stick shown here is balanced 

on fulcrum A. The three candles on the stick have just been 
lighted and burn at the same rate. Will the stick still balance ie GREED 
after the candles have burned awhile? : 5 

iT 

Question 3. (12 points) Which of these three beaver dams 

is the strongest. Why? 

Question 2. (5 points each, 20 points total) Here are four 

sketches of the moon in a night sky. Which of these posi- Question 4. (7 points) These two balloons are the same 
tions can and which cannot occur? A? — size and are filled with the same amount of helium. Which 

| B? -C? D? will rise faster on a sunny day? 
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Question 5. (4 points each, 12 points total) A man is walk- 

ing a tightrope with the aid of a balance bar. 

A: Will a long bar or a short one give him better balance? 
Question 8. (12 points) Suppose you take a felt-tipped 
pen and draw a square on an uninflated balloon. What will 
the square look like when you blow up the balloon? ______ 

B: Will a heavy bar or a light one give him better balance? 

C: Will a bar that is straight or one that bends down give 
him better balance? 

re 

+H 

Question 6. (10 points) Which bracing for a screen door is 

strongest? isi 

Toe . HARDWARE 

Question 7. (7 points) Which ant is carrying more weight? i : : 
From the book &rain-Boosters by David Webster. © 1966 by David Webster, © 1963, 1965 by 
Educational Services, Inc., © 1964, 1965, 1966 by The American Museum of Natural History, © 
1965 by The Elementary Science Study of Educational Services, Inc. Published by Doubleday 
& Company, Inc. 

Question 9. (10 points) Suppose you have a very small ’ 
kitchen with a refrigerator. Can you cool off the kitchen by 
leaving the refrigerator door open? Explain your answer. 
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Wide Open Spaces 
by Merl H. Reagle 

For solvers who enjoy crosswords on the challenging side, 
here is an eye-opening construction by a talented Californian. 

1 Typo in a book 
8 Musical syllable, 

with “‘la’’ 
11 Worldwide labor 

&rp. 
14 Indeed!: 2 wds. 
15 Mountain home 

of the Muses 

17 Not blended 
18 Dorsal portion 
19 Frogs and toads, 

to.a biologist 
20 Spanish gold 
21 President's first 

name : 
22 People who 

» shorten or 
simplify 

26 Shade fora 
street? 

28 N.O.W.’s 
amendment 

29 ____ flag (signals 
danger): 3 wds. 

31 From S.F. to L.A. 
32 Adding more 

figures into a 
mean: 2 wds. 

33 Repeating 
34 Out of order 
37 __Van Winkle 

40 Chaplin classic: 
2 wds. 

41 Brian _____, British 
rock figure 

42 Directions on a 

page: Abbr. 
43 Oklahoma: 2 wds. 

45 Uncle Sam’s 
C.P.A.2 

47 Ointment: Abbr. 

48 Slave 
49 ____ de suite (and 

so forth): Fr., 
2 wds. 

51 Like the king of 
the jungle 

53 President's last 
'- name 

54 Light winds 
55 ___ cat (wealthy 

contributor) 
56 Ceramic drinking 

cup 
57 Clowns of court 

1 Likens; compares 
2 Joggers 

3 Brain fissures 
4 Something a car 

wears?: 2 wds. 

5 Galveston’s part 
of the Gulf: 2 wds. 

6 Utilize 
7 Squad of TV 

reruns 
8 “___and place 

for everything’: 
3 wds. 

9 Classroom reciter: 
2 wds. 

10 ‘The Greatest’ 
11 The Titanic’s 

undoing 
Lee (Marilyn 

Monroe role) 
13 Start of a count 
16 Ura Hogg’s sister 
20 Performing 

surgery 
23 How spelunkers . 

yawn? 

24 Repenting too 
strongly 

25 Does a bootblack’s 
job: 2 wds. 

12 

. 27 Hwy.’s center strip 

30 School subject, 
with “Lit.” 

peroba 
(Brazilian tree) 

34 Little devil 

35 Church register 
36 Fragrant 

33 

Answer Drawer, page 106 
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37 See the light 44 Palindromic belief 51 RMN predecessor 
38 One who recites 46 ____ em, Rover! 52 ‘'... and say that 
39 Dickinson or 49 Santa’s helper I'll be there 

Millay 50 “___ on your life!’”’ =" Song! 

TV Math 
by Luther Warm 

What television show title is suggested by the answer to each 
question below? Answer Drawer, page 106 

1. Aman has one thin slab of marble in the shape of a square, 
and four thin slabs of marble in the shape of triangles. Each 
slab costs $4,000. What can he construct? 

2. A 30-gallon tub is filled with water at the rate of 14 gallon a 
minute. When will the tub be full? 

3. A worm at the bottom of a 13-foot well begins to climb the 
wall. One hour it creeps up three feet; the next it rests and 
slips back one. If the worm climbs and rests on alternate 
hours, beginning at 1:00 a.m., when will it reach the top? 

4. A farmer wants to enclose a 400-square-foot area for a live- 
stock pen. Suppose he spaces his fence posts ten feet from 
one another. What is the minimum number he will need to 
complete his pen? 

5. A budding mathematician wishes to trisect an angle using 
only a compass and straightedge. What is your advice? 

6. Check here if you peeked at the Answer Drawer. Ve 
PENCILWISE continues on page 65. 
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Grow beautiful, healthy houseplants! 
It’s easy with the expert advice you'll get from 

Even if you’ve never been able to grow a 
single houseplant before, The 
Greenhouse will show you exactly how 
to purchase, propagate and care for 
more than 600 varieties of plants! This 
unique plant card library grows month 
by month to a complete collection of 
over 700 fact-filled, fully illustrated, easy-to-use cards. They were 
written by experts in down-to-earth language to help you enjoy the 

rewards of growing beautifully 
thriving plants. 

A GUIDE TO 
INDOOR GARDENING 

aes 4 
ovate oUuTy BEAUTE 

aenp Plant — Golden Shrimp Golden Shrimp Plane 5 tea 
PACHYSTACH : aA ACS ha ; 

sf é Heeuh) 

THE BACK tells you exactly how to 
keep it that way! 

Common name 

Botanical name and pronunciation 

Specific information on best growth 
conditions: light, temperature, 
watering, feeding 

How to propagate 

Tips on correcting special problems 

Cards are a big 4¥% x 6% inch size 
for easy handling, easy reading! 

Examine the first set 
FREE for 14 days! 

The Greenhouse is more than just a plant card index — it’s a 
complete Guide to Indoor Gardening! In addition to 603 IDENTI- 
FICATION CARDS with complete care instructions (shown above), 

Light: 4 High light for, In tear sunny gor OMAP: very high emperatan oo OF eas winner Hove, 
35 2G) yet 60" 10 BOF (456 without d; 10260). Can 
fat oa . » Can toler, Water Keep the pee ate 

ae THE FRONT 
of Plant Card 41 shows 

you how your Golden 
Shrimp Plant 

should look... 
of Fale Desticide, 

a ot es 

SEND NO MONEY! Just fill out and mail the 
coupon below and we'll send you the first set of 
Greenhouse Plant Cards, Foliage Favorites, to 
examine for 14 days. We'll also send you your 
FREE Greenhouse file and all 25 Divider Cards! 

Greenhouse Cards guide 
you through every step If not delighted, simply return the Plant Cards 

and owe nothing — the Greenhouse file and Di- 
vider Cards are yours to keep! If you decide to 
continue in the program, send just $1.89 plus a 
small charge for shipping and handling plus lo- 
cal sales tax. Within a month you will receive 
your second set of Plant Cards and thereafter 
two sets of cards a month for the next eleven 
months to complete your 24 sets of informative 
Greenhouse Plant Cards — all entirely on ap- 
proval and all for the same low price of $1.89 
plus postage, handling and tocal sales tax. 

of home plant care! 
you also get 

¢ 25 CONTENTS CARDS — a 
complete cross-index of Plant 
Cards in each set. Alphabetical 
listing of botanical names on 
fork common names on 
ack. 

°36 KNOW AND GROW 
CARDS — two or three fact- 
filled cards included with 
every Plant Card set form an 
in-depth information center on 
plant selection, care and prop- 
agation. 

© 56 SPECIAL BONUS CARDS 
— give you extra ideas on dis- 
playing, grafting and repotting 
plants, special advice on many 
gardening projects. 
© 25 FREE DIVIDER CARDS — 
colorful cards separate the 
Plant Cards by category. 
They're yours to keep when 
you send for your first set of 
Plant Cards to examine for 14 
days with no obligation! 

Keep Greenhouse Cards 
handy for plant care tips 
to keep plants looking 
their best. Don’t worry 
about spills — each card 
is stain-resistant. 

Proper pruning techniques 
not only — stimulate 
growth, they also provide 
new plants for your col- 
lection. Card 703 gives 
you professional tips. 

There’s no mystery about 
potting or repotting your 
plants . . . just follow the 
instructions on Know and 
Grow Cards 698 and 699 
for success... 

Create a terrarium or dish 
garden — choose from 
over 50 plants in Plant 
Card Sets 5 and 7 and fol- 
low instructions on the 
Bonus Cards. 

a ee eee ea 

se FREE TRIAL 92 
RESERVATION CERTIFICATE 

The Greenhouse JS3GA 
A Guide to Indoor Gardening® 
175 Community Drive, Great Neck, New York 11025 

Y ! Please send me the introductory offer for 
es! the Greenhouse Guide to Indoor Garden- 

ing as stated in this advertisement. I understand the 
$10.00 Greenhouse file and all 25 Divider Cards are 
mine to keep without obligation just for examining the 
first set of Plant Cards. 

Mr. 
Mrs. 
Miss. 

Address. Apt. No. 

City. State. Zip. 

Available by Mail Order only! Act now— 
Return this coupon today! 

ee 
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How to Achieve Total Financial Freedom 

A MUTUAL CONCERN. We've never met 
and probably never will, but I think we share 
a common interest. That interest is in 
achieving complete and total financial free- 
dom. 

Recently my net worth reached the magic 
million dollar mark, and it only took me 48 
months’ to achieve that. 

That might not impress you, but if you had 
seen me just a few years ago, you might won- 
der how I did it. I lived in Denver then, ina 
cramped, tumbled down house at 2545 South 

High Street. My wife was expecting our sec- 
ond child and we were so broke we had to 
borrow $150.00 from a relative just to buy 

food and pay the rent. 

By the way, I know! didn’t make a million 
dollars because of my superior intellect — I 
barely got through Ames High School 
(Ames, Iowa) with a C average. I did a little 
better later on but I soon realized that a 
salaried job was not the way to become finan- 
cially free. If you'll stop and think, you’ll 
realize that millionaires do not work 10, 20, 
or 50 times harder or longer than you. 

FINANCIAL FREEDOM. It seems that most 
people who are charging for financial advice 
have studied how to “do it” but have never 
actually “done it” themselves. You will find 
as you read my formulas, that since I have 

actually achieved total financial freedom 

myself, that you will receive from me more 
than just the motivation to achieve your own 

financial independence, but a workable 
step-by-step plan to actually do it. 

STEP-BY-STEP. Contained in the work 
entitled How To Wake Up The Financial 
Genius Inside You are the various formulas 
which will show you exactly how you can do 
each of the following: 

= buy income properties for as little as $100 
down. ° 

= begin without any cash. 
@ put $10,000 cash and more in your pocket 

each time you buy (without selling pro- 
perty.) 

@ compounds your assets at 100% yearly. 

@ legally avoid paying federal or state in- 
come taxes. 

m buy bargains at one-half the market 
value. 

MORE LEISURE. If you apply these for- 
mulas and methods you will find in a very 
short time, you will be able to do almost 
anything you care to do, and I think, at that 

time, you will find as I have, that spending 
several weeks on the beaches of Hawaii, or 

on the ski slopes of Colorado, or just sightsee- 
ing in Europe, or any other place in the 
world, you begin to understand what real 
freedom is all about. 

Most people think that it would be im- 
possible to do some of the things listed above. 
For example, to buy a property, and at the 
same time put $10,000 (or more) cash in your 
pocket without selling the property, or to buy 
a property with little or no cash down. 

Believe me, it is possible and fairly simple. 
This is exactly how most wealthy people ac- 

Mark O. Haroldsen became a millionaire in four years because he 
found a way to harness inflation to his benefit. Now it’s your turn! “I’ve 
found” says Haroldsen, “that most people just need a specific road 
map to follow...they can do what I’ve done.” 

tually do make 10, 20, or 50 times more 

money than you do. 

YOUR MONEY’S WORTH. While I was 
struggling on making my first million, I 
often thought how nice it would be to have 
the personal advice and counsel from some- 
one like Howard Hughes or J. Paul Getty. 

What would I have been willing to pay for 
this service? I can tell you one more thing for 
sure, it would have been a lot more than the 
$10.00 that I’m going to ask you to invest in 
your financial future. 

country lose, not because they lack in- 
telligence, or even willpower, but because of 
procrastination, or lack of action — please 
don’t be like the masses. Make a decision 
while you have this paper in your hands. 
Make a decision now to either act now and 
send for my material or immediately round 
file this paper. If your decision is to order, do 
it now, not later. Otherwise you may lose, 
just by default. 

“FINANCIAL FREEDOM.” To order, 
simply take any size paper, write the words 
“Financial Freedom,” your name and ad- 

“... more than 500,000 people have discovered that my 
formulas will provide the road map that can lead to total 
financial freedom...” 

FOR YOUR FUTURE. What will this 
$10.00 actually do for you? It will give you a 
complete step-by-step plan that you can fol- 
low to become totally and completely finan- 
cially independent. 

Please try to understand my dilemma. I’m 
not a New York advertising agency with all 
their professional skill and manpower to 
write a powerful and persuasive ad to con- 
vince you that I can make you financially 
independent. I am just somebody who has 

actually ‘done it’, and can really show you 
how to ‘do it’. 

TEST IT YOURSELF. It’s really quite frus- 
trating to have something so valuable as I 
know I have, but lack the skill to convince 
people to try it for themselves. I hope by my 
simple direct approach I can convince you to 
try my formulas. 

INDECISION — THE COSTLY DECISION. 
It seems the majority of the people in our rich 

dress, and send it along with a check for 
$10.00 to Mark O. Haroldsen, Inc., 2612 So. 
1030 West, Dept. AE-161, Salt Lake City, 

Utah 84119. 

If you send for my materials now, I will 
also send you documents that will show you 
precisely how you can borrow from $20,000 
to $200,000 at 2% above the prime rate using 
just your signature as collateral. 

IT’S GUARANTEED. If you are still some- 
what skeptical, and believe me, when I 

started out I certainly was, because of the 
many people in the world trying to deceive 
others, I would encourage you to postdate 
your check by 30 days, and I promise and 
guarantee that it will not be deposited for at 
least those 30 days, and if for any reason you 
do not think that what I have sent you lives 
up, in every aspect to what I told you in this 
letter, send the material back, and I will 

quickly, without question, refund your 
money and send back your own uncashed 
check or money order. 

*M2 © Mark O. Haroldsen, Inc. 1979 
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Nonsense 
Ability 
It’s been said that ‘little things 
fascinate little minds,’’ but we've 
found it even more fascinating to 
find out what big minds think 
about them. Below, some lucid 
thoughts on nonsense. 

Good sense about trivialities is bet- 
ter than nonsense about things 
that matter. 

Forgive me my nonsense as I also 

forgive the nohsense of those who 
think they talk sense. 

—Robert Frost 

There is much pleasure to be 
gained from useless knowledge. 

—Bertrand Russell 

No matter how thin you slice it, 
it’s still baloney. 

—Alfred E. Smith 

GAMES November/December 1979 

Edited by Lisa Feder 

Deliver Me 

Riffling through her mail recently, 
Rita Duhamel pulled out a post- 
card. It wasn’t the message, nor a 

photo on the flip side, but the pro- 
file of Lincoln on a 4-cent stamp 
that caught her eye. The card, 
postmarked July 15, 1964, had 
been “‘in the mail”’ for fifteen 

i years. j 

—Max Beerbohm a5 

( Teasers we: H 

Cherchez 

La Femme 

Matchmakers, unite! Find the fem- 
inine mates for these masculine 
nouns. 

1. Stallion 5. Baron 

2. Fox 6. Jackass 

3. Maharajah 7. Gander 
4. Peacock ° 8. Earl 

Answer, page 62 

In Search of 

Perfection 

A perfect number, so named by 
the ancient Greeks, is a whole 
number which is equal to the sum 
of all its divisors (excluding the 
number itself). The smallest per- 
fect number is 6 (equal to the sum 
of 1 + 2 + 3); after that comes 28 
(equaltol+2+4+474 14), 
then 496, and next 8,128. 

It is possible to find still larger 
perfect numbers, provided that 
you find prime numbers which 
can be expressed in the form 
2"— 1]. In ancient Greece, Euclid 
demonstrated that if 2"— 1 is 
prime, then the number 
2"!(2"— 1) is perfect. 

Substituting n=2 into this for- 
mula, which allows 2°— 1 to be the 
prime number 3, the perfect num- 
ber 6 is obtained. The perfect 
number 28 results when n=3; 496 
when n=5; and 8,128 when n=7. 
What perfect number comes next? 

Answer, page 62 
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Twists 

Three-Player 
Ping-Pong: It'll = 
Run You Ragged 

Les 
Three-player Ping-Pong was proba- 
bly invented by someone who'd 
just seen a dog chasing its own tail. 
Two players position themselves 

at either end of the table, as in or- 
dinary singles. The third player be- 
gins at one side of the net. Once 
the ball is in motion, players rotate 
around the table—the server to the 
receiver's position, the net player 

to the server's position, and the re- 
ceiver (after he returns the serve) 

to the net position. Players work 
together to keep the ball in flight 
as they race around the table. The 
ball, of course, has several advan- 
tages: a head start, momentum, a 
straight line to travel, and consid- 
erably less weight. The players, 
however, have all the fun. 
When you master the basic ver- 

sion, try dropping your paddle be- 
fore each rotation. 

eee) 

Take an 
Educated Guest 

If you want to ease your guests 
from the peanuts to the punch- 
bowl in a playful way, try this. 
Have a pencil ready for each per- 
son, and a piece of paper on which 
you've written the numbers one 
through twenty, leaving a blank 
space beside each number. Read 
aloud the following questions, and 
ask your guests to write the appro- 
priate letters beside the proper 
numbers. 

1. If your nephew's grandfather is 
your grandfather’s son, write ‘‘R”’ 
in spaces 1,4, 14, and 16. 

2. If “Y’’ comes before ‘‘H”’ in the 
alphabet, write ‘‘Z’’ in space 3. If it 
comes after ‘‘H,”’ write ‘'F.’’ 

3. If 145 is more than 12 dozen, 
write ‘E’’ in spaces 2,5, 9, 15, and 
17. 

4. If you like ice cream better than 
mosquitoes, place an “‘S”’ in spaces 
6 and 12. If not, see your doctor 

Answer, page 62 

% i Stunts i 

? 

at once. Il 

5. Closing one eye and without 
counting on your fingers write the 

eighth letter of the alphabet in 
space 7. 

6. If Dante wrote: ‘‘Mary Hada 
Little Lamb,” put an ‘‘O”’ in space 
20. Otherwise, write in ‘‘Y.”’ 

7. If “asleep” and “‘awake’”’ are op- 
posites, write ‘‘M”’ in space 8. If 
you're asleep, keep snoring. 

8. If eight quarts make a pint, 
draw an elephant in space 10. Oth- 
erwise, write ‘‘N.”’ 

9. If gasoline is more expensive 
than—well, let’s not get into 

that—just write ‘‘D”’ in space 19 
and “‘T”’ in space 11. 

10. Finally, if you think this is ab- 
solutely silly and you're dying for 
a drink, place an ‘‘A”’ in spaces 13 
and 18, and follow me. But be 
quick about it, or by the time you 
grab your glass, the dregs’Il be dry. 

Get More of the 
. Good Life—Witha 

iS > +> > +> al a ihe. ‘it a ee ON ee Si roetle syne 

a > > — SS > 

Playboy Club Key! 
. Call our Credit Card Hotline toll-free 800-621-1116 

(In Illinois call 800-972-6726) and ask for Bunny Gail 

With your Playboy Club Key, you'll get a year of fun at 
Playboy Clubs around the world... plus these money 

savers. 

¢ Playboy Preferred—for two-for-one dining in 17 
cities. 

e PLAYBOY or OUI magazines for pick-up at U.S. 
Playboy Clubs—one each month at newsstand 
value of up to $31.00. 

9 ¢ 10% discount on posted room rates at Playboy 
; Hotels. 

¢ Comp-U-Card for toll-free discount buying at 
home. 

¢ 20% discount from Hertz on car rentals. 

¢ Kevholders’ Specials at all U.S. Playboy Clubs. 
e 30-day money back guarantee. 
All for just $25 for the first year. 
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THE HOTTEST GAME 

® IN TOWN. PROMISE 

‘‘Pente is pure pleasure.” 
Exp. Date 

0) M/C 
—Tulsa World 

“Disco isn’t the only game in town. A quiet passion is being 

aroused in night spots in Kansas City, Dallas, Houston and 

Oklahoma City.”” 

O VISA 

—Kansas City Times 

(CO Charge My 
“A very successful compromise between simplicity of play 

and depth tactial possibilities. The Pente board can be used 

to play Go, Go-Moku, Ninuki-renju and other games.” 

—Games 

Deluxe Set @ $75.00 ( Postage Paid/add 4% for Ok. Sales Tax) Soft Set @ $12.95 
Address 

Mail To: PENTE P.O. Box 1317 Stillwater, Ok. 74074 

SENDME: __ 

(J) Check or Money Order Enclosed 
Your satisfaction is Guaranteed. Return within 3 weeks for FULL REFUND. 

Pente is a fast moving game of skill for two or more players. Subtle strategies and variations on the main theme offer choice of play difficulty from tic tac toe to chess. 3-6 weeks for Please allow delivery. Signature SHIP TO: 

( Look i Can You 
Help? 

A Game of Jacks 

Each of these jacks has sent its suit to the cleaners. See if you can guess aria ee 
which suit fits which one. Note: If you think we're playing with a stacked sini 
deck, please look again: though the style of illustration may vary from deck For David Graham, the name of 
to deck, the hairstyle and position of the hands on each jack are the same in the game isn’t important: it’s the 
every deck. initials that count. Graham's hob- 

by is collecting autographs, but 
not from the rich and famous. He 
only wants the autographs of those 
whose names—first, middle, and 
last—begin with the same letter. 

Graham has procured auto- 
graphs from triple-initialled people 
all through the alphabet, with the 
exception of Q.Q.Q., U.U.U., 
X.X.X., and Y.Y.Y. He was sup- 
posed to hear from a man named 
Yuk Yin Yum in San Diego, but so 
far, no word from Mr. Yum. He 
also had a shot at the triple U's 
from a Ms. Una Uwildo Under- 
wood, but it fell through when she 
got married. 

If you are triply blessed, and you 
want to help this autograph 
hound, send information to “Au- 
tographs,’’ c/o Games Magazine. 

( Answer, page 62 ] \ J ] 
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: SELCHOW & RIGHTER 

Look, 3 ways! 
SCORE FOUR* looks easy —just like tic-tac-toe. But looks are 
deceiving. SCORE FOUR adds a 3-dimensional strategy that 
makes it far more challenging. Because, with SCORE FOUR, 
you've got 16 play possibilities on every turn. 

Challenge your skills with SCORE FOUR. 
Or one of Lakeside’s other adult strategy games: 

ISOLATION" and OVERBOARD" Avail- 
/ able at quality toy and game 
departments everywhere. 

| The name of the game is Lakeside. ® 

[ Trivia a) ) 

Horrors! or 

Name That 

Monster 

If Halloween is your favorite holi- 
day, this little quiz may send a tin- 
gle up your spine. See if you can 
pair each monster with the flick in 
which it is featured. 

Zombie Mummy 
Demon Apes 

Monster Mantis 

Living Dead Vampire 
Dracula Thing 
Jekyll Cyclops 
Beast Devil 
Cat Mole 
Body Snatchers Creature 
Werewolf Ghosts 
Frankenstein Children 
Martians Witch 

Ghoul Madman 
It Hunchback 
Strangler Phantom 
Triffids Boogie Man 

1. I] Was A Teenage 
2. The Bride of ____ 
3. The from the Black La- 

goon 

4. Invasion of the ___ 
5. Thirteen 

6 
7 

. The of the Opera 

. 1 Married a from Outer 
Space 

8. Daughter of Dr. 
9. Billy the Kid Versus ___ 

10. Beauty and the 
11. Night of the 
12. Santa Claus Conquers 
the 

13, The Mad= = 
14. The Curse of the People 

Came from Outer Space 
16. I Walked with a___ 
17. Curse of the 
18. The of Notre Dame 
19. Mark of the ___ 
20. Curse of the 
21: The Deadly __~ 
22. The Haunted ___ 
23. Planet of the ___ 
24. Day of the __— 
25), Dr. 

26. ___ of the Damned 
27. The ___ That Wouldn’t Die 
28. Diary of a. 

's Tomb 

29. Burn, , Burn 

30. The People 
31. The Will Get You 
32. The Bat 

—Billy Mernit 

( { Answer, page 62 / 
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( Word Play ant. | 

Shooting 

for Stars 

Words in this remarkable form ap- 
pear twice: left to right and again 
from upper right to lower left. 

Readers are invited to send their 
best efforts at similar stars to 
“Shooting for Stars,’’ c/o Games 
Magazine. 

—Sakr-E]l-Bahr 
The Enigma, September 1940 

Mitts STEPPE D 
OUTS TROVE 
METHODIC 
PROVIDE 

POD! CGEPS 
EVIDENT L ¥ 
VEGEPT IOUS 

S$ LO 

f Kibitzers bg? | 

Play Therapy 

The dynamic principle of fantasy 
is play, and as such it appears to be 
inconsistent with serious work. 

But without playing with fantasy 
no creative work has ever yet come 
to birth. The debt we owe to the 
play of the imagination is incalcu- 

lable. —Car] Jung 

f Twists ) 

Revolver Practice 

This well-known but unorthodox 
chess problem was composed in 
1911 by T.R. Dawson. White is to 
checkmate Black in 21 moves. 

eS —s: Rae *< - ‘ . 

! | Answer, page 62 ] 
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~ Comes 
in a handy 
“take-me-along” 
Carrying case 

Play as you gO. 
Scrabble’... 

Crossword Game | 
Travel 
Edition 

Board Desig 

SELCHOW & RIGHTER 
Righter Company, 

The next jump for checkers players. 
Othello is the new board game that’s as simple as checkers, 
as challenging as chess and as exciting as backgammon. 

Othello takes only a minute to learn, but a lifetime 
to master. Discs are black on one side, white on the other. 
The strategy is to surround your opponent's discs and 
flip them over to your color. 

At quality toy and game departments everywhere. Othello. 
It's like the best of all board games rolled into one. 

Gabriel® Othello. The game of games. 
© 1979 CBS Toys, A Division of CBS Inc., 41 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010 
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Can you cut way down on tar and still get 

MG.TAR MG.TAR MG.TAR MG.TAR — MG.TAR MG.TAR | 3 
1.3 MG. NIC. O9MG.NIC. | 1.0 MG. NIC. bey: 3 ca, | ox 1.4 MG.NIC. 0.8 MG. NIC. 1.1 MG. NIC. 

eo Gb VW 2 fu 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 

That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 



© lorillard US.A,1979 ” | 

good taste? ‘Yes. | 

Le) 17 8 
MG.TAR MG.TAR : MG.TAR 

11 MG. NIC. 1.2 MG.NIC.- : 0.7 MG. NIC. 

Golden Lights: 

As low as you can go 
vofate Rill Ke [=) me lefore Broly i-Melale| 
Tuite) (alemvelitiieredi(elap 

Source comparative ‘tar’ and nicotine figures: FIC Report 
May 1978. Of All Brands Sold: Lowest tar: 0.5 mg.'tar, 
0.05 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette. Golden Lights: Kings— 
8 mg. tar, 0.7 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FIC Method. 
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Order a fun calendar 
tates from Games for only $2.95 

12 X 18 opened 

Play “the puzzle-of-the-month” every month for a year! 
It will make the coming year far more interesting and a whole 
lot more stimulating than any calendar you’ve ever owned. 
Even the cover is a game! 

So, order one for yourself, and some for ORDER 
your fun-loving friends. Each GAMES TODAY 
Calendar makes a gift that will 
entertain all year long. 

Yes, please send me calendar(s) i 
at $2.95 each. Enclosed is my payment for $ i 
New York residents add sales tax. | 

NAME 
i 

ADDRESS 
i 

I CITY STATE ZIP i 
Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. i ; MAILTO: GAINES cacenvar 1980 80-1 515 Madison Avenue New York, N.Y. 10022 

ee | 

I the magazine of 

games, fun and challenge! 

Come into the future of home, school and personal computing : 

Games and Challenges — Simulations - Puzzles - Teasers - Cryptarithms 
Fantasy & Science Fiction — Futuristic Scenarios - Fantasy Games 
Free Software — Lots of it! — Programs for all personal computers 
Languages — A forum for the creation of new computer languages 
And — Music + Art + Robotics - Reviews - Opinions - Controversy 

Published bimonthly. $10/year. Canada $17 first class. 

Start my one-year subscription (six issues) to Recreational Computing today. 
This offer good in U.S. only. 

ne Send no money. We will bill you later. 
Unconditional Guarantee: If you ever 

ADDRESS wish to discontinue your subscription 
for any reason, we'll send you a full 

CITY/STATE refund for all remaining issues. 
F8 

Send this form or a facsimile to: This offer good until 6/30/80 

People’s Computer Company, 1263 El Camino Real, Box E, Menlo Park, California 94025 

GAMES = November/December 1979 59 



ee ee 
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i GAMES 
1 SUBSCRIPTION 

SERVICE 

er 

or renew: 
Attach present 
mailing label here + 
and write in new 
address. Allow 6 
weeks for change ° 
to take effect. 

O11 year : 
$5.97 (U.S.A.) *+ 

*, ATTACH + 
O 1 year PRESENT ° 

$6.97 (Canada) LABEL 
aes HERE 

O Payment : 
enclosed 

O Bill me later : 

O Renewal 

O New ° 
SUDSCHIDED es a 4rendse Hees css ete 

O List Preference: 

We occasionally make our list of 

subscribers available to carefully 

screened organizations whose 

products and services might be of 
interest to you. If you prefer not to 

receive such mailings, please check 

the box and attach your label. 

NAME 

> is) is) DD m wn n 

STATE ZIP 

i MAIL 7: GAMES mom mito ‘li i ii ll 
§f P.0. BOX, 10148, Des Moines, lowa 50340 

Lem es eee eel 

Life... Pass iton 
Sign an organ donor card. 

For information contact: 

National Kidney Foundation, Inc. 
2 Park Avenue 

New York, NY 10016 

60 

a) ‘ ») (cist Dept. bE df Trivia Rael ae )| 

Two-Letter 

Words 

In the game of Scrabble, two-letter 
words are often essential links be- 
tween longer words on the grid. 
In tournaments, only these 86 
two-letter words are acceptable. 

AA EX OM 

AD FA ON 

AE GO OP 

AH HA OR 

Al HE OS 

AM HI OW 

AN HO OX 

AR ID OY 
AS IF PA 
AT IN PE 
AW 1S PI 
AX IT RE 
AY JO SH 
BA KA SI 
BE LA SO 
BI LI TA 
BO LO a0 
BY MA TO 
DA ME UN 
DE MI UP 
DO MU US 
EF MY UT 
EH NA WE 
EL NO wo 
EM MU. Xi 
EN On Oa 
ER OE YA 
ES OF YE 
ET OH 

—from The Official Scrabble ® Players Dictionary 

(G. & C. Merriam Company). 

, a 

Teasers 

An Elementary 
Sequence 

What's the next letter in this se- 
quence? OT TF EF 

One second grader solved it ina 
half hour, but the original group of 
astronauts who tried it puzzled 
over it for something like 33 days! 
How long will you take to solve it? 

Answer, page 62 

Dr. Demento’s 

Ten Worst 

Song Titles of 
All Time 

Dr. Demento, a California disc 
jockey whose show is syndicated 

to over 600 stations around the 
world, specializes in tasteless mu- 
sic. Here are his favorite songs, 

each one worse than the one be- 
fore. 

1. I Scream, You Scream, We All 

Scream for Ice Cream. 
2. They Needed a Songbird in 
Heaven, So God Took Caruso 
Away. 
3. Plant a Watermelon on My 
Grave, and Let the Juice Soak 

Through. 
4. If the Man in the Moon Were a 

Coon. 
5. Where Did Robinson Crusoe 
Go with Friday on Saturday 
Night? 
6. Come After Breakfast, Bring 
Your Lunch, and Leave Before 
Suppertime. 
7. How Could You Believe Me 
When I Said I Love You When 
You Know I've Been a Liar All My 

‘Life?. 
8. I’ve Got Those Wake Up Seven 
Thirty, Wash Your Ears They're 
Dirty, Eat Your Eggs and Oatmeal 
Rush to School Blues. 
9. Would You Rather Be a Colo- 
nel with an Eagle on Your Shoul- 
der or a Private with a Chicken on 
Your Knee? 

10. A Woman Is Only a Woman, 
But a Good Cigar Is a Smoke. 

—from The People’s Almanac™ Presents The Book 

of Lists (William Morrow & Co.). © 1977 by David 

Wallechinsky and Irving Wallace. 

eal a ee | 

( Kibitzers ) 
Pregnant Pause 

A judge once, reprimanding a 

criminal, called him a scoundrel. 
The prisoner replied: ‘Sir, 1am 

not as big a scoundrel as your Hon- 
or’’—here the culprit stopped, but 
finally added—'‘takes me to be.” ~ 

“Put your words closer togeth- 
er,”’ said the judge. 
—from Gleanings for the Curious from the Harvest 
Fields of Literature (1875) by C.C. Bombaugh. 
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((PateyvooPickens  .  & | The12-Month 

Magnetized Dice 

From the recesses of the ancient 
cedar cigar box he calls his ‘‘hope 
chest,’’ the old gentleman pro- 
duced a pair of yellowing dice. 
‘These cubes are pretty tricky, as 
you will soon see,”’ he said. 
“Please shake them thoroughly 
and roll them on the table a few 
times, until I ask you to stop.” 

I had just rolled an eleven—a 
six-spot and a five-spot—when he 
stopped me and said, ‘‘Yes, I expect 
those dice are magnetized by now.” 

“Magnetized?”’ I asked. 
“Absolutely,” he grinned. ‘You 

are now holding a pair of Parley- 
voo Pickens’ Little Magic Magne- 
tized Dice. Me and my partner, 

Buck Skinner, used to sell them at 
twenty-five dollars a pair. Usually 
we sold them to chance acquaint- 
ances in saloons, railroad club cars, 
or wherever. Sometimes we 
hawked them at county fairs at the 
one-time-only, all-time-low price 
of five dollars. And many was the 
normally ‘honest’ citizen who 
plunked down his hard-earned 
greenery to purchase a pair. Once 
we even sold some to a couple of 
professional gamblers, but for 
them we naturally raised the price 
to seventy-five dollars.’’ 

He returned to the demonstra- 
tion at hand. ‘‘Tt usually takes a 
few rolls to get these old dice 
warmed up, but when you roll 
them from now on, they will al- 
most always show at least one six- 
spot, or a five-spot, or the spots on 

both dice will total five or six. It 
works almost every time. Roll 
them again and see for yourself.”’ 

I failed to see how magnetized 
dice could work on a wooden 
table, but I shook them vigorously 
and rolled them half a dozen 
times. Parleyvoo kept score: ‘‘A 
HW oA eae Me aie AVN 
miss, darn it, ... and another hit. 
That's five out of six, not bad.” 

(For the record, the dice showed 
a six-spot on the first and second 
tries, a four-spot and an ace fora 

total of five on the third try; a five- 
spot on the fourth; a four-spot and 
a three for a miss on the fifth try, 
and a six-spot on the last try. Five 
hits out of six tries, just as the old 

: man had said.) —Peter Van Note 

GAMES November/December 1979 

Parleyvoo was rubbing his hands 
in sheer delight. ‘‘After all these 
years,”’ he said, ‘‘my magnetized 
dice work as well as they ever did. 
Would you care to have them?” 
Would I ever! With dice like 

those, I reckoned I could clean up 
in any crap game. I reached for my 
wallet, but the gentle grafter raised 
his hand. ‘‘No, no, I don’t want 
your money. They’re a present 
from Parleyvoo to his Boswell.’’ 
And he burst into laughter. 

“Truth be told,” he grinned, 
“those are plain ordinary dice. Me 
and Buck used to buy them for a 
few dollars a boxful, so the five, 
twenty-five, or seventy-five dollars 
a pair we sold them for was almost 
entirely profit.’’ 

“Then how did you fix the dice 
so they'd work?’' I asked. 

“Fix them? Oh-ho, you didn’t 
really believe all that palaver about 
their being magnetized, did you? 
The secret lies not in the dice but 
in the inexorable doctrine of 
chance, plus a generous amount of 
the flim-flam variety of salesman- 
ship. There are precisely thirty-six 
ways one can roll a pair of dice. 
Now it just happens that twenty of 
those contain one or more fives 
and/or sixes. Another seven rolls 
contain neither a five or six, but 
have a combined total of five or 
six. So, the chances are twenty- 
seven out of thirty-six—or three to 
one—that you will roll a five-spot, 
a Six-spot, or two numbers that 
add up to either five or six. 
“We always let the customer 

roll the dice until an eleven turned 
up before we told him to look for 
fives and sixes. And we were care- 
ful never to call attention to the 
specific numbers on the dice. We 
simply called it a hit, or a miss, as 
the case might be.”’ 

‘So you sold ordinary dice at 
whopping prices by pretending 
they were somehow gimmicked,”’ 
I summarized. 

“Exactly so,” said Parleyvoo. 
‘But please remember, the rubes 
who bought our dice bought them 
so they could cheat someone else. 
So, you might say we were merely 
protecting the public from fraud.” 

WEAREVER’ 
Stick Pen: 
only 29¢ 

The 
WEAREVER’ 
Guarantee 

If our 29¢ stick pen 
runs out of ink any 
time during the 
twelve months from 
date of purchase, 
send it back to us 
and we'll send you 
a new one free. Go 
ahead. Just try to 
wear out a Wearever.® 

TM David Kahn, Inc. Deer Lake, PA, USA 17961 

& Who invented the 
phrase “Iron Curtain”? 

Who was the Merchant 
of Venice? 

Whowas the first 
President born 
in a hospital? 
Just three of the fascinating 
brain teasers you'll find in this 
compendium of | little-known 
oddities of language, fact and 
fiction known as 

THE— 
QUINTESSENTIAL 

QUIZ BOOK 
Norman Hickman 

$8.95 

St. Martin’s Press 
175 Fifth Av., NY 10010 

answers: 

29112 AuIl 6 CUO » FOG! HSIN “DH 

61 
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| 

THE SOLUTION. 
(IF YOU DON’T KNOW THE PROBLEM, TURN TO PAGE 17.) 

The missing ball is at the inter- 
section of coordinates 27 and 22. 
The diagram shows how the rays 
from the remaining three chips 
were used to find it. 

You are now initiated into some 
of the mysteries of BLACK BOX. 
There are more. For instance, 
there is a kind of ray that 
neither hits nor ricochets. And 
there is a solitaire version of 
play, as well as a version with an 
opponent. And more. The only 
real way to explore the mysteries 
of BLACK BOX is to get one. 
So, get one. 

©1979, Parker Brothers, Beverly, MA 

At last«a T-SHIRT 
for you! 

Tell everyone your game with 
this brilliant 2-color print. 
Uniquely designed for either 
sex.Great for clubs,GIFTS, 
or you! Printed on the finest 
50/50 t-shirts available. 

TAN, LT.BLUE or YELLOW 

only $6.85 ppd.,$12.70 for 2. 
larger amounts- please inquire 
texas residents add 5/. tax 

ee ee es 
lam enclosing a Lltan s m | xl 

| check Itblue s m | xl 
money order yell. s m | xl 

| total enclosed: 

p.o. box 13608 arlington, texas 76013 
| = ee ee 

62 
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BLACK BOX 
THE ULTIMATE GAME 
OF HIDE AND SEEK. 

“(G)PARKER BROTHERS 

exquisite Orrefors 9 
The incredibly carved, brilliantly spark- 

ling Orrefors Leaf Bowl in Swedish crystal 
— in 3 sizes. 5% by 5¥% inch is $55. 8 by 8 
inch is $89. 10% by 10 inch is $149. No- J 

where, except in this uniquely original 
masterpiece from Orrefors — will you en- 
counter crystal styling so unusual. For | 

your Leaf Bowls, send the appropriate 
amount plus $3.50 postage & handling to: 

The Pleasantville Plan, Ltd., Dept. GA-7 

f 62 Eastview Ave., Pleasantville, NY 10570 

OR call Toll Free 1-800-228-2029. 
(Nebraska residents call 1-402-571-4900.) 

WILD CARD 
ANSWERS 

Cherchez La Femme 

1. Mare 5. Baroness 

2. Vixen 6. Jenny 
3. Maharani 7. Goose 
4. Peahen 8. Countess 

In Search of Perfection 

The next perfect number occurs when n= 13 (note 
that 2°—1 = 8191, which is prime); its value is 
33,550,336. 

To amaze your friends with your ability to discover 
still other perfect numbers, use the formula and let n 
be equal to each of the following numbers: 17, 19, 

31, 61, 89, 107, 127, and, for those who have 

enough paper to write out a perfect number with 
12,003 digits, letn = 19,937. 

Take an Educated Guest... 
The result reads: REFRESHMENTS ARE READY. 

A Game of Jacks 

A. Clubs 
B. Spades 
C. Hearts 

D. Diamonds 

Horrors! or, Name That Monster 

1. Werewolf 17. Demon 
2. Frankenstein 18. Hunchback 
3. Creature 19. Vampire 
4. Body Snatchers 20. Mummy 
5. Ghosts 21. Mantis 
6. Phantom 22. Strangler 
7. Monster 23. Apes ' 
8. Jekyll 24. Triffids | 
9. Dracula 25. Cyclops 

10. Beast 26. Children 
11. Living Dead 27. Thing 
12. Martians 28. Madman 
13. Ghoul 29. Witch 
14. Cat 30. Mole 

15 31. Boogie Man 
16. Zombie 32. Devil 

Revolver Practice 
The black king moves back and forth on the left, 
while White moves his pieces in the following se- 
quence: N, R, N, R, B; R, N, R, N, B; N, R, N, R, K; N, 

K, R, K, N; then RxB. 

Who Are These People? 

1. First test-tube baby 
2. British poet laureate, since 1972 
3. Author, 7he Exorcist 

4. a/k/a Fanne Foxe, one-time Capitol Hill stripper 
5. Escapee from Devil's Island, a/k/a ‘‘Papillon’’ 
6. Co-creator of Ellery Queen 
7. Publisher of the Washington Post 
8. Man who blew the whistle on the 1950s quiz- 

show scandals 
9. Gerald Ford’s name at birth ' 

10. See no. 6 ; 

11. Physician to President Carter 
12. Editor, Guinness Book of World Records ; 

13. Wonder Woman's alter ego 
14. Creator of Popeye the Sailor 
15. a/k/a Cheryl Ladd ; 
16. Architect, New York City’s World Trade Center 

An Elementary Sequence 
The sequence—O T T F_ F—represents the 
first letters of the numbers one through five. So the 

next element is S for six (followed by, it turns out, 
another S). 

November/December 1979 GAMES 



GET FREE GAMES! 
...When you subscribe to SPI magazines 

Subscribe to Strategy & Tactics 
~\ The Magazine of Conflict Simulation 

Now in its second decade of continuous 
publication, S&T is the prime magazine of 
strategy gaming and military history. Every 
issue comes complete with a full fledged 
simulation game — diecut cardboard playing 
pieces, 22” x 32” map, and rules of play 
bound in the magazine. Plus fascinating 
historical articles, reviews, and game related 
material. All the great battles of history are 
yours to fight again in the games of 
Strategy & Tactics Magazine. 

Subscribe to Ares a . The Magazine of SF and Fantasy Gaming [ 
The first issue of this unique science fic- 
tion/fantasy magazine will appear February 
1980. Each magazine will contain a brand- 

at new ready to play sf or fantasy game PLUS 
The Mager" stories, illustrations, reviews, articles on 

a : game strategy, as well as science-fact i) 
Fantasy Gaming material. Ares will be the blending of wQURS FREE 

speculative fiction and gaming, bringing new in cttire Thubscribe to4 
excitement to both interests. Be a subscriber fone ulation Sheboygan, wll Bet The 
and get your free bonus game! “ity. 4 84 yaettening olbrwoog te 

— FREE, American 

Subscribe to MOVES =| “aan mre | 
The Magazine of Gaming Technique WA. SPI Dept. 1095 

’ EN 257 Park Avenue South A necessary companion to we =a York. 2 ae 0 
S&T and Ares, MOVES car- gare 
ries analysis of play by ex- Please enroll me as a subscriber to: 

perienced gamers ‘nuts and Strategy & Tactics; | yr. (6 issues) plus 
bolts’ articles on 2 ame free Chickamauga game: $16 
desi a Me Iki . Ares; 1 yr. (6 issues) plus free Creature game: $14 
Se a ae ta aS d MOVES; 1 yr. (6 issues) plus free Arnhem game: $9.60 

critiques games an 

those of other publishers. SPECIAL: All three magazines for one year plus a 
fourth Mystery Free Game (worth $4) for only $35.64 

(a $55.60 values at only two-thirds the price) 
Momentin Conflict #2 

Name 

Address Apt Nr. 

City. State. Zip. 

YOURS FREE 
When you subscribe to MOVES you’ll get 

Arnhem the exciting re-creation of the 
Allied air-drop on Nazi occupied Holland. 

A $4 game — FREE! 

Master Charge or Visa account number (check type) 

Expiration Date 
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MEGO TAKES A SUPER IDEA 

AND SHRINKS IT. 

Introducing Hand-held Minivid Games. 
They put video game technology in the palm of your hand. 

The revolution is on in hand-held and realistic sounds keep the action With a retail price that makes 
games and Mego® is leading the way moving. And you control it all! them well within reach and a size 
with its revolutionary line of Minivid Minivid games are the hand-held that takes them everywhere, 
games. These 6” x 4” games bring all video games with a one or two player Minivid games 
the action of full-sized TV video option. And each one is programmed herald a whole new 
games into the palm of your hand. with 4 game variations that are pro- age in hand-held 

Figures move across the screen gressively more challenging. games. MEGOCOR? 

® 

©1979 Mego Corp. |_| ca 



Split-Quote 
by Henry Hook 

1 First name of 

author 
8 Last name of 

author 
15 ‘Sketches by 

, quotation 
source 

18 Surpass Steve 
Cauthen 

19 The Flying 
Wallendas, e.g. 

21 Uncle, in the 
British Isles 

‘22 Start of 

quotation 

25 Smaller than a 
tbs. 

26 Orchestra 
Last word in the 
Gettysburg 
Address 

28 Vision 

34 Rudiments 
35 Japanese ship 

36 Molly Goldberg's 
daughter 

37 Overpowers 
38 Yawner’s state 

41 Foul 
42 Campus area 

43 Torn and Van 
Winkle - 

44 Wildebeest 
45 Winning 
46 It was named for 

Caesar 
47 ‘For Pete’s 

1 

48 Social reformer 
Jacob 

49 Powerful Norse 
goddess 

of Orleans 
(Joan of Arc) 

51 Games feature 
52 ____ words 

(euphemize) 
53 John 

Passos 
54 O.K. Corral 

victor 

55 Interrogate 

56 River to the Bay 
of Bengal 
g a game’’: 

Cowper 

58 About to 
overflow 

59 £1 
60 Fair’s partner 
63 Medicine 

container 

64 Milker’s mate 

65 Free (of) 
68 Polly and 

Pittypat 

69 JFK joined it in 
1941 

70 ‘The clink’ 
71 Part of N.B. 
72 ‘With a Song in 

My Heart”’ 

lyricist 
73 ‘Kilroy was 

74 Sodium chloride 
75 Doorway parts 
76 ETO VIP 
77 Rexy 

(Harrison) 

78 Mr. Rogers 
79 Dawn 

80 Dead giveaway? 
82 ___ up (refresh) 
83 Punched in 
84 Shoshoneans 
85 Ticket-sales 

revenue 
86 Come before 
87 Eskimo craft: 

Var. 

89 Mystery 

author John 
Dickson ___ 

90 Broadway's 
(1977) 

91 End of 
quotation 
Alphabetical 
progression 

Clever 
conversation 

Repeat 

Josh 
Monetary 

delinquent: $1. 
105 Upper jaw 

100 

101 

102 
103 
104 

DOWN 

1 Collapsible bed 
2 “Excuse me?” 

3 Munched 
4 Early school 

curricula? 
Whopper 
Magazine heads, 
for short 

7 Cant 
forest... 

8 Humid 

5 
6 

9 Science of: Suffix 
10 Grumbled 

11 Percy 

Dovetonsils’ 
portrayer 

12 Scrooge’s 

Beisel Aiks aia) 
SaaS: SESS Sao 

ae Shee See 

Se ana an 

Suis Es 
19 

The 

Bes SESS 

Paperboy’s 

Answer Drawer, page 108 

namesakes, for 38 59 “You can’t fire 79 Word with 
short ““wheels’’ We; sbes SN nouveau or deco 

13 Moor grass 39 Reserved 60 Sir, in Calcutta 81 Bountiful’s state 
14 Piggery 40 Euterpe et al. 61 Frisco’s tragedy, 82 Kitchen devices 

15 Giving 42 Show one’s wit ‘06 83. County in 
reluctantly 43 Heckle 62 One-sided, as Northern Ireland 

16 Leave out 46 They're ina love 85 Nasser’s first 
17 O.T. book pickle? Au 63 Diversify name 

20 Besmirches contraire! 64 Refuse to act 86 Ah, in Augsburg 
23 D.C. time zone 47 Spinnaker 65 Wipe out 87 Do the cancan 

24 Swiss river 48 Peel 66 Innate 88 The King 
28 ‘‘Gofer’s’’ chore 50 Mrs. Ed? 67 Marquis 89 Batman’s garb 

29 Attention-getter 51 over (think 69 Succeeding 90 Maple genus 

30 Organic about) 70 Tire-changer’s 92 Adman’s word, 
compounds 52 Knightwear need with “‘improved’’ 

31 Mr. Scratch 54 What Antony 71 Relating to air 93 Retainer 

32 _____ Three Lives borrowed? pressure 94 Call day 

33 Card table 55 Wharf 73 Dame Myra 95 Gender 
announcement 56 Swindler’s prey 74 Why not? 96 Three: Prefix 

34 Not here 57 Scottishinventor 75 De___(bylaw) 97 ___ du pays 
35 Sit and sulk James 77 One witha (homesickness) 

37 Ancient, to 58 Ten’s business quest 98 Not Pac. 
Robert Burns partner? 78 Become engaged 99 Neptune's realm 

SS SE a SS SER 
a SE I eT SS SS TT SR GE EE] 
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Dszquphsbnt! 
by Norma Gleason 

Word divisions in ciphers 7 and 8 have been concealed by 
arbitrarily putting the letters into groups of five—although the 

~ letters are still in proper order. Punctuation has been omitted in 
these two ciphers to increase the challenge. 

Clues are given at the bottom of the page to provide assist- 
ance if you need it. Answer Drawer, page 108 

Below are eight messages, consisting of pithy sayings, fasci- 
nating facts, and an occasional wisecrack, which have been 
translated into code alphabets. Letter substitutions remain con- 
stant throughout any one cipher, but change from one cipher to 
the next, and the level of difficulty increases as you progress. 
An asterisk (*) indicates a proper noun. 

4. COLD STORAGE : 

QVFPBIREL: N.ERSEVTRENGBE VF 

N TBBQ CYNPR GB 

HAGVY GURL 

OR GUEBJA BHG 

5, NO SOLUTIONS 

PSYF ANUCUJY IBOXAUPSX TJCO 

JSXDONX; HNPQPBSM 

YOUM PS AP PATON 

*XFMSOF *TJNNUX 

6. JOYFUL PROCRASTINATION 

MAUUU BK EF NPE BE AYQBEL 

EFMABEL MF HF. TAUJU MAU 

NPE SFDUK BK BE AYQBEL 

CFMK MF HF YEH EFM HFBEL 

BM. : 

7. LOGICAL EXPLANATION 

WSMBR MCSYB WXTVY SHIMT 

QMTQP AEQRM CSYBW SRPAT 

BLMPB BWMBY GWJQM JYMLS 

EATVS LXTYD RRSLM TQYWA 

GiB ERs sey %6 IBOXAUPSX 

GUR YRSGBIREF IBOXAUPSX. 

NER ERNQL GB 

2. NIGHTY NIGHT — 

DRYEQRD PYB DRO NKI PBYW 

DRO SBBOZBOCESIVO “GAM 

*PSOVNCG: “DRO LOCD GKI DY 

MEBO SXCYWXSK SC _DY QOD K 

VYD YP CVOOZ" — 

3. GOING TO EXTREMES 

XTU ECLLUFURMU YUXJUUR XTU 

TCPTUIX VZCRX ZR UHFXT 

(KZARX *UBUFUIX) HRE XTU 

WZJUIX WHXUFI ZLL *PAHK). Cl 

HYZAX XJUWBU KCWUL. [fan Tram aie 
4. LESSON FROM 1492 

NO EMV PG: SF Ys Re BA KY. 

QFLC, AMQMYZ OMHVY SFUK 

OVERKY = SNP, QHE-AMQM*YZ 

OMHVY: SEUK BKPKPQKBKY,<:SNP, 

KNISKB. 

bee x 4 GXTB | LE bp 

8. -/?".[)! 
KUIPER Vel YeOQ i M GONeG=-i- @'SiN-Y 

-G@VYRM KWRQE VRPVT YQUJPX 

CWGNT [KT QV KIS Ss KOE Kd, 

MGOWG TOSGN=PVVYW RV-EKV 

GKKQV NKJ 

Additional Clues 
Cipher 1: Note the one-letter word, N, oF the three-letter word, nvy. These 
patterns suggest the words A and ALL. 
Cipher 2: Again, note the one-letter word. ‘Also, when a three-letter word 
appears several times in a cryptogram, it is usually what word? 
Cipher 3: The two most common letters in English are € and-1. Note the 
frequent use here of ciphertext u and: x, and the repeated three-letter word 
XTU. 

Cipher 4. In word #15, k appears four times. It looks like a plaintext e. 

Cipher 5: The five vowels are represented by p, u, J, 8, and o (you decide 

in what order). 
Cipher 6. Note the two-letter words Bk, 8, and eM. 8 is almost assuredly a 
vowel. 
Cipher 7: The plaintext word contract appears. Look for a cipher se- 
quence with repeated letters in the c and T positions. 
Cipher 8: The five vowels are represented by k, A, P, T, and Y. 

RSS TN ZI 
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Closing In 
A Strategy Game for Two (with warm-up problems for one) 

by Sid Sackson 

Equipment 
A six-by-six gameboard grid; a pencil for each player. 
Object ; 
To make the last move. 
Rules of play 
1. Player A (chosen in any civilized manner) puts his initial in 
any square on the gameboard. Player B then initials a square 
of his choosing. 
2. Player A now moves one or more squares in an unobstruct- 
ed straight line from his last play—horizontally, vertically, or 
diagonally (the Queen’s move in chess). He blacks in the 
square he exited, and initials the new one. Player B does the 
same. In moving, a player may neither pass through, nor land 
on, a square already initialed or blacked in by either player. 
3. Players continue to alternate turns as the board is filled and 
it becomes increasingly difficult to move. 
Example 
The illustrations below show the first four moves of a game 
between A and B, with A playing first. (The numbers following 
the letters show the order of play.) In figure 4, A’s next move 
must be to one of the spaces marked with an ‘‘x.”’ 

| | BES | 

eeviviiks 
BSG «20 

figure 4 figure 3 

Winning 
Each player tries to close off his opponent, while leaving him- 
self as much room as possible to maneuver in the endgame. 
The winner is the last player able to move. 
Pre-game Warm-up 
While you are waiting for an opponent to materialize, and to get 
a jump on him when he does, plot your strategy in the sample 
game problems in the next column. In each case, player A is to 
move and win. 

: Answer Drawer, page 105 

IT’S YOUR MOVE 

Problem i—Left or Right? : 
You have blocked your opponent, B, into the lower left corner 
of the gameboard (square 2u). From your position at A10 
(square 4x), you have the’choice of moving up and to the right 
(isolating yourself from B), or moving down and to the left (join- 
ing B in the corner for a duel). One way will win for you. Which 
way, and what’s the move? 

US Vo We Syne e 

A7 ASA 

B7 68 fi bc a1 i 

Bo ES | 
| | | ECaEREr - yO WO fk ON OD 

Problem 2—Wise Guy 
Your ‘opponent, B (a wise guy), has copied all of your moves— 
symmetrically by rotation. How can you play from AQ (square 
3u) to force a win? 

a A4 fi B7 Be A3 
i| | EQ | 

Problem 3—Championship Play : 
From A8 (square 2z), your next move must lie along the diago- 
nal 3y—6v—that much is clear. But which square? Only one will 
lead to a win. 

US VOM Oye 
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Honeycomb Jigsaw 
by Phil Wiswell 

Thirty-nine words are needed to complete this remarkable hon- 
eycomb puzzle, which is based on a game by J. B. Griffiths. If 
you enter the words in the empty triangular cells correctly, ev- 
ery pair of triangles having adjacent sides (including those in 
which words have already been placed) will link to create a 
compound word or a common two-word phrase. 
We have listed the 39 unplaced “‘pieces’’ of the jigsaw at the 

bottom of the page. Eighteen of them are to be put into trian- 
gles pointing downward; 21 of them into triangles pointing up 
(as indicated). To begin solving, you might reason as follows: 

What “‘pieces’’ can fit next to CoAT, already entered-in one of 
the top triangles? The three triangles adjacent to COAT point 
downward, so check the words in the first list. Possible fits are 
CHECK, HANGER, LINED, TAIL, and ToP (to make coat check, coat 
hanger, lined coat, coattail, and topcoat). Which of these 
words are used, and in which triangles, depends on which 
words fit next to the other filled-in cells. 

The puzzle has only one fully correct solution, and finding it 
will keep you busy as a bee. Answer Drawer, page 105 

—ODATA 
LBALALS 
Lif PLL 
VAAL ALY 
\EY VV V 
ZALY 

v Enter these 18 words in triangles pointing down: A Enter these 21 words in triangles pointing up: 

BOARD HANGER SITTER BACK HAND OUT TREE 

CHECK LINE STAGE BALL HORSE PAPER UP 

DRESSING LINED STREAM BED JET ROCK WINDOW 

ENGINE MAN STREET BOOK LAMP. SIGN 

FLY POST TAIL DRAWING MAIL TABLE 

GAME SHEET TOP FIRE MATE TIME 
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Anagrams 
by Henry Hook 

For its challenge, competitiveness, and quiet elegance, the 
game Anagrams earned the title ‘‘the sport of sports” when it 
first caught on during the 1920s. Alexander Woollcott report- 
ed home-contest highlights in The New Yorker, and Silas 
Seadler’s The Anagram Book (1929) went through a couple 
of editions. Every game store stocked wooden Anagram tiles. 
There was even a group called the Amateur Anagram Society 
of America, which promoted the game and codified the rules. 
Today the game is still sold in many game shops and is 

widely played. The object is to ‘‘capture’’ words. To make a 
capture, a// the letters of an existing word must be rear- 
ranged, along with a new letter or letters, to form a single, 
longer word. For example, LOADING is captured with an A (as 
Alexander Woollcatt discovered in an actual game) by 
scrambling and making DIAGONAL. SCYTHE can be taken with a 
K (as observed by writer Dorothy Parker) to make the lovely 
anagram SKETCHY. 

Test your Anagram skill with the 26 examples below, one 
for each letter of the alphabet. Proper names and hyphenated 
or foreign words are not allowed. 

* Answer Drawer, page 108 

BENG [leis Re Gees Ae ee 

LEAF. 

BUA GRO Beiwal si euiss betes See a 

PAIR__+* 

PTA OR es 

TEAR : 

ISSUE 

PRICE 

QUEEN 

AROUND_—* 

CREDIT. 

WHOMEVER 

SCOOPED. 

THOSE 

FINGER 

LIME 

ESO wl MeO. @) Cy a 

ONE SSS cet Ei Pen eR 

CARAFE 
PRONE 

OSTEOPATH 

BASE 
COAL 
FITS 

ELUDE 
6S) LG [5 Se SESS ae Ge ne Pe 

BONER Ge i a ih ee a ea oS SS aS So a Oe Ca oe Pare ee ee CES ed Oo SOO: AOC ae ee oe Ce 

FOLD THIS PAGE! 
YOU ARE APPROACHING 

The World’s Most 
Ornery Crossword Puzzle 

The giant puzzle on this and the following pages has two 
independent sets of clues: “Hard” and ‘‘Easy.” If you use 
only the Hard Clues (beginning below and continuing be- 
neath the diagram on the following right-hand page), you'll 
find this puzzle among the most challenging you've ever 
done. But there’s also a set of easier clues (on the following 
left-hand page) which may be used either as secondary clues. 
or as the primary clues for a less severe challenge. So you 
may prefer to keep the Easy Clues hidden by folding this 
page on the dashed line, tucking this side under, and then 
turning the page. To peek or not to peek is up to you. 

Answer Drawer, page 108 

In Search of a Question 
by Stephanie Spadaccini 

Hard Clues 

67 Reindeer herder 132 ____ verrons 
69 want to (we shall see) 

1 He formed a trio know...” 133 One, toa 
with Haley and 71 Mrs. Ernie Kovacs Glaswegian 
Bolger 72 Bunnytail 134 Shoot 

5 Relative of “a 74 Spindle 137 Town ___ 
bientét’’ 75 Atreat,amandine 138 Visible by night 

10 Dog’s name 77 Austere 141 Bath, et al. 

15 “The ____ my 80 Orphanage 145 It wears a sash 
flesh stood up.’’ 82. Maggie of 146 Truffaut’s The 

21 Fix shoelaces California Suite Wild ___ 
22 Sort of nose 83 Imperfectly: 147 She has a ball! 
23 More distorted Prefix 148 One auto gear 
24 Lead astray 85 “___GrowToo 150 Helicon 
25 Answer: A Old to Dream’”’ 151 Emcee Fleming 

garbage truck 87 Yet 152 Non-clergical - 
29 Childhood illness 88 American Nobelist 153 Easter wear 
30 Long speeches 89 Answer: ‘‘Call 156 Reruns, 
31 Hebrides island me but love...” euphemistically 
32 Kind of pick 94 They can go to 158 Answer: That 
33 Arabian Sea gulf blazes ; was no lady .. . 
34 Spray setting 96" Gota 164 Banns, e.g. 

37 Song gal Crush on You”’ 165 CREEP 

38 Brando's dance ~ 97 Like the flu investigator 
in France 98 Ulmiamericanae 166 100-yard 

40 Eliot hero 99 Experts dash, e.g. 
41 Scotland or 100 Annuls 167 Mustard plant 

Harvard 103 Saltillosouvenir 168 Irregular 
42 Biography, ~ 105 Corridor 169 Window dressing 

of sorts 109 Whiner’s word 170 Mild oaths 
45 Hair styles 110 Jet-colored 171 Lawrence's 
46 Telegraph 111 it the truth co-star in West 

operator 113 Artifice Side Story 
47 Prefix with light 115 Jezebel’s husband 
50 God, in The 116 One of the Browns (DOWN 

Green Pastures 117 Suffix with tact 
51 Mountain or percent 1 Landlord 

stronghold 118 Glory 2 Nurse 
§2 Zimbabwe's Smith 121 Aliases -3 Nye’s greeting 
53 Answer: Grant 123 Encircle: Poetic to Allen 

61 Turkish governor 124 Answer: 4 Jurisdiction 
62 Slick Goldilocks 5 Relative of 
63 In a meager way 130 ‘’'Whiffenpoof’”’ “woot” 
64 O.R. assts. word 6 Whoop-de-___~ 
65 Pitcher’s stat 131 Kind of truth 7 Luau pits 

SS SN IIE TT ET ETE ES REE OE RN ES 
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The Easy Clues for th 

— S| 

e World’s Most Ornery Crossword Puzzle 
Incorporating anagrams and other wordplay in /talics following the clues. (Don’t peek until you read page 69) 

69 “ know is what 130 What Bo-Peep was 8 Marshal Wyatt 54 Injection, in 108 Wane, as 
I read in the listening for? 9 Foolish brief the tide 

1 Actor Bert papers’’: 2 wds. 131 Bare 10 Grow larger 55 Ms. Holiday 110 Napoleon's 
5 Farewell 71 Actress Adams 132 Entre-___ 11 Chief exec. 56 Spanish chaperone “retreat” 

10 Lacrosse, for one 72 Short tail (cuts (between us) 12 Arab export (expected return 112 Bouvier, to 
15 “...____ the dog out) 133 Chemical suffix 13 Abode: Abbr. of Ann) Jackie 

that bit us last 74 Not the Allies (confused the 14 Conductor's 57 Not Dem. or GOP 114 Madame Bovary 
night”’: 2 wds. 75 “Rainbow” fish NEA?) assistants 58 ____ Confessions 117 “‘No man ___ 

21 Make another 77 Ofa time of 134 Heir (to scattered 15 “Fuzzy Wuzzy magazine island’: 2 wds. 
knot fasting coins) ; ____ hair’: 2 wds. 59 South of the 118 Queried 

22 Mr. Polanski 80 Christmas stable 137 Weeper 16 ____ Romeo border 119 Kind of type 
23 More twisted scene 138 Bright, at night (Italian auto) 60 B’nai —___ 120 Soon 
24 Attractiveness 82 Commonest 141 Winter resorts 17 “‘___ Be Seeing 61 Combo sandwich: 122 Word equal: Abbr. 
25 A: A garbage American surname 145 Window part You” Abbr. 125 Reed instrument 

truck 83 Prefix with 146 Young ‘un 18 Destroyed 66 Tennis's Arthur 126 Added 
Q: 2; 6 wds. circle or annual 147 She's ‘‘coming out’’ 19 Copper alloy 68 Pedal —__ vitamins to 

29 Pink rash (ora 85 was a 148 Monopoly ‘‘Place’’ (/ erode after (‘50s wear) 127 Finger's end 
sole disease) lad...’": 2 wds. 150 Brass instrument storm) 70 Twined together 128 Take a big sip 

30 Barker's come-ons 87 Although, shortly 151 Singer Garfunkel 20 Decay 72 “Ten o'clock” 129 Gift giver 
31 New York college 88 Nobel winner 152 Secular (plaice 21 Valerie Harper student 134 Reproduces, as 
32 Insect egg Ralph with ends cut off) role 7352 285Rnlai salmon 
33 Yemen's capital 89 A: “Call me but 153 Sunday-go-to- 25 King Kong’s 74 Lossofmemory 135 Waitress, ata 

(Dizzy Dean) LOVE meeting clothes co-star 76 Adolescents drive-in 

34 Smog, Q: __?:4.wds. 156 Audience demands 26 Remarked 78 “We ___ Kings’’ 136 Entirely: Lat., 
euphemistically 94 Circe, et al. 158 A: That was no 27 ye! 79 Extra large shoe 2 wds. 

37 Actor Mineo 96 ‘Now ___ heard lady... >28 Egg drinks size 137 ____-chat (gossip) 
38 Valentino’s dance everything’ Q: __?:8wds. 35 Answerable 81 Revolutionary 138 Darn socks 
40 Eliot's Adam_____ 97_ Highly contagious 164 Bulletin 36 Nicholas II was hero Allen 139 Observed the 
41 Football gain 98 Desire Under 165 Sam, of Watergate the last 82 ___ cum laude rules 

42 Spy’s file the fame 38 ‘‘___ and the 84 Miniver or 140 Three of cards 
45 Curl producers, 99 Singles 166 Blessed ___ Pirates’ O'Leary 142 Strict user of 

for short 100 Revokes, in Ro- (birth) 39 Operatic song 86 Short for Irving language 

46 One who writes man law (Me- 167 Water ____ (salad 40 Pro (for 88 Neighbor of Braz. 143 Helps in crime 
secret messages dea’s undone!) garnish) the good) 89 Garland of 144 Waistband 

47 Double: Prefix 103 Kiddie treat, 168 Like a Dalmatian? 43 Drink with greenery 146 ‘‘___ at the Bat”’ 
50 God, in some ata fiesta 169 Curtain gusto 90 Dog's name 147 Actress Keaton 

places 105 Bride’s walkway 170 Actor Bruce and 44 “What's the 91 First-rate 149 The “K” in KO 
51 Nest (among 109 Woe is me! family bigs 232" 92 47-Across plus one 152 Milk? Comb. 

faeries) 110 Very black 171 Broadway’s Larry 45 Journalist 93 Use logic form 

52 Author Fleming (broken bone) Westbrook 94 Opera in the 153 Turn, as 
53 A: Grant 111 __ Misbehavin’ 46 Kittens, later afternoon pancakes 

Q: __-?:6wds. 113 Trick; deception 48 Washington 95 Relative by 154 ____ Gauche 

61 Actor Turhan 115 Moby Dick's 1 Renter (Lisa in wore one marriage (the Left Bank) 
62 Offhand, asa hunter Boston?) 49 Island, to 100 Have in one’s 155 Flanders’ river 

remark 116 Slab of butter 2 Take care of:2 wds. Isabella (sail bonnet: 2 wds. (geyser’s end) 
63 Thinly 117 ____ de France ied Steverino!”’ around) 101 Manhandler 157 Antidote 
64 Hospital employ- 118 Halo 4 Kingdom 51 Silly stunt 102 Fathered 159 Satiric ability 

ees, for short 121 Names, in Nice 5 What Sandy says 52 " She 104 North African 160 Timetable abbr. 
65 Historical period 123 Globe 6 Cock-a-doodle-___ Lovely?” (Stevie nation 161 Elec. power agcy. 
67 Northern 124 A: Goldilocks 7 Hawaiian baking Wonder song) 106 Ifthe ____fits... 162 Ms. Sothern 

Scandinavian . Q: ___?: 6 wds. pits (in slim use) 53 Haveclotheson 107 Hog fat 163 Lbs. and oz. 
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Hard Clues (cont.) Answer Drawer, page 108 

Minded 
8 Hugh O'Brian role 35 Like sugar in 56 Senorita’s 88 S.A. country 117 139 
9 Injudicious coffee “sitter’’ 89 Christmas honourable man”: 140 Certain domino 

10 Dandy 36 Feodor, for one 57 So. of Mich. decoration Julius Caesar 142 Pedant 
11 Penn. Ave. VIP 38 ‘‘His’’ material 58 Align 90 Relative of 118 Quizzed 143 Drives the 
12 Bergamot product 39 Sills’ specialty 59 Guatemala’s “Spot’” 119 Typesetting getaway car 
13 Thing, to _ 40 Cher, formerly neighbor 91 Bully! machine 144 Scarf 

Claudius 43 Chug-a-lug 60 Jewish rite: 92 Prefix withdent 120 Widely-quoted 146 Mudville’s 
14 Railroad workers 44 Brainstorm Var. - or pod poet and non-hero 
15 “I idea!’ 45 WWI corres- 61 Lunch order 93 Cicero’s ‘‘mistress © epigrammist 147 Photographer 
16 Grass fiber pondent 66 1975 Wimbledon and queen of all 122 Dict. entry Arbus 
17 Heywood’s ‘wind’ 46 Stevens and : champ things’’ 125 Hautboy 149 ____ off (quit) 
18 Kaput Ballou 68 Stage mothers, e.g. 94 Inedible ‘‘cake” 126 Fertilized 152 Milk: Comb. 
19 Gold look-alike: A8 Peruker’s 70 Intermingled 95 Not an outlaw 127 On tte __ form 

Var. product 72 Savant 100 Busy as___ 128 (Yikes!) 153 Geraldine, most 
20 Addams Family 49 Ibiza, to the 73 Chinese dynasty 101 Wrestler: Sl. 129 Presenter of the time 

uncle Spanish 74 Fugue 102 Begot 134 Brings forth, 154 Rend 
21 Ms. Morgenstern 51 Ludicrous ~ 76 Formative years 104 Carthage, now in quantity 155 North Sea feeder 
25 1930s leading 52 “That nice’ 78 Dog Night 106 Sneaker 135 She waits 157 Make ham 

lady 53 ____ it in good 79 Sasquatch’s shoe 107 Lace with pork outdoors 159 The mind, once 
26 Port __ health size? 108 Decrease 136 Wholly . 160 O'Hare abbr. 
27 eleshall 3 54 Under: Comb. 81 Frome 110 Isola d’___ 137 Tab 161 Muscle Shoals 

in heaven”’: form 82 Degree degree (Italian island) 138 ‘How Can org. 
Beethoven 55 Lady Sings the 84 Wife, with ‘the’ 112 Name part Yous “4 162 Dancer Miller 

28 Wooden pins Blues lady 86 Man’snickname 114 Poet Lazarus Broken Heart’’ 163 Gms. and tns. 
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The Spiral 
by A. Braine 

There are two ways of looking at this puzzle—inward and out- the other way with the ‘‘Outward” clues, answered by consec- 
ward. Solve one way with the ‘Inward’ clues, answered by utive words from 80 back to 1. Answers are entered one letter 
words running consecutively from 1 to 80 in the spiral. Or solve per space according to the numbers beside the clues. 

INWARD 

14 
5-9 

10-18 
19-24 
25-31 
32-37 
38-45 
46-51 

i 52-57 
58-63 

Method 
Mechanical man 
Not bad 
Variety of fir 
Brisk, in music 
Exit 

Neither theist nor atheist 

Clothes 
Be a busybody 
Rabbi's tongue 

64-72 Things in the way 
73-77 
78-80 

Opposite of sir 
Massage 

OUTWARD 

80-76 
75-70 

69-66 

65-61 
60-55 
5448 
47-43 
42-40 
39-34 

si 33-28 
ik 27-22 
8 21-17 

16-13 

2 pone 

. es 
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Site of Rangoon 
Whom the knight saves 

Felix and Fritz of 
cartoons 
Arbor 

Looked upon 
Point for bad conduct 
Understood but unspoken 
Male offspring 
Very funny joke 

Washington 
Incan work animals 
Tag 

Like Mother Hubbard's 
cupboard 
Game of chance 
Ennui 

TAIN 

Pare a Pair of Pears 

by Gloria Rosenthal 

What we have here is a sentence containing similar-sounding 
words. What we have below is a game. Each sentence con- 
tains two or more homonyms, words that sound alike but are 

72 

to meet you,’’ the usher 

spelled differently and have different meanings. We hope this 
raises your pique and that you're in the peak of solving condi- 
tion, but don’t peek at the answers. Answer Drawer, page 108 

come down the 7. “This is the _ | ever ate,’ the diner complained. 

said. 8. He down the till he reached the lake; then he 

. When the gate of his cage was opened, the across. : 

he was going to a ______ zoo. 9. Would a sung.in a be called a horse opera? 

. Children in school are not TOxialk socks, 10. need __ when they ring for the nurse. 

My won’t up because she’s -gambling. 11. The priest can’t someone who on others, but 

His Willi cress ir stop jogging. at least he for him. to improve. 

. Many witnesses said he was at the of the 12. When the shepherd asked, ‘‘Did see under 

crime. the ?”* | knew he didn’t _____. proper English. 
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~ Income: Tax: 

Monthly Sponsorship 

Fill out this che 

eductible 

City & a D 

(or use 
your own) 

and save the children 
For only 52¢ a day (just $16 a month) you can befriend a needy child through Save the Children. Your money, 

combined with that of other sponsors, can breathe new life into an impoverished village ...help hardworking people in 
their fight for dignity...turn despair into hope for a child who has known only disaster. 52¢ may not buy much where you 
live. But for the poorest of the poor, where the need is so desperate, it can work miracles. 

For your first monthly sponsorship contribution, just fill out and sign the check at the top of this page (yes, as long as 

course, you may use your personal check if you prefer. 

TELL US HOW YOU WANT TO HELP BY ANSWERING THESE QUESTIONS. 

Yourname 

Address 

City. 

(please print) 

What kind of child would you 
like to help? 
O Boy O Girl O Either 

What geographical area are 
you interested in? 
Urgent need exists in all the areas listed 
below. Select an area, or let us assign a 
child where the need is greatest. 

_] Where the 
need is 
greatest 

OC Africa 
LJ Bangladesh 
LJ Chicano (U.S.) 
[] Colombia 

Dominican 
Republic 

UJ Honduras 
LJ Indian (U.S.) 

CL] Indonesia 
LJ Inner Cities 

(U.S.) 
CJ Israel 
OO Korea 

Lebanon 

(1) Mediterranean 
CL] Mexico 
[ ] Southern States 

(U.S.) 

Would you like a picture of 
your sponsored child? 
Shortly after we select 
a child for you, we can 
send you a photograph 
and brief personal 
history, if you desire. 
OYes ONo 

Sri Lanka (Ceylon) 

Mail to: 

State Zip 

Would you like to correspond 
with your sponsored child? 
If desired, correspondence can help 
build a meaningful one-to-one relation- 
ship. Translations, where necessary, are 
supplied by Save the Children. 
O Yes ONo 

Would you like information 
about the child’s community? 
Several times a year you can receive 
detailed reports on community activities 
to benefit your sponsored child. These 
community reports show how your 
money is being used most effectively for 
permanent improvements to the child’s 
environment—for health care, educa- 
tion, food production, nutrition, and 
community training. Would you like to 
receive such information? 
O Yes ONo 

Do you wish verification of 
Save the Children credentials? 
Save the Children is indeed proud of 

rf 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

you indicate your bank name and account number, it is negotiable). Mail the entire page to Save the Children. Of | 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 

the handling of its funds. Based on last 
year's audit, an exceptionally large per- 
centage (75.8%) of each dollar spent 
was used for program services and 

direct aid to children and their commu- 

nities. Due to volunteered labor and 
materials, your donation provides your 
sponsored child with benefits worth 
many times your total gift. Would you 
like to receive an informative Annual 

Report (including a summary financial 
statement)? 

Yes CINo 
(A complete audit statement is available 
upon request.) 

Would you rather make a 
contribution than become a 
sponsor at this time? 

Yes, enclosed is my contribution of 
| ee oe 

CX Check here for general information 
about our unique programs for aiding 
impoverished children. 

©1979 SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION, INC 

GA 11/9 

50 Wilton Road, Westport, Connecticut 06880 
Attn: David L. Guyer, President 

YOUR SPONSORSHIP PAYMENTS AND CONTRIBUTIONS ARE U.S. INCOME TAX DEDUCTIBLE. 
Established 1932. The original U.S. child sponsorship agency. Member of the American Council of Voluntary Agencies for Foreign Service. | 

| 
Save the Children. | 

| 
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1. Touché is the Strategy game that plays games 
with your mind. Each piece has a center chip Phe kaa & 
that is white on one side, and red on the other. Ss ge oe oll dec 

2 vn eee ee 245, 760 different board combinations in a row. Sounds simpie, but the plot thickens. _ auch for : oS you to play two games a day 
: 2 for 80 years and never face the same 

. challenge twice. 

2. On any given move, a hidden 
force can flip your two-sided piece : BS 
over to your opponent’s color. Or vice is sleek and minimal. 
versa.Outwitting a human opponent is It’s as beautiful to look at 
one thing. But how do you beat as it is to play. 
something you can’t see, hear or 
smell? 

4. The Touché game board 

ri 

The new strategy game 
with a hidden force. 

Gabriel® 
©1978 Gabriel, CBS Toys, A Division of CBS Inc., 41 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010 
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Photos by Stan Fellerman 

Edited by Phil Wiswell 

Spellmaker from Gametime Games, a division of Heritage 
Models, 9840 Monroe Drive, Bldg. 106, Dallas, TX 75220; 
$9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handling. 

Many fantasy games on the market can take hours to learn and 
often require constant reference to charts and tables. Spell- 
maker, because its rules are so fantastically logical once you 
get used to them, is a refreshing change. 

The board portrays a mystical realm where habitable do- 
mains are surrounded by a mist-covered forest. The playing 
spaces, connected by paths along which pieces are moved, 
alternate between magical (named) and non-magical (un- 
named). The center domain is the Dragonlair where an inno- 
cent Princess is being held captive, while at the four corners of 

The Ambidextrous Universe: Mirror Asymmetry and 
Time-Reversed Worlds by Martin Gardner (Scribner's, 1979, 
293 pages, hardcover, $9.95). 

This latest book from Martin Gardner, the mathematical 
gamesman of Scientific American, is an expanded and updat- 
ed edition of his 1964 classic. Taking us by the hand, he intro- 
duces, describes, and explains the world of modern physics 
and cosmology in what reads like a combined science/puz- 
zle/mystery book. 

The focus is left/right symmetry in the universe, and the 
struggle of scientists to understand it. Gardner begins with sim- 
ple mirror reflections (including games based thereon), and 
symmetry in plant and animal life and the human body. We 
learn of such curious examples of Mother Nature’s asymmetry 
as the flatfish, which has an eye that migrates over the top of its 
head until, as an adult, its two eyes are on the same side of its 

face. We read of Louis Pasteur’s remarkable discovery of 
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the board are the castles, abodes of the two, three, or four 
Wizards (players), all of whom strive to rescue the Princess 
and escort her back to their castles, thereby winning the game. 

Each Wizard commands an army of (in order of strength) 
Giants, Princes, Dwarfs, Frogs, and Toadstools, and places 
one of each on the board at the start of the game. 

Each turn consists of two stages: Combat and Movement. At 
the beginning of each turn, a player may choose to slay any 
opposing pieces that share a domain with a stronger piece 
belonging to him. The only exception to this is the Toadstool, 
which, although the weakest piece, has the power to poison an 
enemy Giant and is itself safe from attack by a Giant. After the 
slayings, if any, a player then moves any piece—except a 
Toadstool, which can never move once placed—one space to 
an adjacent domain. If the Princess is in the domain from which 
the piece departs, she can be carried along. 

Instead of moving a piece, a player has the option of casting 
a spell by playing one or more cards from those dealt him in 
the beginning of the game. The bulk of these spell cards are 
used to put spells on the pieces they represent. The remaining 
cards, marked with the magic pentacle, are ‘‘Nulls,’’ cards 
used to cancel the spell of an opposing Wizard. While the 
spells are effective only in a magical domain, they are quite 
powerful. Spells can cause a piece to vanish, to materialize, to 
transform into another piece of the same color, or to transfer a 
piece through two or more domains, possibly with the Princess 
in tow. An opponent can cancel a spell at any time by pleyiig’2 a 
matching number of Null cards, but this can- 
celling spell can itself be cancelled, etc. 

After roughly an hour of slaying Princes, run- 
ning from Giants, casting spells on zealous 
frogs who would otherwise carry off the Prin- 
cess, and performing other feats of magic, one 
of the Wizards will succeed in getting the Prin- 
cess all the way to his castle and win the game. 
Ilustration by Bill Smith —S.S. 

“in 

HB Con, 

“handedness”’ 
citing story. 

The book takes up a diversity of modern mysteries, such as 
the origin of life; the problems of communicating the idea of 
left/rightness to intelligent extraterrestrial beings; antiparticles; 
parity; the big bang theory; and the reversing of time itself. 
Throughout, Gardner uses puzzles to introduce and illustrate 
his material, and creates unusual similes to help us grasp the 
almost ungraspable. When he explains, for example, how a 
space warp is somewhat like a tilted bowling lane, the point is 
suddenly clear. 

Since this highly entertaining book is directed toward the 
layman, it’s a good thing Gardner didn’t wait 20 years to revise 
it. Considering the pace at which modern scientific discoveries 
and theories are being made, even Gardner’s remarkable 
powers of prose will soon be tested by the increasing difficulty 
of understanding technical jargon. He speaks, in closing, of 
our world and an anti-world, viewed by a hypermind in a higher 
space-time. We're still with him, but just barely. —W.S. 

in racemic acid, told in classic style like an ex- 
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Moneychase from Tomorrow’s Games by Rollis, Inc., P.O. 
Box 6282, Washington, DC 20015, $7.95 plus $1 for postage 
and handling. 

S{ONEYCH isp 

Moneychase is an exciting, fast-moving, and visually interest- 
ing game of maneuver and capture for two players. Starting 
with the opening position shown in the photograph, Green and 
Red alternate turns moving one of their nine ‘“‘moneycoin’’ 
pieces along a line from one point to another, attempting to 

Masters and Monsters: The Human Side of Bridge by Vic- 
tor Mollo (Faber and Faber, 1979, 242 pages, hardcover, 
$13.95). 

capture opposing coins. The object is to win by one of two 
methods: maneuvering the dollar ($) piece to the center point 
of the board, or capturing all of the opposing coins. 

The playing board consists of three circles, three ellipses, 
three long straight lines, and six short straight lines, all super- 
imposed on one another to create the points of intersection on 
which pieces are played. The real fascination of the game lies 
in the graceful movement of the pieces. All coins may be 
moved along a line or curve one point in any direction—in fact, 
this is as far as the dollar piece may ever move. The other four 
types of pieces may also be moved in the following manner: 
the penny (1) may move as many points along a straight line as 
a player desires; the nickel (5) has similar unlimited movement 
along any of the circular lines; the dime (10) along any of the 
elliptical lines; and the quarter (25) along any kind of line. Obvi- 
ously it is best to position your pieces to take full advantage of 
their special movement capabilities. 

When a player moves a piece so that it completes a triangle 
of three pieces, he captures any one of the other two pieces 
belonging to the opponent in that triangle. There are two other 
situations where the capture of an opposing piece is possible. 
By moving a piece onto a point that completes one of the six 
quadrangular shapes, you may remove any one of the oppo- 
nent’s pieces from the quadrangle. Similarly, by moving a 
piece onto a point that completes one of the six pentagonal 
shapes that surround the inner circle, you may remove one of 
the opponent's pieces from the pentagon. None of the three 
types of shapes—triangle, quadrangle, or pentagon—are con- 
sidered complete until all points of the shape are occupied. 

The complexity of Moneychase lies in perceiving these geo- 
metric shapes, and learning how to complete them through 
maneuvering the pieces. Most players develop these skills af- 
ter only one or two games, but the number of different strate- 
gies to take over the center and clear a path to it for the dollar 
piece are endless. Playing time is usually less than half an 
hour. 

—P.M.W. 

The Magic Cube, invented by Erno Reubik of Hungary, avail- 
able from Logical Games, Inc., 4509 Martinwood Drive, Hay- 
market, VA 22069; $7.50 plus $1.50 for postage and handling. 

Masters and Monsters is the third of Victor Mollo’s many 
bridge books to chronicle the incredible, tragicomical events 
that take place at the mythical Griffins Club. Those who have 
read his classics Bridge in the Menagerie and Bridge in the 
Fourth Dimension will already have met the insuperable but 
insufferable Hideous Hog, the inept but incredibly lucky Rueful 
Rabbit, Papa the Greek (the Hog’s archrival), and most of the 
other characters in this new book. 

Mollo’s skill as a technical bridge writer is surpassed only by 
his gift for bringing bridge hands to life with anecdotes consis- 
tently designed to make the reader laugh aloud. The charac- 
ters’ inadvertent brilliancies, fortunate misunderstandings, and 
miscalculated attempts to use reverse-reverse psychology all 
demonstrate, in highly instructive fashion, how skill, luck, 

and the intangible human factor are inseparable at the card 
table. 

Amusing as it is, Masters and Monsters is not a book for 
beginners or non-bridge players. For enthusiasts of the game, 
however, this is not a book to be missed, despite its excessive 
cover price. 

—R.W.S. 
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When | received this exasperating puzzle, each 3x3 face of the 
3x3x3 cube was one solid color like the one in the photo on the 
left. | was immediately interested in the mechanism that held 
those 27 little cubes together into one bigger cube that could 
be twisted in so many different ways, and | began experiment- 
ing. | made a few vertical turns. Then | made a few horizontal 
turns. Now, after months of playing with it and trying to get it 
back where it was, | own the cube in the photo on the right. Will 
someone please write to me if you find a solution? —B.D.K. 
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2 oe and announcing.game progression. The Challenger® 

_ BACKGAMMON. At ie stores evere. 

A petiec! chess opponent, bay) Challenger® can play ; E\erilaris 
you at infinite levels of skill; bigeyan beginner to expert. And. 

it speaks to you...calling out all moves, fer-lcoaliare) errors | 

is also a superb teacher and it will even.suggest your: 
-* best move. Be watned, however, that the Challenger®. . 
has 1200 classic’ book-opening moves and can © 
analyze over three million board positions stored 
in its tiny computer brain. So, it can be very tough. 
It is so sophisticated, it is ‘available in ‘either Boglish 
Syey-Tal Sapa el-lanatclanele French language. 

@)dayetareat-y {tare |iare| computer games from Fidelity » 
include. ..BRIDGE ...CHECKERS...and 

FIDELITY . 
) ELECTRONICS, $,17D. 

The world’s Ss largest manufacturer of colficonitained: mic cessor based, board games. 
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Skirrid from Kenner, around $7, retail stores. 

This remarkable game, named after a mountain in Wales near 

the site of its invention, has enjoyed well-deserved success in 
Britain. As many as four can play, but the basic, two-player 
game described here is best. 

Each player starts with a set of 18 pieces. Pieces come in six 
different shapes, and each shape comes in three different val- 
ues—designated a “3,” a ‘‘2,”’ or blank. The board is a grid of 

numbered and unnumbered squares (361 squares in all). Play- 
ers take turns placing any one of their pieces on the board, 
earning points according to the numbered squares covered by 
the piece; the value of a numbered square is doubled or tripled 
if covered by a ‘‘2”’ or a ‘‘3’’. Play begins on the center square 
of the board, and subsequent plays may only be made adja- 
cent to previously played pieces. 

What makes Skirrid a fine challenge is the ‘‘blocking”’ rule: 
at any time, a player may place a piece upside-down, earning 
only half the normal point value for the play, but preventing the 
opponent, for one turn only, from playing adjacent to the up- 
side-down piece. This tactic should be used to approach the 
high-valued squares in the corners and on the edges. The op- 
ponent can usually counter it by immediately opening up the 
possibility for a large play elsewhere on the board. 

The experienced player will learn that certain pieces are 

SS SS 

The Boardgame Book by F.C. Bell (Knapp Press, 1979, 160 
pages, large format hardcover with library slipcase, $35.00). 

The Boardgame Book can be approached—and relisned— 
from many angles. Simply as an art book it is good for hours of 
browsing. Many of the game boards, reproduced from origi- 
nals in museums or the author’s extensive collection, are ex- . 

quisitely crafted; and the pages are crammed with pictures 
showing aspects of gaming from all corners of the world. 
Among many gems of information absorbed from one read- 

ing, | learned that the Chinese were using high trajectory bom- 
bardments some 2,000 years ago. This aspect of warfare, Bell 
points out, was added to Chinese chess with the use of the 
“catapult” (or ‘‘cannon’’) piece, which can only capture by first 
passing over another piece. In connection with the game Siege 
of Paris, | discovered that the first airmail service began in 
1870 (by balloon) when Paris was surrounded by the Prussian 
army. 

A six-page “History of Boardgames” gives a broad outline 
of the subject, which is filled out by the more detailed introduc- 
tions accompanying the individual games. This history, with 
one or two minor exceptions, does not attempt to move past 
the end of the 19th century, perhaps leaving the prolific growth 
of boardgames in the 20th century for a following volume. 
Readers familiar with R.C. Bell’s previous three books on the 
subject will find some of the information repeated here. 

Finally, there are the games themselves. More than 60 differ- 
ent boards are provided, the bulk of them amply proportioned 
for comfortable play right on the pages of the book. (Even the 
cover jacket, a complete backgammon board, can be used for 

- play. See photo.) The rules are concisely written, and left me 
with only a few unanswered questions—in most cases they are 
clear and quite adequate for learning how to play. Playing 
pieces and equipment are printed on a separate poster that 
comes with the book. If you don’t have the heart to cut the 
poster apart, you can trace the pieces or improvise with but- 
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most useful in approaching and playing in corners, and he will 
develop an intuitive sense for whether to make a moderate 
number of points immediately or to ‘waste’ a turn with a 
blocking play to set up a really big score on the following turn. 
If you take games like this seriously, it may require up to an 
hour for both players to use up all of their pieces; but the game 
can also be played, without much thought, in perhaps 20 min- 

utes. —R.W.S. 

tons, coins, matches, etc. 
While the book contains many race games of chance—from 

the well-known Pachisi to the almost forgotten Puluc—the ma- 
jority are games of pure skill, running the gamut from the trivial 
tic-tac-toe to the esoteric Rithmomachia played by medieval 
philosophers. In compiling a volume of this magnitude, there is 
the temptation to be systematic and encyclopedic; fortunately 

Mr. Bell has resisted this temptation, and presents instead a 
wide and appealing variety of games. 

Gold Rush, reprinted from 7he Boardgame Book on pages 
82 and 83, is an example of a race game. According to the 
book's introduction to the game, ‘Gold Rush is a version of the 
German game of Barrikade, adapted at the end of the nine- 
teenth century to appeal to the imagination of a public thrilled 
by accounts of the gold rushes of the previous decades.” 

—S.S. 
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FIDELITY 
CHALLENGER SERIE 

Voice 
Chess Challenger 

The first thinking Chess Game that speaks to you! 

1. Large repertoire of chess book openings. 
e 40 book opening variations randomly selected. 
© Special feature allows you to select a book opening of your 
choice. 

e Approximately 1200 book opening moves. 
© Book openings selectable whether cornputer plays black 

or white. 
© Computer teaches book openings by displaying your next 
move to be entered. 

@ All “book’’ moves are instant response regardless of level 
of play. 

2. The Chess Teacher 
@On levels 2, 5, 7, 9 and H, the computer will display best 
suggested move for you to enter. 

e Plays against itself with white usually the winner. 
© Teaches end game solutions. 
@ Book openings teaches opening game. 
e@ Announces mate-in-two for you to solve. 
e Problem mode permits setting up of all chess book 

Positions. 

3. Your Friendly Speaking Opponent 
f Tells you all of its moves. 
e@ Repeats all of your moves. 
e Voice feature allows you to tape record game play. 
e@ It even suggests your moves. 

4. An Advanced Computer 
e At the conclusion of the game when it loses, the computer 

displays the number of moves played. 

Chess Challenger 7 
An advanced new model for beginners, intermediate and 
master chess players! Chess Challenger ‘7’ invites you to 
learn, improve and match your skills against a computer’s 
mind with seven levels of playing difficulty. Plays against 
you and itself. Sides changeable in mid-game on any 
move. Solves ‘Mate in Two’’ problems and ‘Chess by 
Mail’’. Will not make or permit illegal moves. The solid 
state design is made to be left on for days or weeks. 

Featuring... 

Retail 

$350.00 

Your Price 

$289.95 
each 

Bridge 
Challenger 

The world’s most popular card game is now a computer. 

Bids the popular point count systems: 
can be your partner (plays one hand) 
can be your opponents (plays two hands) 
it’s YOU against the computer (plays all three hands) 
let the computer replay the hand and learn how the computer 
bids and plays all four hands). 

Superb playing ability and these outstanding features: 
e Optic scanner reads custom playing cards. 
@ Moving fluorescent display keeps you informed throughout 

the game, including ‘‘rubber’’ score keeping. 
e During bidding, uses such well known conventions as Stay- 

man, Blackwood, Gerber, Baron, Jacoby Transfer, Preferred 
Minor, Strong Two Club, Weak One No Trump Openers, etc. 

e Combines the various conventions and modes of play to 
cover the American Standard, ACOL and various European 
bidding systems. 

e During the play of the hand, will use popular defensive play, 
inesse, and squeezes. 

® Rejects illegal bids. 
© Displays Reneges or Revokes. 
e 

e 

Problem Mode permits entry of selected hands. 
Audio-Feedback - single tone each time a card is optically 
scanned or a key is pressed. 

@ Indicates vulnerability. 
© Indicates dealer. 
@ Reviews bidding and last trick. 
e Computer response times are all instantaneous. 

Backgammon Challenger 
Backgammon Challenger plays superb backgammon and 
incorporates these quality features: e allows you, the 
human opponent, to handle the dice © uses all the strate- 
gies of the game of backgammon, including playing a 
running game, hit and run, blocking and bear off games 
¢ built-in doubling feature ¢ plays offense or defense 
* random computer responses vary every game 
* position verification by computer memory recall 
¢ does not permit illegal moves. 

Credit Card Holders - Call Toll-Free 24 Hours - 7 Days a Week 1-800-327-9191 - Ext. 493 Florida Residents - Call Collect 305-566-2233 “1 
| ENJOY IT FOR 15 DAYS AT OUR EXPENSE. As a gift or for 

yourself the ‘Fidelity Challenger Series’’ are unquestionably the 
finest computer games you can select... . 

| Please send me: 

i Voice Chess Challenger(s) at $289.95. 
Bridge Challenger(s) at $289.95. 

| —________ Chess Challenger 7(s) at $99.95. 
Backgammon Challenger(s) at $99.95. 

OC Enclosed please find check or money order. 

CU Charge my Credit Card: DAmer. Exp. Visa 

Credit Card No. 

Master Charge 

Exp. Date. 

ELECTRONIC AGE GAMES - A Division of Global Marketing, Inc. @ | 
1040 Bayview Drive, Suite 227, Bayview Bldg. 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33304 | 

ON a | 

Address | 

City State a | 

Signature | 

(Includes shipping, handling and insurance.) Florida residents add 4% sales tax. If not satisfied, | can return it within 15 days for a refund eee eee ee i 



GOLD RUSH 
A Race Game for 2to 6 Players 
This game is reprinted from The Board 11. When a miner lands on a barrier he 
Game Book by A.C. Bell, which is re- rests there until the next throw. On mov- 
viewed on page 80. Two instances of ing off, the player has the choice of 
British usage may seem unusual to leaving the barrier where it is, or of 
American readers: ‘point’ refers to a moving it to some other unoccupied 
space on the board (presumably only point, either to protect his own miners, / 

the full-sized square ones should be ‘or to hinder those of his opponents. / .. * 
played on), and “‘score”’ refers to the Barriers cannot be placed on the start 

number obtained by throwing a die. ing line, which must remain clear. 
(For space reasons, ‘‘Equipment,”’ 12. If a miner is resting on a barer, 
“Object,”’ and Rules 1 and 2 have and a miner from a rival tent lands oni 
been condensed.) the first miner is sent back to start 

Equipment Five markers (miners) for 2d loses the privilege of m 
each player, one set of 13 barriers, barrier. 
and adie. 13. If all the miners bal 

Object To be the first player to maneu- 
ver all five of his miners into the Gold 
Mine. 

Rules 
1. The players place their miners on 

their tents and put the 13 barriers on 
the points indicated on the board. 
2. Players throw the die to determine possible 
who moves first. barrier, 

3. A miner leaves his tent and moves of his own 
the number of points the player has 
scored, counting from the point nearest 
to his tent. 
4. He may move forwards or sideways 
according to his score, but not side- 
ways in both directions in the same 

throw. 2 : “we 
.5. lf a player throws a six, he S : : sais : : a __ — 
one of his miners by six pointe : erica : : 
then throws again, to move the same 

piece according to his news 
6. A miner can pass over’ wite ; 
er of any color. 
7. Only one miner can rest on 
point. 2 
8. If a miner lands on a point occup 
by a miner of another color, th 
sent back to hisAent to begin his jou 
ney again. 

9. All five miners of a team may be 01 
the trail ce sane time. oS 
10. A miner cannot pass a barrie 
get beyond it he must land on it with an 
exact throw. 

throw, the throw is lostf 
14. Ifa miner is one pair 
Gold Mine and the play 



\ 
1979 by Marshall Cavendish Ltd. Reprinted with the permission of the Knapp Press, publishers of The Board Game Book by 

i 
RC. Bell. 
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Fr EEE 

Our Postmaster Resumes 
His Fittul Sleep 

by Ira Zweifach 

— 

CONMEMORATIVG - SIMPATI 

1. Honduras, 1937 (never corrected). 

After presenting ‘‘Postmaster’s Nightmare’ (September/Octo- 
ber 1978) we discovered that we may only have scratched the 
surface of postal blunders. Here again are real postage stamps 
from around the world, each of whose designs suffers from a 
critical error of fact—scientific, historical, grammatical, logical, 
etc. In some cases, we offer a corrected edition for comparison. 
Can you tell what is wrong in each case? A magnifying glass is 
allowed and may even be necessary in a few cases. 
lra Zweifach is editor of Scott's Monthly Stamp Journal and president of The Collectors Club of New York. 

Answer Drawer, page 110 
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2. Canada, 1928 (never corrected). 

3. Newfoundland, 1865. 
(never corrected). 

6. United States, 1927 (never corrected). 

a ~ 

> REPUPLIQUEDU MALI 

a 
REPUBLIQUEDU MALI 

Fr 

a 
4 - 

ae : 

5. Spanish Sahara, 1953 
(never corrected). 

sawaina ANNAIUSY B150d 
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> 
» 
> 
» 
» 
, 
» 
» 

> 

> ARGENTINE (078m 
> COUPE DU MONDE DE FOOTBALL 

8. Mali, 1978. Corrected issue, 1978. 
Hint: Don't be distracted by the overprint “2° HOLLANDE” 
which was added to thecorrected issue. (A cover-up?) 

TBALL ! 

SS 
E.AGUCHON 

rs ——————— 
. BRATY. 

9. France, 1903 
(never corrected). 

\ UNITED STATES 
POosrace 
EWE CENTS 2 

11. United States, 1925 12. Nyasaland, 1945 (never corrected). 
(never corrected). 

GAMES November/December 1979 

H STEPHEN watts | 

| EXPEDITION 
KEARNY 

4. United States, 1946 
(never corrected). 

[FIPBX.1956 POSTES 

7. Monaco, 1956 
(never corrected). 

HELVETIAN 

\ 

10. Switzerland, 1909. 

. Corrected issue, 1910. 
Hint: Color is irrelevant. 
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THE GAME OF 

THE CHALLENGE OF THE TIME WARP 
You are a mighty Time-Lord, and your powerful army of Guardians, Rangers, and Warriors stands ready to 

; do battle. Your opponent is equally strong, and knows that only one of you will survive this conflict of time and 
space; for you both are Time-Lords, able to alter the fabric of reality, and there is room in the universe for only one 
with such power... 

4TH DIMENSION is a classic game of pure strategy — no luck or dice are involved. A unique feature of the 
game is the ability to ‘“Time-Warp’’ a piece — removing it from the board — and bringing it back into play in a 
different location! Players must take care not to allow their Time-Lords to be trapped by opposing Warriors 
beaming down from Time-Warp... 

Simple to learn, 4TH DIMENSION is easily grasped by any gamer from age 10 to adult. The rules are brief 
and fully illustrated with examples of play; it takes only about 15 minutes to read them and start playing. Games 
typically are over in only 30-45 minutes. 

This deluxe boxed version of the game comes complete and includes a 8%”’’ x 102’? mounted gameboard, a 
set of 26 custom molded plastic playing pieces, and a four-page rules folder. 

4TH DIMENSION — Wherever better games are sold. 

IF YOUR FAVORITE DEALER DOESN’T CARRY 
THIS GAME, WRITE TO US FOR THE NAME OF 
THE NEAREST STORE WHICH DOES PLUS A 
FREE COLOR CATALOG. 

TSR HOBBIES, INC. 
THE GAME WIZARDS 

POB 756 
Lake Geneva, WI 53147 



The Creative Cheater’ 
(guide to Solitaire 

llow me to establish outright 
the fact that I do not condone 
cheating. I consider following 

| the rules to the letter, espe- 
cially when one is losing, an 

exercise in moral integrity. — 
On the other hand, as an avid solitaire 

player, I’ve noticed that after twenty or 
so losing hands, uninterrupted moral in- 
tegrity becomes boring : 

At this point, I say to myself, “Well, 
self, you've lost again. Once more you 
are confronted by an array of misspent 
cards. It is important for you to accept 
this defeat as part of your grand confron- 
tation with chance, and get on with the 
thankless chore of picking up all fifty- 
two cards, shuffling them, and starting 
Over again.” 

And my self says to me, “Surely you 
can arrive af a more economical approach 
to the whole thing. Seeing that this game 
is admittedly lost, of what harm could it 
possibly be, at this time and in the larger 
scale of things, to explore a variation? It 

GAMES —_ November/December 1979 

by Bernie De Koven — 

does seem that some small reinterpreta- 
tion of the rules might serve as a pleasant 
diversion.” 

I’ve been playing the basic solitaire 
game that most people call Klondike: 
you set up a tableau of seven piles, turn 
over every third card from the hand, 
build down on the tableau in alternating 
colors, build up on the ace foundations 
in rank sequence. l 
all the rules, hoping that there is some 
subtlety that I’ve overlooked. But alas, 
no. — 
Now my self says to me, ‘Look here, 

good buddy. This game of Klondike 
looks exactly like a game I call Las Vegas 
Solitaire. The only discernible difference 
is that in Las Vegas, a player turns over 
every card from the hand, instead of ev- 
ery third card. Some people maintain 
that this is in fact the correct way to play 
the game of Klondike.” 

“Well,” say I to myself, “why not sim- 
ply assume that the game is somewhere 
in the middle of the famous Las Vegas 

I carefully reconsider 

variation, making use of all those cards 
in the hand that were depressingly un- 
available to me.” 

The first three cards are pure gold. I 
Can use every one of them, and the en- 
tire tableau begins to open up. The 
fourth card is useless. Perhaps this is as it 
should be. After all, if I could use every 
card, what would be the challenge? 

I must now decide what to do with the 
unplayable card. According to the rules 
a Las Vegas Solitaire, which | am now 
playing, one makes only a single pass 
through the hand. A wasted card is wast- 
ed forever. That seems a bit harsh. On 
the other hand, playing the pile one by 
one again scems downright slovenly, 
lacking any redeeming dignity. 
Then my self reminds me of a game 

called Calculation. In this game, though 
it is laid out and played quite differently 
from either Klondike or Las Vegas, one is 
allowed to dispose of unusable cards in 
any one of four wastepiles. Intriguing. 
Suppose I were to use the seven columns 
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in my Klondike tableau as wastepiles, 
and allow myself to place an unusable 
card face-up on top of any of the col- 
umns. I would then be able to prolong 
the usefulness of the cards from the 
hand, yet maintain my integrity by cov- 
ering potentially useful cards already 
available to me. 

Proceeding in that manner, I win the 
game. 

“Pah,” I say to myself, ‘‘you cheated 
yourself out of the challenge, old buddy. 
The only skill you were able to manifest 
was your ability to fool yourself.” 

I gather up the cards, shuffle, and be- 
gin a new game of Klondike. I lose. 

Once more I try the Las Vegas varia- 
tion with the remaining cards, and once 
more I apply the Calculation modifica- 
tion. I lose again. Which proves that 
while I may once have grabbed victory 
from the jaws of defeat, I left the beast 
with enough teeth to make the contest 
contestable. 

Except that now I’m left with all the 
cards in the tableau, no cards in my 
hand, and apparently nothing to do but 
shuffle my cards and begin again. 

Surely, there must be a game in which 
one is faced with all these columns of 
cards and no hand to go through. And lo, 
I remember Yukon. Ah, Yukon. Essen- 
tially the same game as Klondike, you 

see, but with all the cards that make up 
the hand in Klondike laid out, face-up, 
in the seven columns. One may use any 
face-up card in the tableau as long as one 
can bring all the cards on top of it to the 

top of another column. Thus if the three 
of diamonds I need is in the middle of a 
column under the six of spades and a 
half dozen other cards, I can uncover the 
three if I have a red seven on the top of 
some other column onto which I can 
move the black six and all the cards on 
top of it. 
And so I travel from Klondike to Yu- 

kon, by way of Las Vegas and a necessary 
Calculation or two, only to find that all 
my creativity and integrity have brought 
me to yet another unhappy conclusion. I 
have no move, and no wastepile with 
which to break the impasse. 

Surely there must be, in some other 
game, yet another precedent to follow. 
Racked with frenzy, I consult my self, 
seeking guidance and inspiration. My 
self concludes with the following in- 
sight: ‘‘Oh truly creative cheater that 
you are, here is yet another variation. 
Condense the cards in each column so 
that there are seven piles. Place one pile 
on top of another to produce a single 
pile. Take that pile, put it in the box, and 
stop with this stupid game already.”’ 

Contributing editor Bernie De Koven is the founder of 
The Games Preserve, a cooperatively run recreation 
facility in eastern Pennsylvania. He is a game design- 
er and author of The Well-Played Game. 
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Four Games That Evoive into a Good Cheat 2 

KLONDIKE ~~); 3; \ =" Play aces for the four 
| ; : ‘ foundations and build up each 

Suit in rank sequence. 

it Dh Zi W/7\\ Lay out the tableau 
b Hil g (GE 7,| of seven columns 

r esnia as shown. 
SLA 

Zia, 
WA 

Turn over every third card from the hand, using 
the top card (where possible) to play onto foundations; or 
onto any column, building down in rank and alternating in color. 

LAS VEGAS Lay out as in Klondike, but turn over every card from the hand, 

going through the deck only once. 2 

44 4| Lay out any ace, any two, CALCULATION A {2 S ho j 
# | & + | any three, and any four as 

2 $e foundations. Build up in 
v lt ¥ «| |" +} tank, regardless of suit. 

Turn up cards from the (48-card) (Ga 

hand one ata time. Each card must YW, 
be played on one of the foundations, YY) 

or face-up On One Of four WeseepileS WZ 

' Top card on any wastepile 

j “ may be played onto 
1 « foundations. 

YUKON Lay out as in Klondike, but instead of leaving cards for the hand, deal those 
cards onto the columns in the tableau, face-up as shown. 

Build onto ace foundations 
as in Klondike. 

y 
E 

b 
t 
f 
f 
t 
Z 

& TED Ti G77 7 T77, >) Kye Z| 1 WZ IZ) ZZ 
Wn kee 17 WA WA tz 

wy | Til LAN Wil 
pe i WUD | TL \ 
Vip ts + ce 2 WA 
aa ER | WA. 
+ 5 : 2 6 ve } 

& |? | +4 
L* oe = 

¥ - aaa | 

The top card in any < 

column may be played onto 
the foundations. Any face-up card a-&, 

in the tableau may be moved (along with 
all cards on top of it) to another column, 
building down in rank and alternating in color. 

For those who want almost unlimited precedents for creative cheating, the auifior recommends 
150 Ways to Play Solitaire (avaiable for $7.25 trom the U.S. Playing Card Company, P.O. Box 
12126, Cincinnati, Ohio 45212). Don’t be surprised to find games that you thought were called by 
one name called by another. 
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“Twant itall, 
and I want Itnow’” 
We know you’re impatient for more 
success and restless for more pleasure. 
So the editors of Playboy Book Club 
seek out books that can help you get 
there faster. 
Books that stretch your mind into new 
intellectual areas. Books that give you 
a competitive edge in business and 
sports, investing and entertainment, 

and even the ultimate pleasures. 
We want you to have it all. Now. 

To Build A Fortune 
4060 THE REAL ESTATE 
TURNAROUND 
Craig Hall (Pub. Ed. $12.95) 

4099 EARNING MONEY WITHOUT 
A JOB 
Jay Conrad Levinson (Pub. Ed. $10.95) 
4088 YOUR MONEY 
How to Make It Work Harder Than YouDo 
Richard Phalon (Pub. Ed. $8.95) 

4113 TAKE IT OFF! 
Robert S. Holzman, Ph.D. 
(Pub. Ed. $10.95) 
1,414 tax deductions 

Adventure & Escape 
4085 THE GREEN RIPPER 
John D. MacDonald (Pub. Ed. $9.95) 
4019 SCHULTZ 

J.P. Donleavy (Pub. Ed. $10.95) 
His new novel 
4069 CRUEL SHOES 
Steve Martin (Pub. Ed. $6.95) 

7016 LITTLE BIRDS/DELTA OF VENUS 
Anais Nin (Comb. Pub. Eds. $18.95) 

Intimacy & Sex 
3950 THE GIRLS OF PLAYBOY 3 
(Pub. Ed. $8.95) 

*3830 THE VISUAL DICTIONARY OF SEX 
(Pub. Ed. $30.00) 

The Fascinating Past 
*4093 THE DAY THE BUBBLE BURST 
Gordon Thomas and Max Morgan-Witts 
(Pub. Ed. $14.95) 
The Wall Street Crash of 1929 
4107 THE MURDER OF RUDOLF HESS 
Introduction by Rebecca West 
W. Hugh Thomas (Pub. Ed. $9.95) 

esncnie 

4075 $10.00 
3341 $8.95 

4079 $16.95 

Career Success 
4108 HOW TO MAKE THINGS GO YOUR 
WAY 
Ralph Charell (Pub. Ed. $8.95) 
4003 THE POWER LOOK 
ron von Furstenberg with Camille Duhé 
(Pub. Ed. $10.00) 

Games & Gambling 
*3879 PLAYBOY’S ILLUSTRATED 
TREASURY OF GAMBLING 
David Carroll (Pub. Ed. $19.95) 

2437 MAGIC WITH CARDS 
Frank Garcia and George Schindler 
(Pub. Ed. $7.95) 

To BeThe Expert 
*2644 THE NEW PHOTOGRAPHY 
Bradley Smith (Pub. Ed. $12.95) 

*3989 HOW TO BE YOUR OWN LAWYER 
(SOMETIMES) 
Walter Kantrowitz and Howard Eisenberg 
(Pub. Ed. $12.95) 

To BeThe Perfect Host 
*3750 THE PLAYBOY GOURMET 
Thomas Mario (Pub. Ed. $16.95) 
Over 800 recipes 

Everything Else 
*4086 DIFFERENT DANCES 
Shel Silverstein (Pub. Ed. $19.95) 
Strictly adult cartoons 

3835 $10.95 *% 
*A061S27.95 "eae 4n 616,95 

_- HOW THE CLUB WORKS: 
On acceptance of your application, you'll 
receive the Club’s bulletin (14 times a year) 
describing the Main Selection and man 
Alternates. If you wish to receive the Main 
Selection, do nothing —it will be shipped 
to you automatically. If you prefer an 
Alternate, or no book at all, just indicate 
your decision on the order form pro- 
vided. You have at least 10 days to re- 
See If for any reason you receive a 
election without having had 10 days to 

y respond, that Selection may be returned 
at our expense and you'll receive full 

credit. Your only obligation is to buy 4 selec- 
tions over the next year; you may cancel an 
time thereafter, if you wish. A shipping an 
handling charge is added to each shipment. 

Choose any 4 for$2.95 
Values up to *59.80. Plus a Surprise 
Bonus Book worth at least *6.95. 

Playboy Book Club 
P.O. Box 10625, Des Moines, Iowa 50336 
Please enroll me as a new member and send 
me the 4 selections I have indicated, plus 
my Bonus Book. (I understand some deluxe 
volumes count as two choices.) Bill me only 
$2.95, plus shipping and handling. I agree to 
buy at least 4 additional Selections or Alter- 
nates at low members’ prices during my first 
year of membership. I may cancel my mem- 
bership at any time thereafter. A shipping and 
handling charge will be added to all 
future shipments. 

Send me these 4 books plus the Bonus 
(Please indicate by number) 

Ee a Sa | 
*Counts as two choices 

Mr./Ms. 

Address 

City 

Sas <= =. - ip» ©.) ell 

——— — — — 

Copyright ©1979 by Pla mie Printed in U.S.A. 
PLAYB Y is a trademark of Playboy. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 
roo EE 

Playboy Book Club. For the man who wants it all. Now. 



Othello 
It's how backgammon players 

can double their fun. 
Othello is the new board game that's as exciting as backgammon, 
as challenging as chess and as simple as checkers. 

Othello takes only a minute to learn, but a lifetime to master. 
Discs are black on one side, white on the other. The strategy is 
to surround your opponent's discs and flip them over to your color. 

At quality toy and game departments everywhere. Othello. 
It's like the best of all board games rolled into one. 

Gabriel® Othello. The game of games. 
© 1979 CBS Toys, A Division of CBS Inc., 41 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10010 

GREAT PLAYING GAMES 
METRADOMS* Beautiful Metric Dominos 

DOTS N SPOTS™ Colors & Shapes Game 
TACTICAL INTERCEPT™ 

Tacticians Delight 

ENERGY QUEST“ Strategy Board Game 
SOLOBRIDGE ™ Seit-playing Bridge Game 

BRIDGE FOR 4™ Tests Skill, Intermed., Adv. 
BRIDGE-A-WORD™ Word Card Game 

PRO BASEBALL ™ Card Game 

QUADTRIPLE™ word Game 

BLOCKOFF ™ triangles Strategy Game 

GOLF RUMMY“ For Golf Nuts 

ROOTS Family Word Game 

Three exciting new card 
tricks. Took years to 
develop. Secretly yours in 8 
page descriptive booklet. 
Your friends will be spell- 
bound when you “Spell The Deck!”. 
Satisfaction guarantee. Send $5.00 today. 

Deck Sales Co. sox 816 
FAYETTEVILLE, N.C. 28302 

All prices include postage & handling. NYS residents 

add 7% sales tax. Send check, money order to: 

JUST GAMES 
P.O. Box 1403, Westhampton Beach, N.Y. 11978 

MOONSHINE 
“MOONSHINE” is an exciting game 
of daring, deception, and skill for 
two to five players (ages 14 to adult) 
and retails for only $12.00. 

One player, the policeman, attempts 
to apprehend law breaking moon- 
shiners. The moonshiners try to de- 
liver their goods to selected speak- 

THURSTON GAMES LTD. 
P.0. Box 25109 
Chicago, IL 60625 

easies. All players have to cope with 
collapsed bridges, rampaging trains, 
oil slicks, nails on the road, shot 
out tires, etc. 

$2.00 discount on orders postmarked 
before Dec. 15, 1979. Add $1.75 for 
postage and handling. Ill. residents 
add 60¢ sales tax. 
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Seeret Links 
by Dmitri A. Borgmann 

Observe the initials of the title above: S$ 
and L. There is something most curious 
about these two letters. Patient investiga- 
tion has uncovered the fact that a seem- 
ingly endless array of terms designating 
opposites, or at least strong contrasts, in- 

volves these two particular letters. Con- 
sider, for example, the following pairs of 
terms: 

LARGE-SMALL LIBERTY-SLAVERY 

LONG-SHORT LARBOARD-STARBOARD 

LIQUID-SOLID = LEVEL-SLANTING 

LOUD-SOFT LIBERAL-STINGY 

LAND-SEA LEVITY-SERIOUSNESS 

LUCK-SKILL SIR-LADY 

LIGHT-SHADOW STAND-LIE 

LUNCH-SUPPER SLANDER-LIBEL 

LUNAR-SOLAR = STRICT-LAX 

LOOSE-SECURE STRIKE-LOCKOUT 

The list can be extended at will. It was 
LINCOLN who took up arms against the 
SOUTH, and de LESSEPS who built the SUEZ 

Canal. One of the most intensely antici- 
pated boxing bouts of this century, in- 
volving national and racial prestige, was 
the one in 1938 between Joe LOUIS and 
Max SCHMELING. Bolivia has two capitals: 
LA PAZ is the administrative capital, su- 
CRE the constitutional capital. For some- 
thing less than LOVE and SEX, comic strip 
figure LOIS LANE has her hero SUPERMAN. 
And at the highest level, SATAN opposes 
the LORD throughout eternity. 

The L-S Syndrome is unique in the an- 
nals of the alphabet. Nonetheless, at 
least a few pairs of contrasting words can 
be hunted up to represent any combina- 
tion of two letters. 

An interesting exercise involves the 
pairs A-A, B-B, C-C, ... Z-Z. Though 
more difficult to exemplify than the L-S 
Syndrome, each of the 26 pairs of like 
letters can be conquered—with diligence 
and imagination. See how complete a list 
of like-letter opposites you can compile, 
avoiding word pairs that differ only in 
endings indicating gender (such as DUKE- 
DUCHESS or WAITER-WAITRESS),; then com- 
pare your solutions with mine. 

Answer Drawer, page 110 

Dmitri A. Borgmann is the author of three books on 
wordplay. His articles appear in \Nord Ways, The 
Journal of Recreational Linguistics. 
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Chess by Larry Evans 

Stranser than Fiction 

Films often use chess as a 
prop to show that the 
characters who play it 
“ain't lowbrow.” The ac- 
tors are usually given 

ES something memorable to 
rhintrer= sue as ‘‘check’’—and more of- 
ten than not the chessboard is set up in- 
correctly with a black square in the low- 
er right corner. 

One of the few movies that intelligent- 
ly integrated chess into the plot was S. S. 
Van Dine’s classic The Bishop Murder 
Case, released in 1930. It was based on 
the best-selling mystery novel of that 
name in which the aloof, chess-playing 
sleuth Philo Vance is called upon to 
solve a series of brutal murders. 

At the scene of each crime, the killer 
leaves a note signed ‘‘The Bishop” along 
with a black bishop from a chess set. It 
turns out that all the victims knew each 
other, and all the suspects are chess play- 
ers. The prime suspect is John Pardee, a 
mathematician and promoter of the Par- 
dee Gambit. For years Pardee has spon- 
sored grandmaster tournaments in which 
his was the only opening allowed, but 
analysis has shown his brainchild to be 
flawed. Pardee is on edge and bitter at 
the failure of his gambit, and at least one 
of the victims had made unkind remarks 
in public about the gambit. Did Pardee 
kill him to get even? 

At the time of the latest murder, Par- 
dee was playing chess with the great Aki- 

ba Rubinstein at the Manhattan Chess 
Club. Vance is able to prove that Pardee 
could have slipped away and committed 
the crime while Rubinstein pondered a 
difficult play for 45 minutes. But Pardee 
is later found dead, slumped over a 
chessboard with a bullet through his 
head and a gun in his hand. The position 
on the board duplicates the end of the 
game he had just lost to Rubinstein (see 
Problem C below). 

The search for the killer resumes 
when yet another murder occurs after 
Pardee’s apparent suicide. Eventually, 
Vance pins the murders on a professor 
who, jealous over his niece’s loss of af- 
fection for him, was trying to lead the 
police on a merry chase that he hoped 
would implicate her suitor (also a lead- 
ing chess player). 

The real life model for Pardee was 
Isaac Leopold Rice, a patron saint of 
American chess until his death at the age 
of 65 in 1915. Rice was a professor of law 
at Columbia University who became a 
millionaire quite by accident after being 
talked into taking a business case that 
was outside his field. After first refusing, 
Rice was persuaded by his client’s argu- 
ment: “I played you a game of chess 13 
years ago and liked the way you played.” 

Rice won the case and went on to be- 
come a prosperous corporation lawyer 
who sat on the boards of more than a 
dozen firms. But chess remained his first 
love, and he tirelessly promoted the Rice 

Gambit: 1.e4 e5 2.4 ef 3.Nf3 g5 4.h4 g4 
5.Ne5 Nf6 6.Bc4 d5 7.ed Bd6 8.0-0!? 

Be5 9.Rel Qe7 10.c3. 
Rice sponsored entire tournaments, in- 

cluding international postal events, in 
which each game began with this se- 
quence. He also financed a six-game 
match in 1903 with Lasker taking White 
against Tchigorin to test the position. 
Black won the match 31/,-2!/,, but Rice 
was undaunted. Like Pardee, he refused 
to abandon his gambit. 

Rice and his analytical team always 
found a way to bolster White’s resources 
before the next great tournament test. 
Interest abounded as long as Rice kept 
his checkbook open, and over thirty 
players were honored by variations 
named after them in the course of this 
vast analytical odyssey. But by the end 
of World War I, the gambit lost favor; it 
was found that the best White could 
hope for was a draw. One of the most 
heavily analyzed openings in history is 
now never played, interred in a footnote 
of the latest opening manual. 

If a man like Professor Rice had never 
existed, could a novelist ever have con- 
jured up an eccentric character like John 
Pardee? 

Grandmaster Evans, a three-time national champion 
and member of eight U.S. Olympic teams, is a noted 
author and chess columnist. He was Bobby Fischer's 
tutor in preparation for the 1972 World Championship 
match. 

EASY: Opocensky—Alekhine, 1925 

Black 

White 

A. Black to play and win 

PROBLEMS 

MEDIUM: Reti—Bogoljubow, 1926 

Black 

aS 
N \ 

a 
ms | arial 
a. 

S 

White 

B. White to play and win 

Answer Drawer, page 112 

HARD: ‘'Pardee—Rubinstein” 

Black 

7 =e 8 
_. 2 
eas 

a — 

White 

C. Black mates in four moves 
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Great Games 
of the past. 

Order today for your back issues of GAMES. 

There’s no question that our past is every bit collector's library of fun. You'll always have 
as puzzling as our present. We've packed every something to turn to while you're waiting for your 

previous issue of GAMES with tantalizing teasers, latest GAMES issue to arrive! Simply complete 

mysterious mazes and curious quizzes. And you the coupon below, and mail it with your check or 
needn't miss a single one! money order. Each back issue is only $2.00 

Order these back issues today, and build up a (includes postage and handling). 

Sept/Oct. 1977 Nov./Dec. 1977 Jan./Feb. 1978 Sept./Oct. 1978 Nov./Dec. 1978 Jan./Feb. 1979 

= a 
TE WHATARETHESEOBJECTS? 
be | EYEBALLBENDERCONTESTS'! PAGEIS 

March/Apr. 1978 July/Aug. 1978 May/June 1978 March/Apr. 1979 May/June 1979 July/Aug. 1979 

PLUS Please send the following issues of Games magazine for $2.00 each. 

C Sept/Oct. 1977 (1) May/June 1978 (I Jan./Feb. 1979 
SPECIAL OFFER! 1 Nov./Dec. 1977 C1 July/Aug. 1978 [1 March/Apr. 1979 

Ha ANE D1 Jan/Feb. 1978 CO sept/Oct. 1978 0 May/June 1979 
intact, in this dur- 
able handsome yel- LJ March/Apr. 1978 C1 Nov./Dec. 1978 C1 July/August 1979 
low binder. Each 
binder is imprinted SUBTOTAL 

ene ee AAlSQ.cee DYES! Please send me Binders. 
pele 12 pleasure: Each binder is $7.95 plus $1.25 postage and handling. 

ese | enclose my check/money order for $ TOTAL $ 

est way to keep 
Games. Order 
today. $7 95 NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

Mail order to: GAMES Magazine, BACK ISSUE DEPT., 50 Hoboken Rd., East Rutherford, N. J. 07073 

New York residents add sales tax. Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Offer good in continental U.S.A. only. 
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A Games Contest 
NEW TWIST ON TONGUE TWISTERS. THESIXTH 
SICKSHEIK’SSIXT HSHEEP’SSICK.RUBBERBABY 

nee 
‘2 na 

Grand Prize Winning entry engraved on a silver tray. 
Four Honorable Mention Prizes A Games T-shirt. 

Peter Piper's pooped from picking all those pickled peppers; and ‘‘she’’ has 
sold enough seashells by the seashore to retire by now. Besides, they’re 
both a little tired of tripping over everyone's tongues. So we'd like you to 
send us some original tongue twisters to freshen up our files and set our 
tongues wagging. 

A good tongue twister consists of a series of similar-sounding (allitera- 
tive) words which, when you try to repeat them, are apt to leave you with a 
mouthful of garbled consonants. 

CKUPO 

Twisters can be brief, like: 

The sixth sheik’s sixth sheep’s sick. 

Or not so brief: 
If you stick a stock of liquor in your locker, 
It is slick to stick a lock upon your stock, 
Or some joker who is slicker’s going to trick you of your liquor .. . 
If you fail to lock your liquor with a lock. 

” 

- am ss 

ZA 

Your entries, like these examples, may range in length from a single 
sentence that’s difficult to repeat over and over, to a veritable short story 
that you're lucky to get through once. You may submit more than one 
entry, but please print or type each one on a separate entry blank (the one 
provided or a facsimile). Entries will be judged on their originality, on our 
difficulty in repeating them, and on the quality of our laughter as we test 
them the only way tongue twisters can be tested—out loud. The decision 
of the judges is final. 

—Gloria Rosenthal 

| TOYBOAT TROY BOAT IFYOUS 
TICKASTOCKOFLIQUORINYOURLOCKER ITI 

Entries must reach us by December 3, 1979. 
Clip or copy this coupon and mail to Tongue Twisters, Games Magazine, 515 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022. 

Attach additional sheets as necessary. 
My Tongue Twister 

Name 

Address City. State 
All entries become the sole property of Games Magazine and none will be returned. 

a Ue 
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The Game Invented 
on the Seat of a Tractor 

But a game you don’t need a tractor to play. THE 

FARMING GAME. When were you last pitted 

against: roller coaster markets, drought, insects, 

epidemics, or that mud hole in the bull’s pen? 

In THE FARMING GAME‘ you inherit 20 acres 

of good land from your family—not a big enough 

place to make a living, but a foothold in the future. 

You are the Farmer, plunked down on the gaming 

track at Christmas Vacation. Roll and move. Hope to 

get in the fields early this year. Your corn planted on 
time, doubles its tonnage: $ $. Land in Hay Harvest 

first. Come on Dice . . . Baby needs a top price and 

yield! Should you buy that orchard? or stick with 

grain farming? There’s some summer range available 

to lease, if your luck holds. Build that weekend ranch 

into one high powered outfit so you can shuck that 

town job! 

THE FARMING GAMEnn is a set that includes: a 

full color 24" x 22” folding board on which is a map 

of a quite real valley framed by the gaming track, 
Farmer’s Fate Cards, Options to Buy, Dice, our own 

play money ($100 the smallest denomination), Bank 

notes, Acreage plots, machinery, and your marker: the 
Weekend Farmer himself. 

This game can be played by anyone who can make 

change. THE FARMING GAMET has enough 

acreage for up to 6 players. No two years are the same, 

see if you’ve got what it takes to make a Farmer. Farm 

for an hour or two. We’ve bet the ranch you’ll like it. 

This winter cut your hay while the snow flies. 

THE FARMING GAMEn™ is comprised of quality U.S.A.made parts, assembled 

and packaged by Goodwill Industries of Oregon. You will be satisfied, otherwise 
your purchase refunded. Buy direct from the farmer. (order early to insure 

Christmas delivery) 

THE WEEKEND FARMER CO. P.O. Box 896, Goldendale, Wn. 98620 

name 

address 

city state 

Please send me games @ $9.75 

shipping and handling: @ $2.40 

($ .60 each additional game) 

Wn. residents add 5% sales tax 

total enclosed 

Bridge 

‘lest 
Your Play 

by R. Wayne Schmittberger 

In each of the following hands, South is 

declarer in the specified contract, and 
the opponents were silent during the 
bidding. Plan the play. 

Problem 1 (Easy) 

NORTH Rubber bridge, 
@ 83 N/S vulnerable 
9 AKQ107 Contract: 3NT 
& 743 Opening lead: 
vtec five of spades 

SOUTH 

@ AJ6 

9 64 

o° AKJ2 

* Q1096 

On the opening lead, East plays the ten 
and you win with the Jack. This gives 
you eight top tricks, so you need only to 
find the safest way of establishing one 
more before the opponents can take five. 

Problem 2 (Medium) 

NORTH Rubber bridge, 
@ AKJ10 N/S vulnerable 
9 QJ10987 Contract: 3NT 

oJ Opening lead: 
$0] : 
SOUTH nine of spades 

@ 5 

9 A 

Or Ki 0.6 So: 

# A6543 

You have many potential tricks; but, as 
in most misfits, you also have communi- 
cations problems. How can you ensure 
the contract against all possible adverse 
distributions? 

Problem 3 (Hard) 

NORTH Rubber bridge, 
@ J43 N/S vulnerable 
9 54 rare, Contract: 64 

Peer Opening lead: 
SOUTH Jack of diamonds 

@ KQ9752 
9 AKQ73 
> as 

# QJ 

Your success may well hinge on your 
play at the first trick, though this is not 
easy to foresee. What do you play from 
each hand, and why? 

Answer Drawer, page 108 
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The International Society of Postmasters announces 

OFFICIAL GOLD ON SILVER PROOFS OF 

fhe World’s First Stamps 

The “Hermes Head” was the 
first stamp of Greece. It bears 
the denomination of 1-lepton 

The steamship on the 1 real 
stamp of Peru represents the 
method by which mail was 

The famous Penny Black of 
Great Britain, the world’s first 

Guatemala’s first stamp is Portion of Guatemalan stamp 
based on its Coat of Arms. enlarged to show fine detail 
The sun symbolizes liberty. postage stamp. It bears a in gold on sterling. and portrays Hermes, winged 

messenger of Greek myth- 
ology. 

delivered in that country 
when its first stamp was 
issued in 1857. 

classic portrait of the young 
Queen Victoria. 

The branch of live oak, 
patriotism. And the laurel 
branch, victory. 

The 2-skilling “crowned nu- 
meral” design of Iceland was 

based on a Denmark stamp. 
Only 40,000 were printed — 
and they are extremely diffi- 
cult to come by today. 

“Liberty Seated” is the theme 
of the first stamp of Liberia. 
Based on a British colonies 
design, it differs in that the 

helmet has become a cap, and 

the figure is on a stone jetty. 

The 1l-candareen stamp of 
China is identified by its 
“Imperial Dragon” motif. The 
Chinese characters stand for 
the Great Tsing Dynasty. 

Bolivia’s first stamp, the 5 

centavos, depicts a condor — 
the large bird native to the 
Andes—perched on a globe. 
Philatelists call it the “Condor 
Issue”’ 

“Tiger’s Head” 
of Afghanistan. 

A definitive collection of 73 historic stamps —the first stamps 
ever issued by the 73 nations that were the first to issue postage stamps. 
Authentically re-created in 24kt gold on sterling silver. 

IN THE YEAR 1840, the first postage stamp 

in history was issued. It was a stamp of 
Great Britain, which came to be known as 

the ‘Penny Black’ This historic stamp was 
destined to change the course of life through- 

out the civilized world. For it heralded the 
issuance by other countries of their own 

stamps —and eventually resulted in an inter- 
national postal network linking peoples in 
every corner of the globe. 

Now, the International Society of Post- 
masters will pay official tribute to the first 
stamps of the world by issuing an unprece- 
dented collection. 

Authentic re-creations of world’s first stamps 

Working from the actual stamps themselves, 
the sculptors of The Franklin Mint will 
re-create the designs for these historic stamps, 
capturing all of their distinctive features. 
Then the mint’s master craftsmen will strike 
each gold electroplate on sterling silver stamp 
in flawless Proof quality. 

The result will be a collection of entirely 
accurate replicas of stamps that are among 
the most significant in history. Stamps con- 
sidered among the world’s most interesting 
philatelic treasures. 

Officially authorized and authenticated 

To certify that each gold on sterling stamp 
bears the approval of the International 
Society of Postmasters, the official symbol of 
the Society will appear on the reverse of each 
minted stamp —and the designation 24kt gold 
on sterling silver. 

So that each subscriber will be able to 
display the collection at home, a custom- 
designed hardbound album will be included 
as part of the collection. And a special magni- 

fier will be provided to study the stamps in 
detail. 

Issued in limited edition 

The World’s First Stamps will be issued in 
limited edition—and it is being made avail- 
able only until the end of this year. After that 
date, it will never be offered again —any- 
where in the world. 

The collection will be issued at the 
convenient rate of one per month, and the 
guaranteed issue price for each 24kt gold on 
sterling stamp is just $19.50. 

To acquire this important new collection, 
your subscription must be entered by Decem- 
ber 31, 1979. Mail the application at right to 
the International Society of Postmasters, c/o 
The Franklin Mint, Franklin Center, Pennsyl- 
vania, by that date. 

Gold on sterling stamps shown actual size. 

© 1979 FM 

Subscription Application 

OFFICIAL GOLD ON SILVER PROOFS OF 

The World’s First Stamps 

Must be postmarked by December 31, 1979 

The Franklin Mint 

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091 

Enter my subscription for The World’s 
First Stamps, issued by the International 
Society of Postmasters, and consisting of 

seventy-three 24kt gold on sterling silver 
proof stamps to be sent to me at the rate 
of one per month. 

I need send no money now. Bill me 
$19.50* for each gold on sterling silver 
proof stamp in advance of its shipment. 

*Plus my state sales tax. 

Signature 

Mr. 

Mrs. 

Miss 

ALL APPLICATIONS ARE SUBJECT TO ACCEPTANCE 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY 

Address 

City 

State, Zip 

fez) nm 

Limit: One collection per person 

THE FRANKLIN MINT IS THE WORLD’S LARGEST PRIVATE MINT. IT 1S NOT 
AFFILIATED WITH THE U.S. MINT OR ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCY. Tt tn nnn nnn nn nna as enn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nnn nn nang 

Yee td te tt tt tO eno rr nn 



Robert Kalman 

Contest Results 

Pet Agrees - Eyeball Benders - 
Golden Chain 

ACurious Menagerie 

Grand Prize Winner Iris Kalman and her favorite llama. 

As a result of our ‘Pet Agrees’’ Contest (July/August, page 
23), in which readers were invited to send us photos of their 
animal twins, not only did every dog have his day, but a 
whole menagerie of cats, birds, snakes (and their owners) also 
shared the spotlight. The Grand Prize photo captures the most 
unusual, unparalleled, and uncanny likeness we came across: 
Iris Kalman astride her favorite llama! The man behind the 
lens, Robert Kalman of Chester, New Hampshire, will receive 

Nathan Somero and his pet rock 

a Nikon camera. In addition, a special honorable mention 
prize of two Games T-shirts goes to Nathan Somero of New 
Ipswich, New Hampshire: one for him and the other for his 
pet rock. Bob Loeffelbein of Valley Lee, Maryland, James 
Goodman of Portland, Oregon, and Doug Himebaugh of Wa- 
terloo, lowa will also receive Games T-shirts for their beastly 
photos (not shown). 

—L.-F. 

Bend Ours 
We wanted to see Eyeball Benders through your eyes, and 
were truly baffled by many of the more than 400 entries to 
the ‘‘Bend, Ours’’ Contest (May/June, page 19). Larry Bell of 
Daytona Beach, Florida (winner in the ‘‘color’’ category) and 
Gary Spoerre of Sherrill, Iowa (winner in the “black and 
white” category) will each receive a Polaroid SX-70 One-Step 
Land Camera. Their photos, and those of the 16 T-shirt-win- 
ning runners-up, appear on pages 98 and 100. 

Bend Yours 
The “Bend Yours’’ Contest (May/June cover) provided a rare 
glimpse of some of the strange things readers see in these ob- 
fuscating photos. The grapefruit was most often mistaken for 
an orange, and most wildly mis-identified as a sunburst. But 
the trickiest photo was the meat tenderizer mallet: some saw 
it as a waffle, a honeycomb, or even a postage stamp wetter. 
The winner—the first in a random drawing (from nearly 
14,000 entries) to identify all nine objects correctly—is Don- 
na Horrall of Wheatland, Indiana. She will receive a Polaroid 
SX-70 One-Step Land Camera for her keen eye and her good 
luck. 
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crayons ridged potato chip 

bendable straws grapefruit 

plastic notebook tabs meat tenderizer mallet roll of caps 
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WORD/ PLAY for the 
AD/VENTURE/SOME 
The object of “Golden Chain” (July/Au- 
gust, page 23) was to compile the longest 
list of different words (a requirement 
that disqualified a large number of en- 
tries) so that each successive pair of 
words on the list, taken in order, formed 
a ‘compound word” (as defined rather 
broadly in the contest) of two or more 
syllables. The winner is Michael Wolf- 
berg of Concord, Massachusetts (he also 
won the ALAKAZAR Contest), with a 
chain totaling 1,113 words. He will re- 
ceive the first prize of a 14-karat gold 
Italian Mosaic NECK/LACE from Speidel, 
with a gold TOOTH/PICK to hang on it. 
Honorable mention prizes of a Games T- 
shirt go to: Kyle Corbin, Raleigh, North 
Carolina (1,054 words); Ralph Kusinitz, 
Marblehead, Massachusetts (1,014); 
Richard Silberg of Baltimore (1,011); 
and John R. Wiles of Philadelphia (886). 

The winning entry appears below. All 
words, single and compound, are found 

either in the main text or the Addenda 
of Webster's Third. 

—R.W:S. 

The Winning Entry 

anti pope ye shiva ree quip u rare bit brace ro manos tat ou trun cate chol 
iamb us un tripe hound shark skin flint wood kern os mund ane mias mas 
soy milk sop hist ory x eric ad venture some how ever green gill net leaf 
girl ie roe stone brash est range work week days tar khans amas sing 
kamas si mile post scapula re veals kin cob nuts hell dog nap pier ces spit 
box haul yard arm ada tom cod ex terne plate aus har dim met ope rand 
om agua nos her mai pure blood alp has sling shot star quake tail first 
hand spike horn fels pars nip cheese parer gal chic anes tri toma hawks 
haw ser pent alpha bet tong kang ani sole print out doors ill guide line cut 
throat latch string halt ere mite red brick bat horse whip cord wains cot 
enure sis kins people dom ain hum drum heads tall boy las sock eye letter 
space band anna list ens tamp alas trim mer maiden hair beard tongue 
flower pot luck now here with wind screen play ground nut meg rim rock 
bell wether hog nose wheel race mes sin dry lot to whee zing anas arca de 
lint white blow job ber tha wing stem son deli mit res pue blo whole sale p 
honey bun yip pee wee shy locks pit chi canes cent avo wry neck lace pod 
agra fes cue vas sal via tors ade noma des elect rums hop toad flax drop 
kick backs pang lima cine ast rut tee vee ring taw pie bald ricks ha biri ba 
sinal bin gee gaw sie ver bena b lolly gag teeth ridge tree tops warm an 
cones sine w hereto fore shadow gram mars hall mark kas bah ama nori 
mon tana gra ben thon ga boon dock side show case book store keep 
sake ret em bitter sweet shop window shut off come r apport ion ones elf 
wort hing ers ar chive y anan as cham iso there for bad aga mete wand 00 
theca te beth ump qua trefoil s oaken shaw nee ding dong on mun ich thus 
wise crack hemp seed gall op sonic ate f lopper ing ush er ethic als o hone 
sty lops tick bean bag git tern ary late bra cero graph ere rods men talis 
mans layer age long wool fell oe strid han gout weed hook tip toe nail rod 
knight hood mold board walk overs hoe cake bread basket ball park land 
whin chat ti kor yak ut ah unt wine glass working woman kind reds tart ago 
rot undo g ambas sage brush ups oar lock jaw ab bassi ne reis sue vic tim 
bale fire brat tier cel lose | amish go blin dish rag shag ging ham mock ado 
be littles t rifles hot dogger el flock owner ship wreck fish pond grass quit 
claim ant epirrhema tic key boarding house broke n unlet table spoon drift 
bolt rope trick sy nema lite ration ale cost mary bud mash pis tole dan sant 
our self same k olea tes sera pea cocks hut ching ma pau lin gam bist ort 
Stein kirk town scape goat herd wick ape rea rise time card sharp shin dig 
amy lum bang ash koko ona ger mule back slap stick tight wad cutter head 
quarters aw eel spear mint master piece meal worm hole proof read option 
or chid den tils it mo cuck oos copy cats up curl paper mouth wash tub bal 
lad die strum pet rel amp hora h arrows tone me tepa che rub ato pic ket 
one fold boat swain mote d windles siy boots trap unto ward room mate 
lote bush bucks hots pur part ula e lance gay you pon cho pine sap pare 
ve nae body surf ace tum my sell outs tink ling tow path way goose gog let 
ted dies es chara banc al fa do main sheet flood light face cloth bound en 
womb at ajo wan twit ten door mat low life guard rail roads ide ates tine id 
led gers um brine less ons et hos try sail plane ts unami able gate wards 
man gold arn otto manic ure than king fisher folk free martin gale ros in 
dart moor hen ting tang hin du cat sup pose ur chin bone shaker ess ay ins 
pectoral is apostolic i dem arch angelic a dos sel syn type cast rum pled 
gor mand elate rin con cur are nig nay word smith am bari sh amba lam 
bent hon das tur bans hie mal lee angle touch down swing stock pile ata vi 
mana tees water loo sen nit wit oto steal thy mol ave nine pin feathered ge 
mini cab bala was ho oka pi tau fer mis conduct io wa tap pa pule go! dis 
counter dike grave clothes press run round top cross beak iron hard hack 
thorn bill bug ara wakan da idle set wall aba sic ken speckle breast plow 
share crop sick bed straw hat check strap hang tag along shore yer ava hi 
spa thous and ante nave ta mil lime rick shas tan gum boil over skip jacks 
hay mow rah dar rein deer drive well spring buck wheat ear cockle shell 
cracker jack daw tit mouse web by street car rom pu lu lab bas sa propel 
lant ana plasma gene van dal radian ce menta lis bon bons ai wain scot tie 
wig gen too na taka he par sec tor got hic cough root hold all hallow day 
break through put log jam pan tun gan ef fort night jar bot fly past rami 
corn crib rose tangle foot pick pole mist rain storm cock crow step child 
birth place bo yar ran cors air strip per salt peter-sham mar coni cal ami 
dol lar val var sha vie wer wolf rams tam bor row port end brain cap sid dur 
ban jo cum bu tut san sei del inter mix hill billy can tala ri mu cor olla v 
amper sand bar keeps ake piro gi bel dam pen sum bul gur kha ki monos 
tele photo pia no pal mad ras boras cos sack but oxy gas lit any where 
under prop jet sam sara pe plum bum malo dor sad hu mid winter kill joy 
Pop pas quin nat aka la lo wish ram til sit com ox shoe pack saddle bow 
leg gins eng obe li tho rough draw bore coles law court like ness berry 
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The cold winter doldrums may arrive after Christmas, but The 
17th Annual St. Valentine’s Day Massacre will sweep them away! 

* This was the most fun I’ve had in years. Where have you 
been all my life? 

* What a sneaky low-down bunch! | loved every minute. 

So said two of this past year’s enthusiastic contestants. 

Conducted entirely by mail in each of the last 16 years, the 
Massacre is an amazing application of strict logic to downright 
looniness, all in the form of a Pacific-to-Atlantic tour in a Rand 
McNally Road Atlas. 

Spend a few evenings whenever convenient during January and 
February, traveling at your kitchen table from page to page, over 
mountains and plains, having a generally wild time along the way: 

* getting free gas (free gas!) in Tacoma 

spudding a well in Idaho 

* portaging in a Duck 

* thrashing about with your niblick on the Hilton Head links 

Experience doesn’t matter. We have awards for many in several 
categories, from first-timer to master, and souvenirs for all, To 
join us in this mad adventure, send the $15 (U.S.) entry fee (add 
$2.50 if after November 19, so we can use first class mail to 
send your atlas) and you'll receive all materials right after New 
Year's. Late entries accepted until February 14. 

Try the Massacre. It’s really something. 

quis Duran as 

_ Neal Batesville_{54¥ yen Center { 

The St. Valentine's Day Massacre 
P.O. Box 378 L 
Murrysville, PA 15668 

Please send everything I'll need. My payment (to “Massacre”) 
is enclosed. 

address 

city 

Colony 
e) 

Carlyle 

Gen Funston 
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BALL 
BENDERS 
WHATARETHESEOBJECTS? 

SEETHEANSWERDRAWERONPAGEIIO. 

Larry Bell 

1. Grand Prize/color category: Wrapped up 

2 
fay 
fe} 
a 
a 
= 
a 
oO 

2. Grand Prize/black and white category: Overhead (Continued on page 100) 
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Wacky Wordies 

If you can! 

The oblect 15 to discern a familiar phrase saying. chche, or name fom each arar ee 

fetters and or digits Ppett | Behe gtee 

For example. hitting | Hlustrates “rilting t w Ihe be 

Eyeball Benders 
What are these objects? 

@ The gleam in your eye 

b. Pass the word. 

Outsmart us or just have fun with the 
challenge of Games Magazine. Each issue 
is chock full of mind teasers, quizzes, 
mazes, logic puzzles, challenging cross- 
words and much more to keep you 
fascinated for hours. 

If you enjoy entering contests (you'll find 
2 in each issue) you can win fabulous 
prizes—from a pinball machine to a home 
computer system. 

Subscribe to a year of Games and look 
forward to 6 fun-filled issues. 

So outsmart us if you can....you'll have 
fun trying! 

subscribe and 
save:33% amp 

ur suiB2q 4. 

116 adi @ 10) sassix 

ssuuesBoyoy 
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1 
UTHINK YACHT TO Evapen AWHIL E 

2 
WHAT SUMATRA Jaya, FIGHT. 

3 
DIMENSION {T OLD PSYCHIC UT) 

DUNDEE SAME FOR ME o 

‘ ‘ 

LOVE ENCASES FOREIGN ICE GIRL 

5. 
ARTISAN JAIL AGAIN woamy 

ALIMONY YUKON TO BALAAM OUT. 

6. 
SAHARA WING EXPER HENCE 

ALRIGHT. 

NAME 

The Farsi 

ew 

ge thirteen paper matches to make 
‘that faces to the left as in the 

diagram above. By lowering the dog's tail 

to the top dotted line, then moving the 
bottom match of the dog's head to the 
other dotted line, you have changed the 
picture'so that the dog is jooking the 
opposite way. Unfortunately, this leaves 

the dog's tail (now on the left) slanting 
down instead of up. 

Can you move just two matches to 
make the dog face to the right, but with 

his tail pointing upward as before? 

A 

a 

idgecn is a small boneless tr many 3119 nicknam 

bizarre exampy 
figure out which of th 
which is et 

P faked ndiges or “humps” 

xe zm<o<«m < <mo«< moomoo me2< 2<m 222 <mmmommmo o<z22zmzok 

i Call Our Bluff © 
ot te 

‘Opical fish, conardered 
Cametish tor the 

ong the spine 

/\ 
GOON 

ONE 

OMY 

OM N 

MON 

OM O 

NOM 

ON Oo 

MNO Ze<mz2z208m 

We lost our MONEY in the letter Qnd above. We 
knoe d appears ica straight ine 
tally. vertically. or diagonally Can you fing 
it without turning any corners? 
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ADDRESS 

CITY STATE 

for only $9.97. 

ee 2 ee 

O Payment Enclosed JO Bill me later 

C1 Save even more! Send 2 years (12 issues) 

(33% off the newsstand price) 

Allow 4-8 weeks for delivery of first issue. For foreign and 
Canadian orders, add $1.00 per subscription year. serene 

(ee “GAMES... i 

101 47 Des Moines, iowa 50340 

statenonreoaonncoisoieannninaritatind 

seen eee neaenueeciasanne nine 

1 Yes. Send me Games! 
1 year (6 issues) for only $ 
( 20% off the newsstand price) 



(Continued from page 98) 

RUNNERS-UP IN THE EYEBALL BENDER CONTEST 
David Osborn 

George R. Davis 

_ John R. Hill Doris Wilson 

Barbara L. Funk 

6. Downhill racer 

& 
= 
< 

Jane Green 

Joan Worthing 

9. Tone it down 10. The season's opener 11. Sightless Italians 

Jean McCamy Roger Allyn Lee 

14. Gone with the wind 

Matt Poff 

Thomas W. Bream 

* 

16. Gesundheit! 17. Speedy scrambler 18. Stalk dividends 
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PLAYBOY... | 
The Name of fits Game 
In Nassau! 

Now there's one more reason to visit this island paradise. 
. The new Playboy Casino in the Ambassador Beach Hotel on 

Cable Beach. 
Come for fun, for action, for blackjack, roulette, craps, 

baccarat, Wheel of Fortune or sinply to try your hand at 
the slots. 
You'll find them all at the newest Casino! in the Bahamas a 

Playboy. And you'll find the lavish accommodations, the - 
superb scenery, shopping, dining and sun fun for which Nassau 

_ has always been famous. 
It's better in the Bahamas. eee now that nay is there! 

_ The Playboy Casino 
_ inthe Ambassador Beach Hotel 
7 Nassau, Bahamas. 

‘Its your best bet. 



Taste a Triumph. 
Surprising satisfaction 

6LELV'S'N1’PAPII101 @ 

at only 3 mg. tar. 
With new Flavor- Intensified" Triumph, the 
taste comes through abundantly, the smoke 

reaches you smoothly, pack after pack. 

If you've tried one of the very low tar cigarettes, and 
found you just couldn’t stay with it, you’ll understand 
why Triumph is quite an achievement. The first ciga- 
rette that gives you satisfying taste at only 3 mg. tar. 

Smooth, easy draw. 
With Triumph, even the draw is a surprise. There’s 

none of the struggle you may have experienced in 
other very low tar brands. You don’t have to pul/—you 
just puff on Triumph. The pleasure is effortless. 

No gimmicks, no miracles. 

The crux of it: Instead of 
searching for some yet un- 
imagined answer, Lorillard 
scientists decided to take a 
more sensible tack. 

RIUMPH. 

Why not, they said, take everything we’ve 
learned about cigarettes, and push that technology 
further than we’ve ever pushed it before. 

Delivering taste, limiting tar. 

We found that combining two types of filter fiber 
produces the best combination of taste and draw. 

That tiny “vents” in the rim of the filter work to 
smooth the taste. 

That lower-leaf tobaccos tend to be milder and lower 
in tar than those at the top of the plant. 

In short, everything we could find that might intensify 
flavor at 3 mg. tar, was built into Triumph. 

Taste you can stay with. 

What it all comes down tois this: Triumph, 
at only 3 mg. tar, gives 
you a taste so satisfying, 
we believe you'll never 
want to go back to 
your old cigarette. 

7RIUM 

One of the lowest tar cigarettes you can smoke. 
The one with taste enough to stay with. 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health. 

3 mg. “tar,” 0.4 mg. nicotine av. per cigarette by FTC Method. 



ANSWER DRA 
Letters (Page 6) 

Wacky Wordies Are Back Dennis Wade's Wacky 
Wordies are: An Inside Job; and Four Score and 
Seven Years Ago. Mike Martinek’s Wacky Wordies 
translate as follows: New Year's Eve in Times 
Square; and A Gross Injustice. 

One-of-a-Kind Pangram Loosely translated, this 
pangram means that a questionnaire dating from 15 
B.c. about mollusks in Norwegian inlets cheats a trea- 
sury agent. 

Transcendental Party Games (Page 22) 

Best Solutions by NPL members: 
Puzzle Relay 

Question #3: Fish—remove “urn” from “furnish” 
Question #4: Radiology 
Question #5: Rococo 
Characteristic Initials 
1. Louisa May Alcott 
2. Susan B. Anthony 
3. Phineas Taylor (P.T.) Barnum 
4. Billy The Kid 
5. Anne Boleyn 
6. Charles Dickens 
7. Thomas Alva Edison 
8. Lorenz Hart 
9. Alfred E. Neuman 

10. “Satchel” Paige 
ord-Making 

. Chitchat or hyacinth (8) 

. Zigzagging (10) 

. Whirligig (9) 
. Chlorophyll (11) 
. Onomatopoeia (12) 
. Fiddledeedee (12) 

Consonyms 
Se Ot Ss 

Answers are based on the Merriam-Webster Pocket 
Dictionary (1974 edition). Other words are possible 
with larger dictionaries. 
1. Tam, tom, tame, team, teem, time, tome, tomb, 

thyme, atom, tummy, item, autumn 

2. Horse/horsey, hoarse, hearse, harass, heresy, 
hearsay 

3. Soused, sassed, ceased, cyst, assist, assessed, 
siesta, associate, iciest, society 

4. Cake, cook, cookie, cock, cocky, cockeye, kook/ 
kooky, caulk/calk, coke, kick, kayak, cuckoo, 
khaki, cocoa, coco, cacao, ack-ack 

5. Stared, steered, stored, strayed, stride/strode/ 
astride, strewed, storied, sturdy, asteroid 

Associations 
In the following solutions from the convention, all as- 
sociations are of the sort one might find in a word 
association test. Proper names were not allowed, nor 
were associations based solely on sounds (like faker 
to baker). 
1. Brain/smart/stupid/ass/mule 

Brain/smart/ass/mule 
2. Word/deed/land/farming/seed 

Word/dictionary/catalogue/seed 
3. Rent/office/building/block 

Rent/car/engine/block 
4. lron/metal/gold/expensive/cheap 

lron/ore/dirt/cheap 

lron/maiden/Japan/cheap (illegal, but voted 
““cleverest’’ chain) 

5. Game/tennis/lawn/green/spinach 
Game/golf/greens/spinach 

Photocrime (Page 26) 

Since Talleyrand was struck in the left temple (see 
pictures 6 and 7) and never saw what hit him (cap- 
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tion 7), he was hit from behind by a left-handed per- 
son. Indeed, close scrutiny of the four golf bags in 
picture 1 shows that one of them (the second bag 
from left) contains a set of left-handed clubs. Talley- 
rand is seen in pictures 1 and 5 addressing the ball 
right-handedly, so the left-handed clubs aren't his. 
Since Disraeli’s drive from the second tee was the 
shortest of the four (caption 2), the figure addressing 
the ball right-handedly in picture 2 must be he. That 
leaves Cromwell and Metternich as potential sus- 
pects. But in caption 4 we learn that Metternich has 
the only umbrella. That clears him, because the bag 
with the umbrella in picture 1 contains right-handed 
clubs. The murderer therefore was Cromwell. 

But why? Cromwell, it turns out, had been living 
well beyond his means. While waiting out the rain 
after the second hole, his partner Talleyrand told him 
that he had decided to throw the match in order to 
avoid angering old man Metternich. Cromwell was 
furious. After teeing off on number 3, he saw an op- 
portunity to do away with Talleyrand and thus avoid 
being forced still deeper into debt. 

The Devil’s Fold (Page 33) 

Figure 1: 

1. Fold left column under the center column. 
2. Fold top row toward you twice. 
38. Fold right square over the left. 
Figure 2: 
(It will help if you number the squares 1 through 9 as 

1 2 3 
4 5 

7 8 9 
1. Fold bottom row over the middle row. 
2. Fold left column over the center one. 
8. Fold top row toward you and down, but reverse 
the direction of the crease between L and Z and in- 
sert LZ between B and B (#4 and #7) on the left. 
(The upper E [#3] should now rest on top of the 
lower E [#9].) You now have a rectangle comprising 
two squares. On the left, from the top down, the 
Squares are BLZBUB (#4, 1, 2, 7, 8, 5), and on the 
right EEE (#3, 9, 6). 
4. The final move is difficult. (Once you grasp what is 
required it is actually easier to combine this awkward 
move with the previous one.) Here it is: 
Fold right panel (EEE) toward the left, with the middle 
E (#9) of this fold inserted partway between Z and B 
(#7). Do this loosely. As it lies on top of the tucked E 
(#9), the Z now forms the bottom of a “pocket” with 
the L facing it from your left and the E (#3) facing it 
from your right. Now the two remaining E's (#3 and 
#6) are tucked together between B (#4) and L. A 
little scrunching together at this point, and Voila! You 
now have a tightly locked packet that spells B-E-E-L- 
Z-E-B-U-B (#4, 6, 3, 1, 2, 9, 7, 8, 5). 

X-Word Puzzle (Page 41) 

14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
2) 
22 
23 

24 
25 
26 
aT 
28 

Bottom (The letter B is ‘‘banner’s front.’ MOTTO 
is “‘e.g., ‘Don’t Tread on Me’.”” OTTOM is the lat- 
ter read back. B and OTTOM join to form the 
whole, ‘‘the lower part’’) 

Tidbit (tidy — y + bite — e) 
Moimot (Tom + Tom) 
Misfit (M + is + F + it) 
Friars (fryers) 

Gasman (ma sang) 
Doctor (door + Ct.) 
Series (nurSERIES) 
Nassau (saunas) 
Rascal (Clara's) 
Scorch (S + co. + rich — i) 
Server (sever + r) 
Veiler (revile) 
Strata (a tart’s) 
Aether (the ear) 
Petrel (Peter + L) 

Inland (fINLAND) 
Tartan (tar + tan) 

Letter (two meanings) 
Dallas (salad + 1) 

Neared (NE + a + red) 
Rhythm (Rock Hudson’s young Thomas Hardy 
movie) 

Tomboy (tomb + O + Y) 
Balsam (a lamb's) 

Layman (maLAY MANners) 
Mayday (two meanings) 
Dreary (dry + ear) 

This puzzle is based on a creation by ‘Virgilius’ in 
The AZED Book of Crosswords. 

Illustrated Word Search Word List (Page 43) 

BICYCLE POINSETTIA 
CAMERA PUPPY 
CALCULATOR PURSE 
CHESS SET RADIO 
CHINA RECORD 
COFFEE POT RING 
DOLL SHIRT 
DRESS SLED 
FOOTBALL STUFFED ANIMAL 
GAMES TELEVISION 
HOBBYHORSE TIE 
CE SKATES TOASTER 
MODEL TRAIN TOY AIRPLANE 
MUSIC BOX TYPEWRITER 
NECKLACE WAFFLE IRON 
PIPE WATCH 
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THIS IS THE PURPOSE OF THE NELSON ROCKEFELLER COLLECTION: 
To Enable You To Enjoy The Rewarding Experience Of 
Living Among Outstanding Examples Of Fine Art 

1. Porcelain Duck Box — Chien Lung period. 

18th century. 
64x34”. 

Upper half forms lid. 

Wt. 1 Ib. $202. 

2. Japanese Seated Holy Man — Bronze 

meditating Shinto priest. 16th century. 

$611. 142°Hx6%"W. Wt. 23 lbs. 

4, Chien Lung Horses — A pair of Chinese export porcelain horses, circa 1770-1780. 

On shaped green bases. Fluted manes in lustrous blue. Approximately 2%4” wide, 
7” long and 54” high. 

To do this, Nelson Rockefeller 
devoted the same kind of attention 
to reproducing his favorite works 
of art as to collecting them. 

Despite his many activities, philanthropic 
as well as political, the abiding interest of 
Nelson Rockefeller was seeking out and col- 
lecting outstanding pieces of art from many 
lands, many cultures and many centuries. 
Having them at hand, he found relief and re- 
laxation from many of the pressures of the 
positions he held. 

His indefatigable search for beautiful objects 
— from classic to modern, primitive to sophis- 
ticated — covered some 50 years of his life. 

THE NELSON 

Weight 1 lb. each. $455. the pair. 

At the conclusion of his public career, as Vice 
President of the United States, he made the 
decision to find or to have developed ways 
and means of reproducing pieces from his col- 
lection with such precision as to make them 
faithfully reflect the quality and feeling of 
the originals. 

To achieve this, each piece had to have 
individual handwork and to be reproduced 
separately and apart from the others. Each 
was done by the most appropriate craftsman 
Mr. Rockefeller could find and frequently 
through re-creating some of the very processes 

by which the originals had come into being. 
His incredible accomplishments are repre- 
sented in part by the consummate reproduc- 

ROCKEFELLER 
rir ee Maren acer cee cre hell el rel ed aa ah eee rere gear remeron ernie lee! | 

, LHE PLEASANTVILLE PLAN, DEPT. GA-3, 62 EASTVIEW AVE., PLEASANTVILLE, NY 1057 

Please send the item(s) | have checked from the 

3. Haniwa Head — Unglazed iron-bearing 
clay. Adorned Japanese tombs 5th to 7th 

7” high on 4” base. centuries. $80. 

5. Hand-crafted Wood Fish — Reproduc- 

tion of American original. 19th century. 

18” long, 4%” wide on 17” stand. $178. 

tions shown above. 
These are just five of the many pieces Mr. 

Rockefeller selected for reproduction. Others 
appear in a new catalogue following the 
original — which has itself become a collector’s 
item. Whichever of the pieces you order, you 
will receive with it a copy of the new cata- 
logue containing the other items available. If 
you should wish the catalogue alone, there is 
a charge of $2.50. Whatever you order, please 
use the coupon below, filling it out as 
indicated. 

NOTE: Should you, within 30 days of 
receipt, wish to return any iteyn you purchase, 
Nelson Rockefeller Collection, Inc. will either 
replace it or re-purchase it. 

COLLECTION 

Exp. Date ___. ° 
shipping and insurance. NY residents add 5% tax.) 

State Zip 

NELSON ROCKEFELLER COLLECTION: Name 
l 2 3 4 5 
Please send the catalogue only at $2.50 Address 
I enclosed check __ money order _—_ in amount 

of $______. Or charge my Amex___Visa—__ City 
Mastercharge __. Card No. 

(Price includes handling, Or call toll free 1-800-228-2029 any hour, any 
day. Nebraska residents call 1-402-571-4900. 

ee 
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The First Double-Crostic Ever (Page 42) 

A. ATTAR N. NAIVE 
B. LOTTO O. YAHWEH 
C. FEATHERWEIGHT P. SHADOW 
D. REVERED Q. ONE-SIDED 
E. ETHEREAL R. NOTEWORTHY 
F. DOWNTOWN S. UNTOWARD 
G. LINT T. LEVITE 
H. OTTOMAN U. YANKEE 
|. RACHMANINOFF V. SHIBBOLETH 
J. DATE W. SQUAWKED 
K. TIDE X. EMPHATIC 
L. ESTRANGE Y. STANCH 
M. NIMROD 

And tho’ 

We are not now that strength which in old days 
Moved earth and heaven; that which we are, we are; 
One equal temper of heroic hearts, 

Made weak by time and fate, but strong in will 
To strive, to seek, to find and not to yield. 
—Alfred Lord Tennyson, ‘‘Ulysses” 

The Price Is Right (Page 29) 

Computing Your Score Compare the actual 1929 
price of each item against your guess and determine 
the difference between them. A high guess on one 
item and a low guess on the next will not cancel each 

made by each of the other three contestants. The 
contestant with the lowest total error is the winner. 

(To determine which individual items you would 
have won on the show, check the items in which you 

other out—you must add up your total error for all 15 made the lowest error of the four contestants. Those 
items. Compare this score to the total of the errors items are your imaginary prizes.) 

Actuai Louis Fredrick Gloria Rosenthal Bella Freedman Items 1929 Price Guess Error Guess | Error Guess [Error 

1. Ladies’ Oxfords 18.50 30.00 11.50 1.98 16.52 7.50 11.00 
2. Piano $1,425.00 $100.00 $1,325.00 $499.00 $926.00 $1,500.00 | $75.00 
3. Milk of Magnesia 25 78: 50 09 | 16 25 
4, Vacuum Cleaner 35.00 35.00 — 42.00 7.00 10.00 25.00 
5. Taxi Fare .30 25 .05 -10 .20 29 05 
6. Chocolates 2.00 50 1.50 .98 1.02 1.00 1.00 
7. TAT Ticket 1,407.76 1,000.00 407.76 1,200.00 207.76 600.00 807.76 
8. Tomato Soup ale -20 08 05 07 5; 03 
9. Plymouth Coupe 685.00 500.00 185.00 900.00 215.00 800.00 115.00 

10. ScotTissue 125) -50 25 22 .03 | 20 05 
11. Calculator 300.00 150.00 150.00 200.00 100.00 275.00 25.00 
12. The New Yorker 15 25 | 10 25 10 15 = 
13 Lucky Strikes 15 15 — AS) ~ 15% — 
14. Pocket Watch 1.50 5.00 3.50 2.98 1.48 2.50 1.00 

[15. Vitalis he 1.00 50 | 50 .09 91 50 Fi 50 | 

Total of Errors $2,085.74 $1,476.25 $1,061.39 

Closing In (Page 67) 

Problem 1—Left or Right? A11 at 6z; A12 at 5y. 
You now have four moves remaining, while B has but 

three. If, to start, you move down instead, B will win. 

Problem 2—Wise Guy A10 at 2v;A11 at 4x. B’s 
best move from B9 is the nonsymmetrical response 
3y. Even so, he will have at most four moves remain- 
ing, while you will have six. 

Problem 3—Championship Play AQ ai 6v. If B9 at 
5v, A10 at 4x and A11 at 3w. If B9 at 4v, A10 at 5w 

and A11 at 4x. If BO at 5w, A10 at 4v and A11 at 3w. 
If BO at 3w, A10 at 5v and A11 at 5w. In all cases, B 
can be blocked through further play, or will run out of 
moves before you. (Notice that other first moves for A. 

fail. I AQ at 3y or 4x, BO at 3w and B10 at 4v. If AQ at 
5w, B9 at 4v and B10 at 3w.) 

Illustrated Word Search (Page 43) 

mma — 

Simply Incredible! 
OVER 17,000 PLAYING POSITIONS! 

MENTAL GYMNASTICS! 
LIFETIME PLEASURE! 
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an ice-breaker, friend-maker, mind-shaker, taker-of-the-caker, for 
twosomes, party-playoffs, and solitary pondering. FUN for everyone from 
that famous psychologist who teaches people to think: Edward de Bono. 
An L-game makes a compact take-along for commuter, back-packer, 
world-traveler, an ideal entertainer for the convalescent, a choice 
accessory to beautify home or office, and a great gift of wit and flair for 
any occasion. By JABO. Dealer Inquiries Welcome. 

The L-game is registered under U.S. Patent #3655555 

signature 

State & Zip 

fill in all information below. 

©1979, JABO, Inc., 1126 Clifton Rd., N.E. Atlanta, GA 30307 

Master Charge (] Visa Exp. Date 

My bank credit card number is O Name 

USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER TODAY:= = = 

Send me ____ L-games. $8.00 each or 3 for $20.00. 
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Also availiable at your local game, toy & department stores. [4 Please add $2.00 per order for shipping and handling. Georgia residents add 4% sales tax. Sorry no C.O.D. ENCLOSED IS MY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER IN THE AMOUNT OF In charging your order. . Street City 

p-------------- 



Challenger Maze (Page 44) HELLO & 
MERRY CHRISTMAS! 

THIS IS = : 
MRS. CLAUS 

TAKING ORDERS 
FOR | 

GAMES |... @ J 

| MAGAZINE 
ON OUR SPECIAL 
TOLL, FREE LINE 

800-247-5470 
CALL ME 

AND I'LL HAVE SANTA 
SEND 

GAMES MAGAZINE 
GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS 

TO ALL 
YOUR FRIENDS 

FOR ONLY $5.97 EACH. 
THAT’S 1 YEAR 

(6 issues) 

OF PUZZLES, 
GAMES & FUN. 

rd 

Blacklist (Page 45) 

1. Black sheep 10. Blackbeard 
2. Blackjack 11. Blackmail 
3. Black-eyed peas 12. Chicago Blackhawks 
4. Black tie 13. Blackball 
5. Black belt 14. Little black book 
6. Karen Black 15. Black eye 
7. Black market 16. Shoeblack or 
8. Black Hills bootblack 

9. “That Old Black 17. In the black 

Magic”’ 18. Black widow spider 

Science Games 101 (Page 46) 

1. If the candles burn at exactly the same rate, the 

stick will remain balanced as the candles grow small- 
er. The amount of force (torque) applied to the bal- 
ance beam by each candle depends upon its weight 
and its distance from the fulcrum. Should each can- 
dle lose half its weight, the total torque created on 
either side of the beam will likewise be reduced by 
half. 

(In practice, since three candles would not burn at 
exactly the same rate, the stick would not remain bal- 
anced for long.) 
2. The moon can never appear in the night sky as 

pictured in A and C. 
Just like the earth, the moon is always half in sun- 

light and half in darkness. How much of the lighted 
half we see depends on the positions of the sun and 

MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 10147 

Des Moines, lowa 50340 
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the moon and our angle of viewing. The full moon, as 
shown in D, is rising in the eastern horizon just after 
the sun has dipped below the horizon in the west. In 
B, we see only a portion of the moon's lighted half; 

the orientation of the crescent indicates the sun is on 
the other side of the earth. 

However, for us to see the crescent as in C, the 
sun has to be in the sky the same time as the moon— 

a logical impossibility because the picture shows 
nighttime. Position A is impossible because a star is 

shown shining through the moon. 
3. Dam C is the strongest construction. As water 
presses on the front of the dam, the force on the 

sticks is transferred to the banks at the side. The 
curve of the dam acts like the arch of a bridge, and 
becomes stronger as the load is applied. Dams A 
and B are more easily broken because the water’s 
force tends to pull the dam away from the banks. 
4. The black balloon will rise faster. The buoyancy of 
a helium balloon depends upon its weight and the 
amount of air it displaces. Both balloons will weigh 
the same, but the dark one will displace more air. The 
sun heats the helium inside the balloons, causing 
them to expand. Because dark colors absorb more 
heat than light colors, the black balloon will expand 
faster, displace more air, and thus rise faster. 
5. The best kind of balance bar is a long, heavy one 
that bends down. A long, heavy bar, being harder to 
move than a short, light one, remains stabler when a 
tightrope walker pushes against it to steady himself. 
A bar that bends down is preferred because its cen- 

ter of gravity is closer to the rope, and lower center of 
gravity improves balance. 
6. Door C is braced the strongest. The diagonal di- 
vides the door into two triangles, which are rigid and 
cannot be flexed at their corners. The bracing on A, 

B, and D divides those doors into rectangles, which 
are not rigid and can change shape when force is 
applied to their corners. 

7. The front ant is carrying more weight because it is 

closer to the center of the stick. If it were at the very 

center, the ant would have to carry the entire weight. 
8. A. When the balloon is blown up, the square be- 

comes larger, but stays about the same shape. 
9. No. A refrigerator does not really cool air; it only 
removes heat from the inside of the refrigerator and 
releases it into the room. If the refrigerator door were 
left open, the increased heat outside the refrigerator 

would balance the ‘‘cool’’ inside. Actually, the tem- 

perature of the room would increase slightly because 
of the heat created by the refrigerator motor and 
compressor. 

Wide Open Spaces (Page 48) 
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TV Math (Page 48) 

. $20,000 Pyramid 

. 60 Minutes 

. 12 O'Clock High 

. Eight ls Enough 

. Mission: Impossible or Get Smart 

. To Tell the Truth aAnhwWM a 
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PLAY IT! 
new AM-FM slot machine radio from (Baby 

Now you can play a Bally 
Slot Machine anywhere. 
The Bally Slot Machine 
AM-FM radio is fully tran- 
sistorized and runs ona 
common 9Q-volt battery* It 
provides hours of endless 
music and fun for all ages. 
Complete with reels that 
actually spin for game-like 
action. Send for yours today. 

Battery not included 

ho. : oe eg ee ee 

|_at toplayit! 
Sa Slot Radio, 3140 N. Rockwell St. , Chicago, Ill. 60618 

Please send me Bally slot machine AM-FM radios today at $19.95 each 
=| plus $1.50 ee & handling. (Check or money order.) Do not send cash. Enclosed 

is $ 

Name 

City. State : Zip. 

Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. 

ha Address 

e 



YOUR CHILDREN CAN %3 
“IMAGIN-A-GAME” 
Picture your pride and theirs when you 

sit down to play professional-looking fun 
games they've created. These unique 
sets contain everything needed to create 

9 beautiful, long-lasting games of superb 
quality. 

5 * 3 border-printed game boards 
* Playing pieces * Drawing pens 
* Dice * Hazard cards 
* Instructions * Rule sheets 

All at an amazingly low price of $6.75 for one 

or only $5.50 each if you order two or more a0 
(a unique and thoughtful gift). 

Complete Satisfaction Guaranteed 
Dealer & Teacher inquiries invited. 
Free catalogue upon request. 
©1979 The Imagination Company 
4955 E. Walnut St., Soquel, CA 95073 

Please rush game sets @$ 
($6.75 each or $5.50 ea. for two or more) 

Total amount enclosed $. 

SEND TO: 

ey Name 

Address 

City, State 

O Please enclose gift card from: 

I understand my complete satisfaction is guaranteed and 1 
may return it within 30 days for a full cash refund @g 

BOX 503 
IMAGIN-A-GAME_ soguEL, ca 95073 & 

Keep all your issues of GAMES intact, in this 
durabie, handsome yellow binder. Each binder 
is imprinted with the GAMES signature, and 
holds 12 pleasure-packed issues. It's certainly 
the smartest way to keep Games. Order today. 

Please send me____ Binders. Each binder is 
$7.95 plus $1.25 postage & handling. 

| enclose my check/money order for $ 

ADDRESS 

CITY STATE ZIP 

New York residents add sales tax. Please allow 6-8 
weeks for delivery. Offer good in continental U.S.A. only. 

Mail order to: GAMES Magazine, BACK ISSUE DEPT., 
| 50 Hoboken Rd., East Rutherford. N. J. 07073 _J 

| 
| 
| 
| NAME 

| 
| 
| 

Split-Quote (Page 65) 8. -/?’' [],! Education is knowing how to use punctu- 
ation marks, while intelligence is Knowing what to put 

CiH|AIRILIE|SHD] I|C/KJE|IN|S BIO!Z] between them. 
O|U|TIR| 1 |D/EMMACIRIO|B/AIT|S#E/MIE 
TIHIE/RIE/S/E|E|M|S/A|V/E|R/Y|M|A|G] 1/C 

T|S|PMRIBIA/N/DIBE/AIRITIH 
E/Y/E/S/1|G|H| TMAIBIC/SHM/A/RIU 
RIO/S/A/L| I |EA/WIE|S# B/O/R/E/D|O/M 
RIO|T|TIE/NMQiU/A/D ER] T/P/SHIGINIU 
A|HIE/AIDI J/U/L/YPRRS|A/K/ERBRI TIS 
NIO/RIN@M/A| | |DIRRM/A| Z|) ERM) LINICIE 
DIO|SHRE/AIRIPHBQ/U! | | ZIBIG/AINIG/E/S 

WIAIR|SHF/U/L|L9Q/U] 1/D 
SIQ\UJA/R/EMBV! | [A/LJBB/U/L/LJR| I/D 
A\UIN|TISHENIAIVIY HR JIA] TIL IBBBIE|NIE 
HIAIRITBRHIE/RIERS/AIL| TE U/AIM/BIS 
L|K/EBBS/E|X|Y#RB/U/C/KMAIU/RIO/RIA 
BIE/Q\UJE|S|TMRPP/E|R/KMAIRIR] 1 /ViE/D 

U|TIE|SHRIGIA[TIEMBAIN| TIE|C/E/DIE 
KIA! | |A|K I C|AIRIR EAC T 
LIN|TIH/E|N/AIMIE|O/FIC/HIR] 1|S|T|MIAIS 
C|DIEMBRIE/PIAIR(TIEIERM I TIE|RIAITIE 
KL UD WEILISIHIE|REEIMIA[X] TILILIA 

Anagrams (Page 69) 

A PELICAN N HONEST 

B FABLE O FOREIGN 
C_ PLASTIC P IMPEL 
D RAPID Q QUILTED 
E FOREVER R_  CARFARE 
F AFTER S PERSON 
G GUISES T TOOTHPASTE 
H_ CIPHER U ABUSE 
1 EQUINE V_ VOCAL 
J ADJOURN W_= SWIFT 
K TRICKED X DELUXE 
L. OVERWHELM Y SYRUP 
M COMPOSED Z BRONZE 
For an entertaining report on a modern, fast-paced 
version of Anagrams, see 7he New Yorkers “Talk of 
the Town,” March 23, 1963, pp. 31-32. 

Pare a Pair of Pears (Page 72) 

1. I'll, aisle 8. Rode, road, rowed 
2. Gnu, knew, new 9. Chorale, corral 

3. Allowed, aloud 10. Patients, patience 
4. Auntie, ante, anti 11. Praise, preys, prays 

5. Heel, heal, he'll 12. Youse, ewes, yews, 
6. Seen, scene use 
7. Worst, wurst 

Creatures After the Rain (Page 74) 

All four photographs show battered umbrellas on city 
streets after a storm. The umbrellas were photo- 
graphed exactly as the artist found them; none were 
manipulated or adjusted in any way. The photo- 
graphs are hand-tinted but otherwise unretouched. 

Dszquphsbnt! (Page 66) 

1. COLD STORAGE. Discovery: A refrigerator is a 
good place to store all the leftovers until they are 
ready to be thrown out. 
2. NIGHTY NIGHT. Thought for the day from the irre- 
pressible W. C. Fields: ‘‘The best way to cure insom- 
nia is to get a lot of sleep.” 
3. GOING TO EXTREMES. The difference between 
the highest point on earth (Mount Everest) and the 
lowest (waters off Guam) is about twelve miles. 
4. LESSON FROM 1492. If Columbus had turned 
back, nobody would have blamed him, but nobody 
would have remembered him, either. 
5. NO SOLUTIONS. Only trivial questions have an- 
swers; profound questions lead on to other ques- 
tions. Sydney Harris 
6. JOYFUL PROCRASTINATION. There is no fun in 
having nothing to do. Where the fun comes is in hav- 
ing lots to do and not doing it. 
7. LOGICAL EXPLANATION. Heat makes things ex- 
pand and cold makes them contract. That’s why days 
are longer in summer and shorter in winter. 

Bridge (Page 94) 

1. From the opening lead and the play to the first 
trick, West seems to have started with four or more 
spades headed by the King and Queen. If this is the 
case, the contract can be assured by leading the 
nine of clubs at trick two (the Queen or ten would do 
as well). If West plays the Jack (or King), you win 
with the Ace and continue clubs, setting up your ninth 
trick; while if West plays low, you let the nine ride. If 
East wins and returns a spade, you play low, winning 
your Ace of spades on the next trick if the opponents 
persevere with the suit. You then lead the ten of 
clubs, again letting it ride if West plays low. If East 
wins this trick, he will have no more spades to lead 
(unless he began with four, in which case the oppo- 
nents can take only one more spade trick anyway), 
and the Queen of clubs will be you ninth trick after the 
Ace has been unblocked. Other lines of play may 
succeed against certain distributions, but the one 
outlined above is ironclad if the assumptions about 
the first trick were correct. The full hand might have 
been: 

NORTH 
$83 
9AKQ107 

WEST 0743 EAST 
aKQ952 $A73 #1074 
93 939852 
6Q108 SOUTH 6965 
#KI42 *AJ6 #85 

264 
OAKIJ2 
#21096 

(Continued on page 110) 
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Sudden Death!™ is the strategy 
game where only the fast 
survive. As the penalty timer 
keeps tick-tick-ticking, you 
must build a continuous line 
with your playing pieces. Try 
to block your opponents, but 
keep your own path clear. 
And stay ahead of the deadly 
buzzer. The punishing pace 
quickens every time a player 
is blocked and forced out of 
the action. Last one alive wins 
the game. In Sudden Death, 
time waits for no one. And he 
who hesitates is lost. 

Don’t just think. ..think fast! 

Gabriel 
©1979 CBS Toys, A Division of CBS Inc. 

41 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10010 

FOR 2 TO 4 PLAYERS 



Plant a THINK TANK anywhere 

and watch the minds grow! 

home-office-school-park-club-churches-laboratory 

Unique instructional games designed by university profes- 
sors to make learning fun through brain-to-brain action. 
Beginning games can be mastered by young children— 

final games will challenge intelligent adults. These are the 
famous GAMES FOR THINKERS from WFF ‘N PROOF 
Publishers. 

WFF ‘N PROOF (logic) 13.00* 
QUERIES 'N THEORIES (sci. & kang.) 13.00° 
EQUATIONS (mathematics) 10.00* 
ON-SETS (set theory) 10.00* 
PROPAGANDA (social studies) 11.00° 
ON-WORDS (word structures) 10.00* 

CONFIGURATIONS (geometry) 6.75* 
TRI-NIM (problem solving) 5.75" 
REAL NUMBERS (arithmetic) 2.25* 
WFF (beginner's logic) 2.25* 
QWIK-SANE (topology puzzle) 2.25* 
TAC-TICKLE (pure strategy) 1.75% 
TEACHERS MANUAL 1.25* 
MEDITATION GAME (pure strategy) 2.25* 
THINKERS BOOKENDS 16.00* 
Complete 13-Kit THINK TANK & Teachers Manual 

with Bookends 96.50* 
without Bookends 86.50* 

*includes postage and handling charges 
Order from : WFF ’N PROOF 

1490-WP South Bivd., 

Ann Arbor, MI 48104 

Fully guaranteed. Dealer inquiries invited. 

Gifts that are a COMPLIMENT to receive! 

(Continued from page 108) 

2. The opening lead has removed one of your entries 
to the heart suit, the only other one being in clubs. 
(By leading low clubs from your hand, you can get to 
dummy once.) Therefore, you must win the Ace of 
spades and then cash the King of spades, discarding 
your Ace of hearts. This clears the way for you to 
play hearts at trick three, and you will continue play- 
ing them until the opponents win the King. You will 
then have eight tricks established, since you can get 
to the hearts with low club leads; and the opponents 
will have to give you a trick in one of the other suits 
before they can take five tricks. Other lines of play 
could fail if, for example, the full hand was: 

NORTH 
@AKJ10 
9 QJ10987 

WEST oJ EAST 
492 #Qu 4287643 
076542 9K3 
OA4 SOUTH © 10987 
#kK 10872 a5 49 

VA 
9KQ6532 
#46543 

3. You have eleven top tricks, assuming you can 
hold your trump losers to one, and a twelfth may be 
found in hearts or clubs. To maximize your chance of 
success, you should try to find out whether the hearts 
split before you risk the club finesse. At the first trick, 
therefore, you must play a low diamond from the 
board and ruff in your hand. Next, lead the King of 
spades. If West wins with the Ace and returns a club, 

you will unfortunately have to decide prematurely 
whether to take the club finesse, and there is nothing 
you can do about it. (Probably you should rise with 
the Ace of clubs, discard a club on a diamond, and 
play the Jack of trumps; you will then make the hand 
if trumps are 2-2, or if hearts are 3-3, or in some 

cases where one defender has three trumps and four 
hearts.) But if West shows out on the King of spades, 
your careful play at the first trick will prove to have 
made a difference. Since you now need an entry to 
dummy in order to take a trump finesse, East's best 
defense is to duck—otherwise you can win any re- 
turn, draw trumps beginning with the Jack of spades, 
and lead out the top hearts before playing clubs. 
Your next step is to cash two high hearts, then lead a 
spade to dummy’s Jack. When East wins (best), no 
return can hurt you: a club return gives you a free 

finesse, a heart return allows you to find out about 
that suit without any risk of a ruff, and a diamond 
return allows you to reach dummy (discarding a heart 
from your hand) to take the trump finesse without first 
breaking the club suit. Suppose East does return a 

heart, and you play the Queen: if West shows out, 
you will have to take the club finesse, throw two 

hearts on the high diamonds after winning the Ace of 
clubs, and take the trump finesse; while if West fol- 
lows suit, you lead to the Ace of clubs, throw a club 
on a diamond, and take the trump finesse. If at trick 
one you had played a high diamond and discarded a 
low heart, East could have given you trouble by lead- 
ing a diamond after winning his Ace of spades, since 
you would have had to guess immediately whether to 
throw a heart or a club (ruffing instead would not 
help, for you would then need to play clubs to reach 
dummy for the trump finesse). The distribution you 
had to guard against was: 

NORTH 
9/43 
954 

WEST Oo AK4 EAST 
o—- #A8652 #A1086 
9 J1082 994 
6J109753 SOUTH °Q862 
#K93 #KQ9752 #1074 

PAKQ7T3 
= 

4#QJ 

Incompetence Strikes Again (Page 84) 

1. The stars on the U.S. flag are out of line, even 
allowing for ripples in the material. 
2. The stamp was inadvertently printed with a nega- 

tive image instead of a positive image. 
3. The land masses are poorly drawn. In particular, 
Newfoundland is shown as three islands. 
4. “Republique” was misspelled ‘‘Repuplique.”’ 
5. Each angel has only one wing. (Also, the straight 

boundary line on the globe, separating the U.S. and 
Canada, should run in an arc to reflect the earth’s 
curvature.) 

6. Judging by the way her hair is blowing, the wom- 
an is sowing /nfo the wind. 
7. The two horses in the lead have only seven legs 

between them. 
8. The bowstring is in front of the stock of the cross- 
bow, making it impossible to shoot an arrow. 
9. Stamp shows Viking ship flying U.S. flag. 

10. Ship is under full sail. The wind blows one way to 
fill sails, but the flag blows in the opposite direction. 
11. The native’s hands are just inches apart on the 
pole, but at least two feet apart in the reflection. (In 
addition, the native’s right arm is bent, but it is 
straight in the reflection.) 
12. Eisenhower’s jacket is buttoned to the left, as a 
woman's jacket is buttoned, instead of to the right, as 
a man’s. 

Word Row (Page 90) 

ASLEEP-AWAKE, ARCTIC-ANTARCTIC 
BRAIN-BRAWN, BEARISH-BULLISH 

. CHARGE-CREDIT, CONCAVE-CONVEX 
DAWN-DUSK, DOT-DASH 
ENTRANCE-EXIT, ENDURING-EPHEMERAL 
FRIEND-FOE, FLORA-FAUNA 

. GUYS-GALS, GANDER-GOOSE 
HIS-HERS, HEAVEN-HELL 
IMPULSIVE-INHIBITED, 
INTELLIGENCE-IDIOCY 
JACK-JILL, JUDGE-JURY 
KITH-KIN, KNIGHT-KNAVE 

LORD-LADY, LATITUDE-LONGITUDE 
. MOUNTAIN-MOLEHILL, MAXIMUM-MINIMUM 

NAME-NUMBER, NIECE-NEPHEW 
OFF-ON, ORIENT-OCCIDENT 
PUSH-PULL, PLEASURE-PAIN 
QUANTITY-QUALITY, 
QUARTER-QUADRENNIUM 
(% year, 4 years) 

RAGS-RICHES, REACTIONARY-RADICAL 
SAINT-SINNER, SAVE-SPEND 
THICK-THIN, TURMOIL-TRANQUILLITY 
USUAL-UNUSUAL, URGA-ULAN BATOR 
(the former and current 
names of the capital of Mongolia) 

V. VIRTUE-VICE, VICTOR-VANQUISHED 
W. WAX-WANE, WARP-WOOF 
X. _XENOPHILE-XENOPHOBE, 

XEROPHILOUS-XEROPHOBOUS 
Y. _YIN-YANG, YESTERMORN-YESTEREVE 
Z. ZIG-ZAG, ZERO-ZILLION 

= Sr Gg). VM Sr GS wl > 

o PUES Re 

eae si 

Eyeball Benders (Pages 98 and 100) 

1. Hair in a hairnet 

2. Fluorescent light 
3. Pumpkin 
4. Inside of a pencil sharpener 
5. Batteries 

6. Skate board wheel 
7. Ground meat 
8. Aerial view of a snowy slate path 
9. Piano pedal 

10. Salt spout 
11. Venetian blinds 

12. Eiffel Tower 

13. Sole of a running shoe 
14. Dandelion spores 

15. Scotch on the rocks 
16. Cashews 
17. Egg whisk 
18. Celery 
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ALL THE KING'S MEN is Parker Brothers Trademark for its royal combat board game equipment. Game equipment © 1979 Parker Brothers, Beverly, MA 

All The King’s Men. 
The game that iteeee chess. 

Chess is one of the world’s greatest 
games. But it can take a lifetime to learn. 
And what feels like a lifetime to play. 

Now, “All The King’s Men” chal- 
lenges chess for stimulating one-on-one 
strategy. And beats it, hands down, 
for fun, because you can learn the rules 
in minutes and play a game in less than 
an hour. 

This game not only challenges 
chess, it challenges your mind. Because 
the way you play those devilishly placed 
arrows can make or break your game. 

Play “All The King’s Men,” and 
see if you don’t agree that one of 
the world’s greatest games has met 
its match. 



Can you outsmart 
a computer? 

TOUCH ME 
by ATARI 
3 games in 4 that 

challenge your memory. 
Game 4: Touch Me sets unpredictable light 

and sound patterns. Can you repeat them with- 

out making a mistake? 3 misses and you're out 
with an electronic “raspberry.” Win, and receive 

a computer salute. 

Game 2: The computer sets a light and corre- 
sponding tone. Repeat it and add your own. The 

next player repeats the sequence and adds 
one. Keep repeating the sequence and extend- 

ing it. The computer remembers everything. 
Can you? 

Game 3: 2-4 players each pick their own 

colors. The computer calls them out at random. 

Repeat your color in the right sequence and 
keep playing. Miss and you're out, but the other 

player(s) keep going ‘tl only one is left. 

Touch Me's computer allows you to increase 

skill levels for longer and longer play sequences. 
The LED keeps score and displays the highest 

score, Press the “Last” button, and the computer 
will replay an entire sequence to show you 

where you goofed. 

Fun for 1-4 people that fits in your pocket and 

is ready to challenge your memory at the flick of 
a switch. 

Suggested retail $29.95. 

Order by $ 95 
mail and (plus $1.50 post- 
save. age and hana- 

ling. Battery not 
included.) 

Pea ee eee eee 
rT GAME CLOSET a 

61 Park Place, E. Aurora, N.Y.14052 
Please send Touch Me’s @ $24.95 plus $1.50 
postage and handling each. Total _.. 
(N.Y. residents please add 7% sales tax.) 

OCharge tomy Master Charge 
# Exp. Date 

Signature 

OCheck enclosed O Money order enclosed, 
(Sorry no C.O.D.'s) 

Name 

Address 

City. State Zip 

Offer good only in U.S. Allow 6 weeks for delivery. 
Orders for Christrnas delivery must be received by 
Nov. 15, 1979, 

112 

Chess (Page 91) 

For an explanation of the algebraic notation used be- 
low, see July/August, 1979, Games, page 71. (The 
notation used in the text of the article is a shortened 
version in which coordinates of squares moved from 
are omitted.) 

A. 1... .Rh8-e8! 2.Qe2-d1 (if 2.Qe2xe8,Qf5xf3 + 
3.Kh1-g1,Qf3-g2 mate), Qf5xf3 +! 3.Qd1xf3,Re8xe1 
mate. 

B. 1.Bh5-f7+,Kg8-h8 2.Bf7-e8! Rd8xe8 3. 
Qf5xf8+, Re8xf8 4.Rf1xf8 mate. 
C. The black bishop ‘‘murders”’ the white king after 
1... .b2-b1=Q+! 2.Kc2xb1,Kd4-d3 3.Kb1 at, 
Kd3-c2 4.d2-d4,Ba3 b2 mate. This finale has been 
known since the 1820s. 

Cover Illustration 

There are 60 sides, or faces, or facets, on the star. 
The pentagon visible near the center helps identify 
the figure as a regular dodecahedron (12-sided sol- 
id) that has been ‘‘stellated’’ by extending the planes 
of its pentagonal faces. The lines created from the 
intersections of these planes join to form the ‘‘points”’ 
of the large star, as shown in the diagram below. 
Since the star has twelve such points, each of them 
made up of five triangles, the total number of faces is 
60. 

If you interpreted ‘‘sides’” to mean edges rather 
than faces, then you'd get a different answer: five 
edges meet at each of the star’s twelve points (a total 
of 60 edges); add to that the 30 edges of the original 
dodecahedron that separate the star’s points from 
one another, and you get 90 edges in all. But since 
all these edges occur in groups of three along the 
same straight line, it might be more accurate to con- 
sider the total number of edges to be one-third of 90, 
or 30. 

we | 9 

EUREKA 

EUREKA is dedicated to those venturesome 
spirits who, never settling for a ready answer, 
have fought their way to a better, more elegant, 
or more complete solution than one previously 
given in the Answer Drawer. 

%& Lewis Carroll (July/August, page 14). Larry Er- 
rett of Angwin, CA, found eight sets of three right 
triangles with different whole number sides and equal 
areas, excluding multiples of our answer. While 
working on the problem, however, he came up with 
something even more remarkable: four different right 
triangles with whole number sides and equal areas. 
The triangles have sides of 111-6160-6161, 231- 

2960-2969, 280-2442-2458, and 518-1320-1418: 
and the area of each triangle is 341,880. 

David Neivelt of Napa, CA, improved on the ‘‘few- 
est guests” problem by constructing a family tree in 
which the Governor does not need to invite any 
guests to give a dinner party for his brother's father- 
in-law, his father's brother-in-law, his father-in-law’s 
brother, and his brother-in-law’s father, because he 

is himself all these people. \n the diagram, capital 
letters represent males, small letters represent fe- 

males, brackets indicate deceased persons, double 

lines indicate marriage, single lines represent off- 
spring, and dotted lines represent adoptions. 

F is the Governor, and: (i) F is his brother's father- 

in-law because F’s adopted brother (H) married F’s 
daughter (I); (ii) F is his father’s brother-in-law be- 
cause F's adopted father (A) married F’s real sister 
(c); (iii) F is his father-in-law’s brother because F 
married his adopted brother's (G's) daughter (j); and 
(iv) F is his brother-in-law’s father because F’s son 
(M) married F’s adopted sister (i). Whew! 

%& Word Row (July/August, page 58). Numerous 
alternate solutions to question 12, which asked for an 
8-letter word having five syllables (iDEaLITY was our 
answer), have been submitted by Kyle Corbin of Ra- 
leigh, NC, and Dan Pratt of Laurel, MD. Among the 

most common words on their lists are ACADEMIA, EGO- 
MANIA, IDEOLOGY, ORATORIO, and PARANOIA. Additionally, 
Corbin points out acuaria and Auiroe, and Pratt gives 
OOGONIA, as examples of 7-letter words having five 
syllables. 
We also received alternate solutions for question 

13, which asked for an example of a common word 
having two opposite meanings (the answer was TEM- 
PER, Meaning either ‘‘to harden” or ‘‘to soften’); our 
favorites were submitted in verse form by Terry 
Quinn of Washington, DC: 

Your Word Row writer, this July, 
Committed hardly any fouls; 
He proved that best is sometimes worst; 

That mighty strengths is weak on vowels. 

In you and ewe or cow and kine 
No letters did he once repeat. 
He sowed desserts right next to stressed 
And reaped a palindromic treat. 

And yet | must, in conscience, say 
That all was not quite up to snuff: 
To temper renders soft or hard, 
But that one answer's not enough. 

I'll vote for handicap, a noun 
That goes both ways, | would allege. 
I'll stick with c/eave, a trenchant verb 
That slices with a double edge. 

Mies van der Rohe, the architect, 
Said more or less that more less is. 

Herr Borgmann might have heeded that 
And pruned possessionlessnesses. 

But in the main his verbal quirks 

Are, as you see, quite citable; 
And happily for rogues like me, 
They're all uncopyrightable. 

%& Letters (September/October, page 6). Marc L. 
Cooper of Brookline, MA, has contributed these 
words to the growing list of ‘etymological treasures’’ 
containing A, €, |, 0, and u in order (we had listed only 
ABSTEMIOUS, ARSENIOUS, FACETIOUS, aNd PARECIOUS): ARTERI- 
OUS, CAESIOUS, [DUCTUS] ARTERIOSUS, aNd WATERING 
TROUGH, all found in Webster's Third; and acHELious, 
ACHEIROUS, ALEIKOUM, and ANNELIDOUS, all found in Web- 
ster’s Second. Jeffrey and Karen Lindell found sacte- 
rious (Webster's Second). And we were able to add 
AgRIOUS (an obsolete adjective meaning aerial, found 
in Webster's Second), probably the shortest word of 
this type, and also aFFECTIOUS, MAJESTIOUS, and LAWN 
TENNIS COURT, Which bends the rules a bit. Marc Coop- 
er also contributed three words with a reverse vowel 
pattern: DUOLITERAL, SUBCONTINENTAL, and UNORIENTAL. 
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A great man admits his mistakes. 
great pen erases 

EraserSMate TW200 
The ballpoint pen that erases as easily as a pencil. 

New from PAPE SMATE. $750 3 ©1979 The Gillette Company 



“. © Lorillard. US.A, 1979 : ‘§¢ 

MENTHOL FILTER 

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined 
That Cigarette Smoking !s Dangerous to Your Health. 


